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ABSTRACT
The successful design, development, and demonstration of a Warm Gas Distribution
System ffGDS) is reported, System design, component: development, system manufactur-
ing processes and procedures, and system test results are discussed, Appendixes include
W%'J"DS specifications, drawings, test plans, test data sheets, results of analyses, and
other ancillary information,
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
This is the final report of the initial contract scope for design and development effort
performed by General Electric Company, Space Systems Operation, 
on 
the Warm Gas
Distribution System under JPL Contract No. 951988. A subsequent "final" report will be
issued at the end of any follow-on effort,
The warm gas mass expulsion system, shown schematically in Figure 1 -1, represents
an approach to the use of hydrazine in a low thrust mass expulsion attitude control system
for long-life Earth orbiting and into rplanetary-type spacecraft.
The gas generator portion of the system (Customer--Furnished) consists of a bladder-
equipped prepressurized tank for the storage of liquid hydrazine. The bydrazine is expelled
from the tank through a solenoid valve to a gas generator consisting of an injector and a
combustion chamber. The injector, used to promote combustion efficiency and stability,
injects the liquid hydrazine into the combustion chamber, which contains a spontaneous
catalyst (Shell 405). The catalyst decomposes liquid hydrazine into a gas consisting of
ammonia and nitrogen at a temperature of approximately 2300 
0 
F. Further dissociation of
approximately 60 percent of the ammonia into nitrogen and hydrogen results in an exit gas
temperature of approximately 17000F. These exit gases are stored and cooled in a low
pressure plenum which supplies the warm gas distribution system with gases in the
temperature and pressure ranges of +30 to +1000F and 50 to 200 psig, respectively. The
plenum gas pressure is controlled by a pressure switch which, when sensing an incremental
pressure drop, actuates the solenoid valve allowhag additional hydrazine to be decomposed
and stored.
^4
The General Electric Company, Space Systems Operation is responsible for the design,
development, and demonstra.ion of the Warm Gas Distribution System (WEDS) shown by
block diagram in Figure 1-2.
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The 'WGDS contains a 14-micron (absolute) filter to filter the gases before entry into the
regulator. An adjustable regulator is capable of regulating the gas pressure within the
range of from 15 to 25 psig. A pressure a:1d a temperature transducer are located in the
system downstream of a tee which diverts the flow to two jet valve manifolds. Flex tubes
are located in each of the two flow paths to permit a 90-degree single-plane deployment
of the jet manifolds. One manifold contains two APL-furnished jet valve assemblies; the
second has four jet valve assemblies. facility-type temperature sensor probes are
provided in the jet valve manifold assemblies. The system is welded to minimize leakage
and has the capability of handling flows up to 96, 000 cc/min with a minimum pressure drop,
r
Figure 1--3 is a photograph of the WGAS after completion of system.. thermal-vacuum testing
and immediately before delivery of the system to JPL for integration with the gas
generator and further testing.
	
^ 	^
I
,F
The contractual scope reported herein includes component deFign, component development
testing, fabrication of a demonstration system on a suitable test frame, and system
testing.	 r
'i
The report is organized to present the most significant component and system manufacturing
and performance data in the body of the report. Appendixes include such relative data as
system and component specifications, test plans, drawings, and detailed analyses for
ready reference.
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Figure 1-3. WGDS Demonstration System on Test Frame
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SECTION 2
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
2.1 SYSTEM DESIGN
The WGDS was designed to lie compatible with the system requirements shown in Fable 2-1
and with the interface requirements of the JPL-furnished Gas Generator Unit and Jet "Valve
Assemblies. Specified state-of-the-art tolerances of pressure regulation and pressure
mert.,jurement over the temperature range of -14 to +167 0 F were prime considerations in the
system design. A system cleanliness level requirement of 25 microns maximum is maintained
by a 10-micron cleanable filter located at the inlet to the WGDS. An additional filter isQ	 ,
located at the inlet of the pressure regulator. The manifolds which hold the jet; valve
_J assemblies are designed to provide maximum cleanability yet maintain the zero leakage
requirement, The system low leakage requirement is met by utilization of welded tube
stubs on all components and subsequent welded interconnection of tubing,
The open box test structure shown in figure 1-3 was designed to be compatible in size with
general Electric standard facility 5- by 5-foot thermal-vacuum chambers. The structure has
dimensions of 48 inches high, 32 inches wide, and 32 inches deep. A mounting interface
is provided for mounting the JPL Gas Generator Unit on a shelf within the frame during
integrated testing at JPL. A removable front panel was used to facilitate assembly of the
pneumatic components on a clean room bench, The choice of stainless steel over aluminum
as the material for the structure angles and plate was made on the basis of superior
TA	 cleanability. The structure permits the required 10-foot tube run between the regulator and
Ml
the jet. valve manifolds. Flexible sections in each of the two tube runs along with articulating
arms on the structure permit 90 degree single plane articulation of the jet valve manifold
tr	 ,
assemblies during testing in order to simulate spacecraft solar panel deployment.
t
A flow analysis conduc;;ed before finalizing the tube size selections and line lengths is
included in Appendix A-2. In addition, this appendix includes data on assumed duty cycles
for a flight-type WEDS, and an analysis of thermodynamic properties of the ultimate
hydrazine decomposition products, as well as changes in thermodynamic properties of the
gases during flow.
2-1
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Table 2-1. SLimmary of Major System Requirements
Input:
	
	
Hydrazine gas generator products
gaseous nitrogen test gas
Pressure: 50-200 psi gC?	
0Temperature: +30 to +400 F
Flow rate: up to 96000 Sce/M.111 GN 2
WGDS Regulation:
	
	 15-25 psi + 0, 2 psi design goal
(Adjustable pressure range)
Pressure Measurement:	 + 0. 1 psi design goal
Life:	 600 clays
2 X 10 regulatorcycles
Thermal Environment:
	
Regulator (in spec.) -14 to +16701,,
Regulator (overall) -100 to +400OF
Pressure transducer -14 to +1670F
Other temperature +30 O F to +400OF
Gas temperature +30O F to +4000F
Cleanliness-, 	 25 micron (absolute) limit
Leakage (External):	 1 scc/hr helium exclusive of valves
and manifolds
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2.2 COMPONENT DESIGN AND TEST RESULTS
The selection criteria, the description of the components which have been used iu the WGDS,
and the major development test results are summarized in this section.
2.2.1 REGULATOR
2.2.1.1 Selection Criteria.
As the most critical component in the WGDS for operating requirements, the regulator repre-
sents the key to successful operation of the system. Several design concepts were studied
for applicability to WEDS requirements and specifically to the close regulation tolerance
over a wide temperature range.
A two-stage system was studied as one approach to achieving reduced regulation tolerances.
This concept has the advantage of providing a near constant inlet pressure to the second stage,
thus eliminating the regulated pressure changes resulting from excursions in inlet pressure.
A pneumatic regulator in a typical cold gas attitude control system sees an inlet pressure
range of 150 to 3000 psig, which, on a single stage regulator, can produce a variation in out-
let pressure on the order of 0.5 to 1 psi from this cause alone In the WEDS, however, the
regulator inlet pressure range will be controlled at 50 to 200 psi by the gas generator system
which will not cause any significant change in regulated pressure.
The two-stage regulator concept offers the advantage of redundancy (except in the fail closed
mode), which would permit system operation off the design point, in the event of failure of
one stage. The most probable failure mode of a regulator is excessive internal leakage; fully
open or fully closed failures are rare. In the WGDS, excessive internal leakage of a single
stage regulator will cause an increase in downstream pressure until one of the solenoid valves
opens at 40 to 60 Asia. This unbalanced torque will cause rotation and some translation of
the spacecraft, and an initial high thrust when firing the first solenoid valve thruster;
Excessive internal leakage of a two-stage regulator must be considered in two parts. If
only the first stage leaks, the result will be an increase in interstage pressure and a small
loss in regulation accuracy of the second stage which would have a minor effect on the
2-3
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spacecraft. if, however, the second stage leaks excessively, the net result will be the same
as with a single-stage regulator, with the exception that solenoid valve relief action may not
occur. This would be true if the first-stage regulator setting does not overlap any Solenoid
valve relieving pressure,
The advantage in redundancy provided by the two-stage-regulator concept does not :appear to
offset the added complexity, weight, and cost of such a. sys'Zem.
Pilot-operated regulators have been given consideration for application in the WEDS. Single-
stage:, pilot-operated regulators are sometimes used when a high degree of regulation accuracy
is required. This type of regulator uses a small pilot regulator to control the main metering
valve pneumatically. Since control pilot pressures provide adequate forces to drive the main
metering valve element, the need for pressure balancing of the metering valve element is
eliminated. This helps reduce errors resulting from high frictional forces and sealing
forces on the valve element seat. The control pilot may also contain devices to compensate
for changes in temperature so that regulation accuracy can be maintained over a wide tempera-
ture range.
3t
24
Because of the bleed characteristic, and greater , complexity of the pilot-operated regulator, r>
it was not considered suitable for the WGDS.
y
Based on the aforementioned considerations, a single-stage, spring-loaded regulator was
^^ a
selected for use in the WEDS. Advantages of the single-stage approach are simplicity of
	 '.
design, lower cost, lower weight, and greater reliability.
}
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The pilot-operated regulator, however, has one characteristic which makes it generally
unsuitable for .long life spacecraft use. The control pilot element must bleed gas overboard,
or downstream, to adjust pilot pressure to the varying levels required by system demands.
A weight penalty would be paid in the additional gas required for bleeds during regulator
operation.
^5	 1
j
ti
2, 2. 1.2 Regulator Description
The 'WEDS regulator is Carleton Controls Model. No. 1992517, shown in Figure 2--1. This
regulator has required some modifications for use in the WEDS. (The basic design is also
currently used in ammonia service by GE SSO on the Dodge-M spacecraft.) The regulator is
further identified by GE Drawing No. 47D212117 and Specification No. SVS-7513. (Appendixes
A -3 and A -1.)
The regulator is a single-stage, balanced poppet design, using a bellows sensing element.
The regulator is spring loaded with a helical, circular wire sprang, and incorporates a soft
seat with rounded edge sealing.
The original modification concept for the regulator included sealing the bellows element and
filling the sealed element with a predetermined amount of inert gas. Temperature changes,
acting on the sealed volume, would cause changes in internal pressure and a displacement of
the bellows element. In this manner, compensation was provided for temperature effects on
the spring modulus and dimensions. Temperature compensation such as this was deemed
necessary to approach the desired regulation goal. of + 0.2 psi over a -100 to + 400 0F tempera-
tore range. With the regulation tolerance redefined as required over a temperature range
of -14 to +167 0F, the sealed backfilled bellows compensation method has been eliminated in
favor of a constant modulus spring of Ni-Span C. The regulator outlet pressure may be ad-
justed externally. Since the spring and adjusting screw are inside the bellows (the side
exposed to ambient pressure), adjustment of the spring will not introduce any contaminants
into the regulator or system. During detail design of the regulator, it was found necessary
to incorporate both helical and Belleville springs in order to permit adjustment over the full
C,
!	 range of 15 to 25 psig without use of different springs. The regular adjustment procedure is
summarized in Appendix A-7
2.2. 1.3 Regulator Development Test. Results
The first regulator assembled incorporated 17 -7 CRES helical and belleville springs,
a
Initial test results showed that this unit (SIN 1) did not perform within specification limits
over the full temperature range of -14 to +167 0 F. However, it was decided, with JPL concur-
i
rence, to expedite the system test program by using this unit in the demonstration system and
2-5 1
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wFigure 2-1. WGDS Regulator
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to continue development activity 
on 
the backup regulator (SIN 2). Test results obtained for
regulator SIN I are summarized In Figure 2-2. Copies of the complete test data sheets for
acceptance testing by Carleton Controls and by GE are included in Appendix A-5. "Vesting was
conducted by GE in accordance with GE Test Plan No. ETP-003 (Appendix A -4) and by Carle-
ton, Controls in accordance with the component specification (Appendix A -1). It was noted in
the performance of the first regulator that a considerable "droop" existed at higher flow
rates and that a considerable thermal-induced error was present. Developmental effort on
the second regulator was concentrated on selection of optimum, 8pring rates for the helical
and Belleville springs and on incorporation of a Nispan-C helical spring. A Nispan-C
belleville was not used because of difficulty realized in fabrication. Thin spring carries
a small (about 10 percent) percentage of the total spring load and is not so significant to
regulator performance over a temperature span as is the helical spring. With the design
changes incorporated, the regulator performance improved to that shown in Figure 2-fl,
A total regulation range of + 0.55 psi was realized with SIN 2, including all lockup and
flow regulation effects, at an outlet pressure of approximately 25 psi. At a 15 psi setting,
the maximum lockup pressure rise was slightly higher, resulting in a'± 0.7 psi band over-
all, although the pressure regulation during flow was + 0.5 psi at this pressure setting.
Spring rates for SIN I were 35 pounds per inch (helical) and 61 pounds per inch (belleville),
The corresponding parameters for SIN 2 were 52 and 100 pounds per inch, respectively,
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2,,2.2 PRESSURT,; TRANSDUCER
2.2.2.1 Selection Criteria
Three types of pressure transducers were considered for use In the, WGDS, These are the
potentiometer, strain gage, and linear variable differential transformer (LN TDT) types,
Between GF3 and JPL it was agreed that the transducer be mounted remotely from the
system with a length of tubing. This prevented ttxposure of the transducer element to the
0
-100 to 400 F environment, Therefore, typical spacecraft environment of -14 to +167 0 F
w,,*, s assumed to be applicable,
The potentiometer transducer is attractive because of its simplicity and relative low cost,
In this type transducer a movable slider, actuated by system pressure, contacts a resistance
element, Motion of the slider results In resistance change that may be linear or some
programmed variable depending on the manner in which the resistance element is wound,
The potentlome4r-type pressure transducer has the advantage of high Input, low cost, can
be powered with ac or do, is easily handled, and can perform a wide range of functions,
However, there are inherent disadvantages to the potentiometer type. The wire-wound
resistance element has finite resolution, and high mechanical friction which limits life,
TTurther, they develop high noise level with wear, and are temperature and vibration sensi-
tive. Accuracy of this type is approximately :t I percent or + 0. 6 psi for the 60 psi range
device. This is not sufficient accuracy for the WGDS application.
Strain gige pressure transducers are of tvo general types: bonded and unbonded, In both
types, the strain wires or elements are usually wired up as a Wheatstone Bridge, The
active elements are arranged so that opposite arms of the bridge increase (or decrease)
their resistance at the same rate for a given displacement. The resistance change is
detected as a voltage unbalance in the bridge,
Strain gage pressure transducers offer the advantages of infinite resolution, good linearity
and hysteresis characteristics, relatively easy temperature compensation, can be powered
	
4
with ac or do, and are useful over wide frequency ranges, These devices, however, have a
low output which requires amplification.
2-10
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Accuracy of the strain gage pressure transducer is +0.50 percent of full scale for combined
effects of linearity and hysteresis, plus a thermal sensitivity shift within 0. 010 percent of
full scale per of over the compensated temperature range. As the pressure transducer will
not be exposed to the WGDS envirow-nent, the thermal sensitivity shift should be negligible.
The above values represent guaranteed accuracies as stated in the manufacturer's speci-
fications sheets. On a seli;ctive basis, better accuracies can be obtained, of approximately
one-half the above. This gives +0.15 psi for linearity and hysteresis which is reasonably
close to the +0.1 psi required for the WEDS.
The linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) pressure transducer typically consists
of a hollow concentric nonmagnetic form upon which are mounted three windings, one pri-
mary winding and two secondary windings. An armature is placed within the coil form.
' When excited with a carrier, and with the output windings connected in series opposition,
the application of pressure to a suitable element ,linked with the armature causes its deflection
from a null position. The phase and magnitude of the output voltage can then be measured
as a function of the applied, pressure. The LVDT type has the advantages of high output,
infinite resolution, and low hysteresis. Since the travel of the sensor is large compared
to the effects of temperature and strain, the zero stability is better in the LVDT than in
c
strain gage type transducers.
The LVDT requires ac excitation and the associated electronics must include a do regulator
LVDTand a demodulator on the LVDT output. Also, the low natural` frequency of the r limits
frequency response of the instrument. Although the static error band is given as +0.6 per-
cent in manufacturer's literature, overall accuracy can be reduced to +0.15 psi or better on
a selective basis. This includes the effects of linearity, hysteresis, friction, and
repeatability.
k
	
	
The strain gage .a,^ Id LVDT types appear to be nearly equal in obtainable accuracy and per-
	 I
formance characteristics. From- the standpoint of vibration and shock, however, the LVDT
i
is favored over the strain gage. For this reason, the LVDT was selected for the WGDS
i
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2.2.2.2 Component Description
The WGDS pressure transducer is Consolidated Controls Corporation type 41 PL 20, shown
in Figure 2-4. The transducer incorporates a pressure sensing element and signal con-
ditioning circuitry in a single ^)ackage. The transducer is a Linear Variable Differential
Transformer type using a diaphragm as the pressure sensing element. Input power is
28 +4 vdc at 32 ma maximum, with an output to 0 to 5 vdc full scale. The transducer is
further specified by GE Drawing 47D212118 and Specification SVS-7515, included in
,Appendixes A-3 and A-1, respectively.
The type 41 PL 20 ,pressure transducer, well suited to the WGDS, was designed for military
and aerospace telemetry applications. Materials of the sensing element in contact with the
fluid media are znconel and hi cone
	
which are compatible with hydrazine and the decom-
position products of hydrazine. Operating pressure range of the selected transducer is
0 to 60 psi, with a proof pressure of 90 psi and rated burst pressure of 180 psi. In
construction, the pressure chamber is a cylinder to one end of which is welded the pressure
diaphragm. This elil-nitrates any potential leak path through the transducer and is in keeping
with the all welded constructions philosophy of the WGDS.
2.2.2.3 Pressure Transducer Performance
Calibration data for the WGDS pressure transducer was taken in compliance with the com-
ponent specification (Appendix A-1) and the acceptance test plan (Appendix A-4). These
data are summarized in Table 2-2. Complete test data sheets are included in Appendix A-S.
?F
Performance of the transducer exceeds the specification requirer^ient and closely approaches' 	 {
the design goal of +0.1 psi over the 15 to 25 psi pressure range.
2.2.3 TEMPERATURE SENSORS
2.2.3.1 Selection Criteria
s
Three temperature sensors are required in the WGDS for measurement of gas tempowature
at the regulator outlet and at each valve manifold. Although no accuracy was specified for
u:
these transducers, an overall accuracy of +1.0°F is desirable at the regulator outlet while
+2. 0°F is adequate at the valve manifoldF .
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Figure 2-4. WGDS LVDT Pressure Transducer
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4Table 2-2. Pressure Transducer Calibration Data
Inlet Pressure
(psi) Theoretical
Output Voltage
GOOF
	
-140F
	
+167 F
	
80 F
0 0.000 -0.010 -0.013 +0._001 -0.007
12 1.000 0.999 0.996 1.007 0.996
24 2.000 2.001 1.995 2.01.0 2.000
36 3.000 3.011 3.004 3.024 3.012
48 4.000 4.016 4.008 4.033 4.015
60 5.000 5.000 4.991 5.022 5.002
48 4.000 4.015 4.010 4.032 4.016
36 3.000 3.009 3.003 3.024 3.009
24 2.000 2.001 1.993 2.010 1.998
12 i.000 0.996 0.990 1.002 0.997
0 0.000 4.009 -0.016 +0.001 -0.005
Notes
Maximum static error band design goal (15 to 25 psi) = 0.015 vdc
Maximum static error band spec. requirement (15 to 25 psi) = 0.025 vdc
Demonstrated static error band (12 to 24 psi, -14 0F to +167 0F) 0.017 vdc
The types of temperature sensors that have been studied for application in the WGDS are
platinum resistance element, thermocouples, and thermistors.
In comparison with platinum resistance temperature sensors or any other resistance
sensors-, thermocouples have the advantage in that the temperature sensitive zone can be
extremely small. They are suited for relatively high temperatures, and are more flexible
in installation. Where these considerations are of greatest importance, thermocouples
should be used. At very low temperatures, higher output and higher accuracy, favor resis-
tance sensors.
The advantages of resistance sensor o ver thermocouples include the following:v
	 P_zs
a. A much higher output voltage can be obtained.
b. A reference junction temperature or a compensating device is unnecessary.
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c. Sensitivity to small temperature changes can be much greater.
d. In moderate temperature ranges, absolute accuracy of calibration and stability
of calibration for resistance elements can be better by a factor of 10 to 100.
The latter condition arises from the fact that in a thermocouple, grain boundary material
is generally capable of producing a thermal emf when a temperature gradient is present
along the length of the wire. From this, it may be concluded that a thermocouple calibration
will never be exactly repeatable unless the complete temperature distribution along the
wire is exactly duplicated. It is not sufficient to duplicate the temperature at the junction
in order to realize the same calibration for a thermocouple.
Thermistors are relatively inexpensive and are very sensitive to temperature. They are
	
1	 available in small sizes and with high resistance values when desired. However, thermis-
tors have a particularly nonlinear resistance versus temperature relationship. The
calibration stability is poorer than most well made metal elements (particularly, platinum
	
I"	 elements). Because of their nonlinear relationship, relatively numerous calibration points
are necessary.
C
	
77r ,	 Overall accuracy of the platinum resistance element temperature transducer is abouti;
F0.25 percent of full scale, or 1.250E for a 5000E range. The best accuracy obtainabler
from a thermocouple operating over the -100 F to +400 OF range is +20F. For the above
reasons, the platinum resistance element temperature transducer was selected for use in
the WGDS at the regulator outlet while the thermocouple was selected for use in the valve
manifolds.
2.2.3.2 Component Description
Two tyres of temperature transducers are used in the WGDS. A clamp-on unit is used on
the tubug dust downstream of the regulator. This unit clamps onto the outer wall of the
tubing and measures temperature at the tubing outer wall, which approximates the gas
temperature at that point-. The clamp on temperature transducer, Winsco Model No 2712, i
	
'	 uses a pure platinum _resistance element mounted in a strain-free manner inside a stainless
2-15y
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steel housing. The element is fully protected from damage which might result from
clamping pressure on the case. The temperature range is -435 to 1000 OF, which readily
accommodates the WGDS requirements. Being mounted on the external tube wall, the
clamp-on unit introduces no pressure drop, contamination, or leakage points, and presents
no compatibility problems.
A signal conditioner is provided with the clamp-on transducer to provide 0 to 5 vdc output
with 28 vdc unregulated input. The signal conditioner is required to withstand exposure only
to the -14 to +167 0 F temperature range. The signal conditioner is of solid state, fully
encapsulated design, with thermal zero shift of less than ±0.005 percent of full scale output
per degree Fahrenheit.
Both temperature sensor and signal conditioner are shown in Figure 2-5. This component
is further identified by GB Drawing No. 47D212124 and Specification SVS-7516 located in
Appendices A-3 and A-1, respectively.
The second type of temperature transducer is a thermocouple probe type which is incorporated
in each jet valve manifold: The probes are Conax standard catalog temperature sensors
T-SS4-G-132-MPG-040-"HT-1 25 inch. Signal conditioning is not supplied with the probes,
because they are not considered to be part of an eventual flight system. The probes are
furnished with a terminal head capable of accepting up to 14 gage test facility lead wires.
The Conax thermocouple is a copper-constantan junction grounded to and contained in a	 1
i
304 stainless steel sheath having a diameter of 0.040 inch. The thermocouple is supplied
with a calibration over the temperature range of -300 to +700 0F. figure 2-6 shows a
disassembly of this component.
2.2.3.3 Temperature Sensor Calibration Performance"
The surface temperature sensor calibration by Winsco is shown in Table 2-3. Subsequent
data taken by GE with a different procedure show good agreement with these data. See
Acceptance Test Plan ETP 41M3-007 in Appendix A-4. Complete data sheets are in
2-1G
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Figure 2-6. WGDS Temperature Sensor Probes
Table 2-3. Surface Temperature Sensor Calibration Data
Temperature (0 F) Resistance (Ohms) Voltage Output (vdc)
-100 140.399 -0.008
-75 151, 679 +0.252
-50 162.904 +0.513
-25 174.078 +0.776
0 185.204 +1.035
+25 196.285 +1.290
50 207.322 +1.546 
75 218.315 +1.802
100 229.265 +2.058
125 240. 172 +2.309
150 251.035 +2.560
175 261.855 +2.811
200 272.632 +3.062
225 283.365 +3.308
250 294.055 +3.553
275 304.701 +3.798
300 315.305 +4.043
325 325.864 +4.283
350 336.380 +4.522
375 346.854 +4.761
400 357.283 +5.000
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Appendix A-5. The surface temperature sensor was inadvertently damaged before system
testing and was returned to Winsco for repair. Therefore, it was not used in system tests.
1) OkuA facility temperature sensor, Internally mounted, which had been installed ,'1s a p
instrumentation was used instead.
No problems were encountered in use of the temperature probes as facility-type instru-
mentation during system testing.
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2.2.4 FILTE R
2.2.4.1 Selection Criteria
A filter Is required In the WGDS to protect the regulator from contamination and to main-
tain a level of cleanliness downstream consistent with the 25-inicron partiO n. size limit.
A 10-micron absolute rating filter is specified, In order to gain added assurance that no
particles larger than 25 microns are passed into the system. A tee-type, cleanable element
facility-type filter is used in the WGJ)S.
Several types of filter elements were studied, including woven wire mesh, sintered wire
mesh, Dutch weave wire mesh, sintered porous metal, and etched disc.
The N{ oven wire mesh element is produced on a loom in much the same manner as conven-
tional cloth materials. The wire mesh cloth develops a square opening pattern and presents
a straight-through path for flow. Since there is no mechanical bond between points of
intersection of the wire, the cloth may distort under high mechanical stress and vibration,
causing pore size to vary and allowing particles to pass through. Initial cleanliness of the
filter element is difficult to achim, because contaminants can be inadvertently woven i"t-Ao
the cloth. Also, contamination may be introduced during fabrication of the filter element
when the wire cloth is welded or attached to the supporting structure.
The woven wire mesh element has the advantages of applicability over a wide temperature
range, good mechanical strength, low pressure drop, light weight and low cost. However,
careful controls during manufacture of the filter are necessary to obtain a clean element.
,Ilk
i.
The sintered wire mesh element -i s woven similar to the woven wire mesh element, with
the added feab;re of the wires being sintered together where they cross. The sintering
process fixes the pore size and reduces the possibility of changes in pore size under
mechanical stress and vibra",ion. The sintered wire mesh has the same general filitration
capability as unsintered mesh and presents a straight- through path for flow. The sintered
element has the same advantages as the woven wire mesh type, plus added mechanical
strength obtained by the sintering process. Initial cleanliness of the wire mesh is enhanced
2-2o-
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by being subjected to the reducing atmosphere of a sintering furnace combined with a
controlled temperature within a few degrees of the melting point of stainless steel. Most
contaminants are vaporized, and any stainless steel contaminants are sintered ill place.
However, contaminants may still be introduced during fabrication, when the sintered wire
cloth is welded to the supporting structure. This type of -filter, like the unsintered mesh
also requires careful attention to cleanliness during the manufact4ring process.
The Dutch twill wire mesh is a woven cloth with a more intricate weave then the square
mesh pattern. For this reason, the material has better ability to stop fibers, Initial
cleanliness will be comparable to square mesh elements, as will migration characteristics.
Sintering can also be accomplished on the Dutch twill wire mesh. Dutch twill cloth Is
generally heavier and requires less structural support than square mesh cloth of the same
tf
	
rating. The pressure drop is low and comparable to square mesh elements.
It
Sintered metal filter elements are produced by sintering beads, metal powder,, and other
metallic gTanular material to produce a filter element with depth characteristics. The
degree of bonding of this material may vary froit, poor to good, depending on the quality
control during manufacture. Structural strength_ may vary from fragile to rugged. hAtial
cleanliness of this type element is difficult to achieve, and migTation of element material
inckading flakes, beads, or larger granules is possible. Shock and vibration resistance is
poor. For these reasons, the sintered metal element wa, ,,,  considered unsuitable for the
WGDS.
The etched disc filter element consists of a stack of segments resembling thin washers,
each of which has one face chemically etched to provide a predetermined intricate flow path.
The stack of segments is held rigidly by a supporting cage, and is tightly compressed.
Since each segment can be cleaned separately, initial cleanliness is superior. Migration
of media is essentially zero, as there are no welds, wires, chips, or machined surfaces
on the element.
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Me greatest disadvantage of the etched disc filter is the size anti weight of the filler
assembly. Pressure drop per unit area is fairly high, necessitating greater surface area
for a given required pressure drop. flecause the WGDS is a demonstration of an eventual
flight system, it is desirable to use flightweight hardware for all components. Due to low
flow rate of the WGDS, however, the etched filter may be used without a significant weight
penalty in flightweight hardware. For the demonstration program, a cleanable facility
"heavy weight" unit was substituted in order to combine demonstration of the etched disc
design with flexibility for system refurbishment for later Osting.
2.2.4.2 Component Description
The filter used is a Vacco Tee type filter (shown in Figure 2-7) with inlet and outlet fittings
that permit welding into the WADS. The filter bowl is removable by use of a threaded
fitting. The removable and recleanable element Li of the etched disc type described below.
The filter has a OP indicator and is rated at 10 microns absolute.
0
Figure `' -7. Filter Assembly
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The filter has a dirt holding capacity of one gram. of AC fine test dust at 10 psi maximurn
prossure drop while flowing 96, 000 sec/min gaseous nitrogen. This dirt-holding capacity
is based on an estimate of the solids generated by passing 90 pounds of hydrazine through
a catalyst bed (90 pounds is the approximate storage capacity of the gas generator
propellant tank).
2.2.4.3 Filter Development Test Results 	 le
The, WGDS filter was cleaned to better than the 25-micron level specified. Subsequent
contamination counts (described in test data, sheets in Appendix A-5) demonstrated clean-
liness approaching a 5-micron level. This type of contamination control Is generally not
possible with wire mesh filters because of entrapped particles and/or filter shedding.
One problem was encountered in the filter. This was leakage at the &P indicator caused
by cleaning operations removing ring lubricant from the LP indicator seals. This is a
problem related to a design feature incorporated in the facility test item which would
not be a part of a subsequent flightweight filter. The filter acceptance test plan, ETP
2.2.5 MANUAL VALVE
A manual valve was required for incorporation in the demonstration system as a purge
and prepressurization valve. The valve must be cleanable and capable of taking high
and low operating temperatures during system thermal-vacuum testing.
The maraial valve selected for this application (Figure 2-8) is the Nupro "B" series
bellows valve. GE control drawing No. 47D212116 is included in Appendix A-3.
The valve is of all welded, hermetically sealed construction, using a metal-to-metal
seat. Seat and stem materials are 316 stainless steel and the bellows material is type
321 stainless. The valve orifice size provides a flow coefficient (C v) of 1.01. The valve
is of 3/ 8-inch I le size, and provided with tube stubs for welding into the system. Maxi-
mum operating temperature of the valve is 6000F. Other features of the valve include a
helium test port in the bonnet, panel and bottom mounting, low operating torque, and a
nonrotating stem.
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Figure 2-8. Hand Valve (Purge and Prepressurization Valve) 3 i
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A special manufacturing technique was employed to assure that the valve was clean. Nupro
manufactured the valve initially with the final welding operating omitted. The parts were
shipped to GL, cleaned to a 25 -micron absolute level, and shipped back to Nupro. The
final welding of the assembly was made by Nupro without violation of the cleaned ulterior
of the valve. Subsequent tests at GE confirmed cleanliness and leak tightness of all three
valves. Test data sheets are in Appendix A-5. The applicable acceptance test plan, ETP
- 4	 Appendix4^.M3- 00 ,is in ppen  A-4.
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2.6. 1 Flexible Joint Selection Criteria
Studies of flexible joint concepts which could be utilized ils the WGDS included flexible metal
x
hose, bellows, and rotary points. 	 z
Flexible metal hose can be formed from seamless tubing, or by helically winding from a
metal strip and joining by welding or soldering. The latter method was not considered
desirable for the WGrDS because of the tight overall leakage requirement. Flexible metalg	 g
hose can be supplied with external wire braid reinforcement, but for the low pressures of
the WEDS application this external braid is not required. Strength and flexibility of thep	 q	 g	 y
flexible metal ho-9,e varies with the type convolution; the depth, pitch, and wall thickness of
S
the convolutions and mechanical properties of the material. Generally, stripwound flexible
hoses have better strength and flexibility eharaetw istics than those formed from seamless
r the	 ad nta ^e of zero leakage , the seamless 	 x'tubing... However,  
	
va g	 r	 ge for	 ss fie able hose
limited ft.rther consideration to this type for the WGDS.
A Bellows joint was considered for _use in one leg of the WEDS to serve as a flexible joint
Yfor a 90 degree angular displacement. <Bellows joints can be used in applications where%
axial, lateral, angular, or combined ueflections between components are required.. Bellows
°i
can be fabricated in several basic shapes, with the type chosen usually dependent on the
spring rate desired or flexible action required of the element. Convoluted seamless bellows
are available, produced in much the same manner as convoluted seamless flexible hose.
Welded bellows are essentially corrugated diaphragms alternately welded together at the
inner and outer radii. Because of the potential leakage paths and slag contamination of the
welded bellows, this concept is not suitable for the WEDS.
2, 2. 6. 2 Component Description
Flexible metal hose by Anaconda;y s selected for use as the flexible joints in the WEDS.
Flexible metal hose in the desired 1/2-inch size is available from Anaconda, fabricated from
seamless type 321 stainless steel. The flex hose is unbraid=,d, with the tube stubs welded
2-26
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on each end (see Figure 2-9). Open pitch convolution was specified to facilitate cleaning
to the 25-micron absolute limit of the WGDS. For increased cycle life, the flex hose
assembly was furnished in a fully annealed condition. Annealing was accomplished in a
reducing atmosphere. A design cycle life of 2000 cycles was specified. One cycle is
defined as ))ending the flex hose from a straight configuration through an angular displace-
ment of 90 degrees in one plane, and returning to the straight configuration. The flexible
hose is further defined by GE Control Drawing No. 47D212114 in Appendix A-3.
The seamless construction feature of the Anaconda hose is well suited to the low leakage
requirements of the WGDS. Flex hose made frorn seamless tubing is available from Ana-
conda in sizes up to and including 1/2 inch as a stock item.
The 1/2-inch size flex hose is rated for a maximum opel lating pressure of 255 psig at
ambient temperature. The WGDS maximum temperature of +400 OF reduces the allowable
operating pressure by approximately 20 percent, but this is still well above the WGDS maxi-
mmn operating pressure of 60 psig. Minh-num centerline bend radius for the 1/2-inch hose
is 8 inches, necessitating approximately 12. 5 inches of flexible section for a 90 degree send.
2. 2. 6. 3 Flex Hose Perk,)rmance
The flexible hoses as delivered from the supplier were not properly cleaned. This was
initially attributed erroneously to silver solder brazing in the test fittings supplied to
Anaconda with the tube stubs. It was found That by using an internal flushing "wand"
which directed radial jets into the convolutions of the hose, the hoses could be cleaned
satisfactorily. This type of internal flushing under-pressure by means of a wand moved
up and down the length of the flexible hose system a 1 Jc ally cleans each convolutioll.
The flexible hoses satisfactorily passed leakage, proof, and flexing tests in accordance
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Tube manifolds compatible with the JPL fturnished solenoid valves are shown 
in 
Figure 2-10.
Two types of manifolds were designed, one holding two jet valves, the other holding a cluster
of four jet valves. The 304 stainless steel manifolds are fabricated in two pieces making
the t1^-o halves ultracleanable before weldin & into a zero leakage assembly-. The manifolds0
provide ports for installation, of the thermocouple temperature probes. An O-ring is inserted
is
between the two halves to prevent contamination from the assembly Nveld penetratin g the0
interior of the manifold and threatening solenoid valve performance. (This O-ring was not
in the manifolds used in the demonstration system.) Special caps providing the same
interface as the solenoid valves were used to attach instrumentation during various tests
or to take contamination samples.
Note in Figure 2-10 that the interior surfaces of the manifold are designed to preclude
"lips" to shield particulate matter from flushing, and are electropolished to provide a
cleanable surface.
Contamination resulted internally when the tw-o manifold halves were electron, beam welded
id without the contamination control O-ring, However, this dirt was cleaned out of the mani-
folds by Freon flushing. The manifolds were found to be fully satisfactor y in all other
respects. A subsequent flight system would doubtless require a lighter design. However,
the design concepts employed will be amenable to incorporation into a lighter weight body.
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Figure 2-10. WGDS Manifold
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2.2.8 TEST STRUCTURE AND ARTICULATING ARMS
The test frame with articulating arms used to test the flexible hoses Is shown 
In 
Figure 2-11,
The structure is fabricated o f stain less stee l angle iron, w ith a removable stainless front
panel. A shelf for mounting the JPL gas generator Is provided. Two articulating arms
capable of 90 degrees rotation in a single plane are attached to the structure. The entire
structure was electropolished to remove manufacturing blemishes and to make surfaces
compatible with clean rooni requirements. The articulating arms approximate within, 1,18
Inch the path taken by the tube end in an ideal 90 degree bond movement. The design can
 dual hinge members on each side of the arm with each hinge member pivoted inde-
pendently. "Layouts" which varied the length of the hinge members and the location of the
pivot points were used to adjust the path taken by the flexible hose during bending. Figure
2-12 Is a closeup of one such arm,
2.2.9 TLT13ING AND FITTINGS
Discussion of tubing, welded fittings, and special test fittings used is included In Section 2. 3.
2. 2, 10 SOLENOID VALVES (JPL FURNISHED)
A limited amount of testing was conducted on the JPL- furnished solenoid valves, Test
plan ETP 41M3-005 is included in Appendix A-4. Data sheets for three units are in
Appendix A-5. The remaining three valves were received too late for component level
testing without affecting the system test schedule. Some considerable leakage at the valve-
to-manifold sealing points was found. However, an O-ring seal was used instead of the
metallic seals originally intended because of torque sensitivity in the valve mounting flange.
In general, the valves exhibited leakage below 0. 5 see helium. per hour before 9.nd after
system testing. One unit which was found to be leaking excessively was removed, and the
manifold capped, before system testing.
am
am
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Figure 2-12. Articulating Arm Closeup View
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A2.3 ISYSTEM MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY PROCEDURES
Two significant requirements were necessary to manufacture of the WEDS in addition to
routine good manufacturing practice. A highly reliable tube welding technique was
required to meet the stringent leak rate specifications. In addition, a variety of specialized
technology was necessary to provide highly cleanable, nonshedding piece parts, plus
fabrication and test methods which would not recontaminate the system hardware beyond
the limit of 25 microns absolute.
Result 's of previous GE/SSO developments in tube welding, using a miniaturized rotating-are
weld head and an automatically programmed weld cycle, indicated that welded tube joints
would not be a significant source of gas leakage in the system.	 This was verified by final
leak testing of the Warm Gas Distribution System using a helium sniffer and mass
spectrometer calibrated for maximum sensitivity, which showed a "worst case,'" aggregate
leak rate for the 40 system tube welds in the range of 0. 0001 scc/helium, per hour, or
approximately I scc/helium, per year.
The technology required to meet the cleanliness specification of 25 microns absolute was
Ear more diversc-,	 Prior investigation by GE/SSO into the mechanisms of contamination
had led to the identification and development of a variety of processes and concepts
specifically directed to the design and manufacture of ultraclean pneumatic systems. 	 These
included optimization of critical surfaces by use of such approaches as electropolishing
or chemical polishing, exclusive use of ultrasonically drawn tubing and weld sleeves
throughout the system, degaussing critical hardware as required, the use of contamination
seals in conjunction with electron beam welding in the design of some items such as
manifolds, the development of unique, noncontaminating test fittings and additional concepts
and processes still under development.
	
All of the items cited above were subsequently
employed on the WGDS.
Basic effectiveness of the total approach is indicated by the fact that no metallic particle
larger than 20 microns was obtained by either of the two final gas purge measurements
following system test.
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2.3.1 TEST STRUCTURE
The test structure was designed not only to meet Its specified functional reqqireinents, but
also to provide a suitably cleanable housing for the pneumatic wistem. This was
con,sidered to be necessary because a dirty structure could be a source of contamination
within tL clean room and a threat to ultraclean system fabrication. TNpe 304 stainless
steel was selected for use throughout the structure because of its weldability, corrosion
resistance and suitability for clectropolishing. Standard sheet metal and are welding
techniques were used throughout. Following fabrication, the complete structure was
subjected to an extended electropolishing process to enhance cleanability by removing
all scale and improving surface texture.
2. 3. 2 TU DING
The use of ultrasonically drawn P ., ,4inless steel tubing throughout the WGDS represents a
significant innovation in. pneumatic system technology. GEISSO had learned of the
technique while it was still in development and, recognizing its potential for ultraclean
pneumatic systems, scheduled one of the first commercial runs (custom drawn) for the
WGDS.
Ultrasonically drawn tubing was selected specifically to provide the finest possible finish
of the internal tube surfaces in order to promote maximum cleanability of the tubing.
The process also permits excellent tolerance control, thereby contributing to the consistent
heat transfer properties required for the reliable fabrication of welded or brazed tubular
joints. The key to this tube drawing process is the tran8mission of ultrasonic energy
through a transducer and coupling rod to an internal drawing plug. This permits the tube
to be drawn over the energized plug with significantly reduced friction. (See Figure 2-13.
Simultaneously, the ultrasonic vibration of the plug imparts a fine finish by producing a
microburnishing effect on the internal surface of the tube.. Figure 2-14 illustrates typical
results of the ultrasonic technique. The fine surface texture inherent in tubing produced
by this technique has a reduced dirt-holding capacity and also reduces the boundary layer
effects which normally inhibit the effective flushing or purging of standard tubing. Cleaning
of the ultrasonically drawn tubing for the WGDS to better than a 25-micron level was
accomplished without difficulty.
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Figure 2-13. Ultrasonic 'Tube Drawing
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2.3.3 WELD SLEEVES
The unique method used for fabrication of weld sleeves for the WGDS was developed to
satisfy two somewhat contradictory requirements.
a. The weld sleeve should fit over the tube with minimal clearance to p vovide
consistent heat transfer for reliable welding of the Gleeve to the tube. The
difference between tube outer diameter and weld sleeve internal diameter
should not exceed 0. 002 inch.
b. The interface of the sleeve M and the tube OD must be controlled to prevent any
friction chafing between the sleeve and tube during fit-up 
of 
the joint, since
chafing would generate particles and thus contaminate U,6 system before welding.
The weld sleeves used for the WGDS were sized to fit the system tubing with a total gap of
less than 0. 002 inch by controlling the second to last reducing drwv of each tube size to
produce tubing suitable for we Id sleeves, but with the ID about 0.404 inch 'undersize.
The footage required for weld slea% res was cut out of the Tot, and the balance was then
drawn to final dimension f-r system tubing. Subsequently, the exterior of 'the system
tubing vvas electropolished to further enhance surface texture. The required quantities
of weld sleeves were then cut to length and carefully deburred. Final sizing of the sleeve
ID was accomplished bbl batch electropolishing on a 3- to 5-minute cycle to obtain the
desired clearance over the tubing.
This technique provides the fine finish produced by ultrasonic tube drawing and further
improved by electropolishing, plus ^:,ase of pre cision sizing to tolerances as tight as
+ 0. C/001, if required. The cost of these fittings is less than 25 percent of the cost of
—conventional weld sleeves.
2.3.4 FORGED WELD TEES
Forged weld tees of 17-4 PH stainless steel, made by the Weatherhead Company, were
used throughout the WGDS. These fEtjrr, a, made 
of 
high strength alloy, are produced
'r&-c>ph.,<A g;ome rework to meet the specificprimarily for the aircraft industry
requirements of the WGDS. Thre. , p s^t xr )^foblems required resolution.
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a. The outside diameter of the legs of the tees was too large for u,;e with the WGDS
tubing. The configuration and the high strength maternal discouraged precision
machining. This was resolved by individual electropolishing of each leg to
match precisely, the OD of system tubing.
^n
E
b. The heavy walls of the fittings constituted excessive heat sinks and thus would
have required development of alternate sets of weld schedules, at relatively
significant cost. Second, the internal surfaces of the tees would not permit
reliable cleaning. As in a., machining- was not an attractive approach. This
problem was also resolved by electroliolishing. The outer surfaces were masked
and an insert electrode was used to remove the desired materil and reduce
the roughness produced by the original machining.
^a
c. Gross contamination was visible after standard ultrasonic cleaning. The magnetic
character of 17 -4 PH was found to be the source of the problem. The tees, and 	 k
most other critical hardware in tl,;,e system, were thoroughly degaussed and
subsequently cleaned without difficulty.
Late in the program a design change was made to provide an additional test port immediately
downstream of the regulator, The most feasible approach, short of a major configuration
change, was use of a weld cross plus a 1/2 to 1/4 inch reducer betwe(;ri the cross and the
pressure transducer. A suitable weld cross was not commercially available, and the high
cost to design: and custom machine the hardware was not warrante d,. A simplified solution
was accomplished by counterboring a 1/4-inch hole into one of the available 1/2-inch
system tees and electron beam welding the preformed 1/4--inch tube section directly into
the tee. The internal weld ;gone was then resurfaced and electropolished to permit
reliable cleaning. figure 2-15 shows the completed subassembly completed subassembly
containing the cross.
uoJ
2
i
2. 3.5 NONGON TA MINA TING TEST FIT'T'INGS
One of the most critical problems in producing ultraclean pneumatic system is to prevent
the recontamination of clean hardware during testing. The problem results from
contaminants generated by the mating and demating of separable connectors which are 	 4
,:	 r
normally required in the performance of functional testing. Most commercially available
fittings utilize screw threads in direct proximity to the sealing interface. Such threaded
mechanisms are notorious particle generators. The problem is further complicated in an
{
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Figure 2-15. Special Fitting for WGDS
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all-welded system because temporary fittings must be attached to each component weld
stub to perform functional testing. The fittings must then be removed to permit system
ass-ambly. A search for suitably commercially available fittings for use in the WGDS was
unsuccessful.	
r .'
To resolve the problem, a design concept for a noncontaminating fitting, previously
developed by GE/SSQ for pneumatic test setups, was modified for use on the welded WGDS.
(See figure 2-16. ) The design uses an O -ring seal between the flat faces of the two
fittings, which are drawn into static compression by an external split ring clamp. The
fitting is produced by inserting a tube stub completely through the circular flanged fitting
and welding the tube end to the inside front face. The face and the weld are then finish
machined and electropolished to pvoduce the desired surface.
Ultrasonically drawn tube stubs with these special fittings attached were furnished to all
WGDS component suppliers for welding to the component bodies. All subsequent functional 	 r
testing using these fittings_ was accomplished without any incidence of recontamination. 	
rj
In addition to resolving a chronic problem in the testing of ultraclean pneumatic 	
A
components, this design permits transition or reducing ,joints to be made at random
without the use of adaptors. This offers a further simplification to testing.
2.4 SYSTEM TESTING	 ^^f
System tests were accomplished in three phases; (1) room ambient temperature following
system assembly, (2) thermal vacuum in the 5 by 5 vacuum chamber, and (3) room
ambient temperature following completion of thermal-vacuum testing. Tests were 	 {
conducted in accordance with ETP 41M3-009 (Appendix A-4) as modified by JPL/GE
agreements in technical interface meetings.
2.4.1 INITIAL AMBIENT TEMPERATURE TESTS
After completion of system weld-up and other fabrication details, the WGDS was moved
to the Pneumatics Test Laboratory (a Class 100, 000 clean room). At thispoint, test
i
instrumentation was installed in the instrumentation "cross" fitting downstream of the
,.
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Figure 2-16. WGD5 Test Fitting
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regulator. A pressure gage and thermocouple were installed at this location, and a
	 1
pressure transducer at the inlet of the system. For convenience, the purge and pro-
pressurization connection was used as the inlet.
	 iIThe customer-supplied solenoid valves were then installed on the valve manifolds, using
ethylene-propylene O-rings supplied with the valve as the static seal between the	 1manifolds and valves. lThe regulator setting was 15 psig during the first part of the testing. IDuring the test setup and instrumentation checkout operations, it was noted that the
surface temperature sensor was not functioning properly. This sensor is a part of the	 IWGDS and is attached to the exterior surface of the 1/2-inch tubing just downstream of
the regulator. Troubleshooting the bridge circuit led to the conclusion that an open	 fcircuit existed in the vicinity of the platinum resistanz;e sensor element.
Consequently, the unit was returned to the vendor for repair. As a result, the unit was
	
li
not available for use during the remaining system tests.
2.4.1, 1 Proof Pressure and Leafage
The portion of the system upstream of the regulator was pressurized to 300 psig, and held
for 5 minutes. Following t'us, the downstream. side of the regulator, including the flees
hose and manifolds, was proofed at 90 psig for 5 minutes. No evidence of damage or
distortion was noted. 	 r
On leak checking the high pressure side of the system at 200 psig, an external lea p was {
found through the OP indicator assembly on the system filter, The OP indicator was
removed from the filter assembly, disassembled, and inspected. All seals and sealing 	 )
surfaces appeared to be in good order. The O-ring seals were lightly lubricated with
DC-55 silicone, and the part reassembled. The high pressure system was again leak_
checked, by helium mass spectrometer "sniffer" and no leakage was found. All weld joints
were leak tight,
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The low pressure system, downstream of the regulator, was leaf-checked In a stuilar
manner and found to be leak tight, with the exception or the jet valve to manifold O-ring
seals, and some of the valve seats. VRIve leakage was measured and is given in
Table 2-4.
Table 2-4. Jet Valve Leakage Rates Before Thermal-Vacuum Testing
Valve SIN Pressure
(prig He)
Leakage
(scc/hr Ile)
1 25 < 0. 001
2 25 < 0. 001
3 25 < 0. 001
5 25 too great to measure (audible)
6 25 <0.02
7 25 < 0. 02
2.4.1. 2 Initial Contamination Check
A contamination check of the system was made by flowhIg 10 cubic feet of pre-filtered
nitrogen gas through each leg of the
'
system and then through a standard RA millipore
filter. Particle counts were made on the filter elements. It was found necessary to purge
both sides of the system several times in order to approach the 25 micron absolute
cleanliness level required for the system., The particle counts listed in Table 2-5. (A
discussion of the contamination control procedures and results is given in Section 2-3
of this report.)
2.4.1. 3 Flow and Regulation
Before running flow and regulation tests, it was necessary to measure the flow rate through
each jet valve and nozzle assembly. These flow rates are given in Table 2-6. Because
it was desired to reach a maximum of 96, 000 scc/min flow rate during the flow and
regulation tests, a combination of valves was selected that would most nearly approach
this flow rate.
'{
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Manifold Trial No Particle Size No, of Particles
(inicrons)
Two-Valve 1 30	 Metallic 2
30	 Metallic 1
110
	 Metallic 1
220	 Metallic 1
2.5
	
Nonmetallic 1
125	 Nonmetallic 1
Four-Valve 1 100	 Metallic 1
110	 Metallic 1
370
	
Metallic 1.
Two-Valve 2 20	 Metallic 1.
10	 Metallic 1
5	 Metallic 2
20	 Nonmetallic 1
50	 Nonmetallic 1
100
	 Nonmetallic I
Fibers
Fo ar-Valve 2 10	 Metallic 4
30	 Metallic 1
40	 Metallic 1
60	 Metallic 1
Two-Valve 3 15	 Metallic 1
140
	
Metallic 1'
50	 Nonmetallic 1
Tour-Valve 3 10	 Metallic 1
30	 Metallic 1
Two-Valve 4 20	 Metallic 1
125
	 Metallic 1
20	 Nonmetallic 1
x e
t,
r
:F
r^	 z
e^ t
i
"`	 1
Table 2-5. Particle Counts - Pro-System s Test
r 4	
I
Table 2-6. Jet Valve Flowrates - 15 psig Inlet Pressure
Valve	 l r, lowrate
(seem GN2)
1 350 000
2 41., 630
3 27,200
5 28,320
6 35,400
7 31,720
For the 15 prig regulator setting, valves SIN 3, 6 and 7 were used to give a maximum
flow rate of 94,300 sec/min.
Results of the flow and regulation tests are ;given in Table 2-7.
	
It will be noted that on
some occasions at maximum flow rate, the inlet pressure dropped below the minimum
required, 50 psig.	 This was due to the double millipore filters used at the system inlet,
which introduced a high pressure drop at the inlet.	 This was normally compensated by
increasing the supply pressure, but exact compensation was not achieved in all eases.
In instances when the regulator (or system) inlet pressure dropped below 50 psig, the
effect was seen in a decreased regulator outlet pressure. 	 This is caused by the
regulator being stroked nearly full open at maximum flow and minimum inlet, a design
^z
condition of the unit.
7
.
2.4.1.4 Pressure Drop
?, differential pressure gage was installed between the regulator outlet and one of the
manifolds to measure pressure drop from the regulator to the jet valves at maximum
flow rate.	 A metering valve and flowmeter were installed on the manifold, and the flow 	 -:
adjusted for 96,000 seem nitrogen.
	 A differential pressure of 0. 08 psi (well below the
r-
0. 2 psi maximum requirement) was recorded at this flow rate. This test was conducted
with the articulating arm in the extended position (flexible hose straight).
JI
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Ambient Temp.
(OF)
Reg. Wady
Inlet
Tress
43sig)
Reg. Out
Dress
(prig)
FION ►
(slpin)
Man ifold
Gas 'temp
(OF)
14.7 p ea: 70 101 15,4 0 80
00 15,0 27. 2 74
75 14.8 62.6 74
43 13.2 04.3 74
77 15.3 62. 6 74
05 15. 3 27.2 74
102 1518 0 76
14, 7 Asia 70 215 15.4 0 77
210 14. 8 27,2 74
200 15.0 tit, G 74
188 14.8 94,3 74
200 15. 0 62,6 74
210 15.0 27,12 74
214 15.8 0 74
2.4.1.. 5 Flexible Nose Cyclingc y
Each flexible hose (and articulating arm) was flexed through a 00 degree bend fox 50 cycles,
at operating pressure. One cycle consisted of flexing the hose from a straight rcnfiguration
to a 90 degree bend and returning to the straight configuration At the cornnleti nn oC the
f
"able 2-7. System Test Data Prior to Thermal Vacuum Test
	
1
^	 I
i
I
At
i
i
50 cycles, no damage or distortion of the hose was noted, and no lealmge was evidenced
by helium mass spectrometer "sniffing.
2.4.1. G Regulator Readjustment
Following completion of the initial room ambient temperature tests at 15 ps g regulator
setting, the regulator was adjusted to a 25 psig outlet pressure, Busing vendor-supplied
tools and procedures. (The regulator adjustment procedure is attached to this report as
	 u
Appendix A -7.
i
x
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Ambient Temp. Inlet Reg. Out Flow Manifold
Press (0F) Press Press (slpm) Gas Temp
Reg. Body (psig) (psig) (°F)
14. 7 psia 70 197 24.8 0 76
188 24.2 46.1 76
170 24.0 93.7 75
188 24.2 46.1 73
197 25.0 0 74
P
2.4.1, 7 Repeat Flow and Regulation Test
Because of higher jet valve inlet pressures with the readjusted regulator, it was necessary
to apni measure flow rate through the jet valves and nozzles. These flow rates are reported
in Table 2-8. Two valves, SIN 1 and 6, were selected as most nearly delivering the
maximum flow of 96, 000 sccm nitrogen (93,740 sccm actual flow rate).
Table 2-8. Jet Valve Flow Rate 25 psig Inlet Pressure
Valve SIN Flowrate
(seem 8x12)
1 46,160
2 --
3 36,250
5 -
6 47p580
7 42,.480
The flow and regulation test was then repeated, with the higher regulator outlet setting.
Results of this test are given in Table 2-9,
^ 	 gTable 2-9. Flow and Regulation Testing Before Thermal Vacuum Testing
aI
The system was again leak-checked with the mass spectrometer "sniffer, " ant, a]1 weld
joints and connections found to be leak tight, with the exception of the jet valve to manifold
seals, and one valve seat. This valve was found to be leaking excessively through the valve
seat, and leakage could not be eliminated by cycling the valve. Accordingly, this valve
(SIN 5) was removed from the manifold and the valve port capped.
Twenty-five micron absolute wire mesh element filters were attached to the system inlet
fitting and the system transducer part fitting. As the pressure transducer will not
withstand the test temperature extremes of -100 to +300°F, it was necessary to make
provisions for installing the transducer outside the thermal-vacuum chamber.
2.4.2 THERMAL-VACUUM TESTS
The WGDS was installnu in the 5 by 5 thermal-vacuum chamber for environmental tests in
accordance with the Systems Test Plan. Leakage and flow and regulation tests were
conducted at the following temperatures, in the sequence indicated;
Ambient Temperature
_14°
ti
1000F
Ambient Temperature
+167°F L
+300°P
A thermocouple on the regulator body was used as the control thermocouple for chamber
temperature."'
J
2.4.2.1 Thermal Vacuum -Ambient Temperature
Results of the first ambient temperature test in vacuum are given in Table 2-10. Since'
the regulator is referenced to its ambient pressure, its output was lower in a vacuum than
at sea level conditions."
}
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Total system leakage, including jet valves, manifold seals, and test setup separable
ry connectors, was 1.15 scc/hr during this first thermal-vacuum test. Considering the
number of potential leakage points inside the thermal-vacuum chamber, this is a good
reading and indicates the WGDS leakage rate was well below 1 sec/hr.
Table 2-10. System Thermal Vacuum Test Data (+70'F)
0
I
Ambient
Press
Temp.
(OF)
Reg. Body
Inlet
Press
(prig)
Reg. Out
Press
(Ps ig)
Flow
(slpm)
Manifold
Gas Temp
(°F)
- 
67.4 x 10 56 110 10.2 0 74
mm Hg 105 10.0 46.1 72
92 9.9 93.7 72
102 10.2 46.1 73
200 g 107 10.2 0 73
7. 6 x 10 -6 56 160 10.3 0 72
mm Hg 153 10.0 46.1 72
144 9.9 93.7 72
150 10.2 46.1 72
200 µ 157 10..3 0 72
2.4.2.2 Thermal Vacuum (-140F)
Following completion of amiaient temperature testing, the chamber temperature was
reduced to -14 0F. After stabilization at this temperature, leakage and flow and regulation
7	 tests were performed. Results of the tests are given in Table 2-11.
ri	 On first pressurizing the system while at -14 0
 F, the regulator failed to lock up. However,
following the first flow test, the regulator locked up in a satisfactory manner, and continued
to function properly throughout the. remainder of testing at -14 0 F.
Total system leakage began to increase at this test condition, and reached a maximum
of 121 sec/hr. Diagnostic checks were made which indicated the leakage point was
somewhere in the high pressure side of the system, either in the test setup inlet line or
upstream of the regulator in the WGDS. Based on prior experience with the WGDS filter AP
indicator leakage, it was theorized that the filter was the leakage point, and testing was continued.
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2.4.2.3 The rmal 'Vacuum (^ 100oF)
The chamber temperature was rcduced to --100 0F. On applying pressure to the WGDS,
it was again noted that the regulator would not loci: up at its normal lockup pressure. The,;
regulator outlet pressure readings of Table 2--12 during flow represent a bleed off of
downstream pressure above the regulator operating range. At maximum flow, the inlet
pressure was considerably below 50 psig in the first test, resulting in decreased regulator
output. At the end of both flow and regulation tests at -100°F, the regulator failed to loch
up, and output rose steadily after flow was shut off.
Total system leakage at this temperature was also excessive, an d was too great to be
measured with the mass spectrometer.
Table 2-11. System Thermal Vacuum Test Data (-140F)
{
2.4.2.4 Thermal Vacuum (+7 0c F)
The chamber temperature was increased to +70 0 F and the flow and regulation tests 	 J
repeated. Results of the tests are given in Table 2-13. Here again, the inlet pressure 	 .
during the first test was not set sufficiently high to overcome the pressure drop in the two	 f
millipore filters, resulting in regulator starvation at the high flow rate. However, regulator
lockup was satisfactory and repeatable. The lockup was 'observed for a period of 2. 8
minutes on the oscillograph recorder, and remained unchanged..
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Ambient
Press
Temp.
(°F)
Reg. Body
Inlet
Press
(ps g)
Reg. Out
Press
(ps g)
Flow
(slpm)
Manifold
Gas Temp
(OF)
1. 0 x 10 -5 -16 92 40.0 0 -15
mm Hg 92 23.7 46.1 -16
-67.0 11.0 93.7 -13
70 11.5 46.1 -13
125 g 89 11.8 0 -13
_
2. 7 x 10
-5 -
-16 205 10.1 0 -12
mm Hg 192 10.2 46.1 -13
172 10. 2 93.7 -5
188 - 10.4 46. 1 -5-
170 µ 195 10.9 0 -6
Ambient Temp. Inlet Reg. Out Flow Manifold
Press (OF) Press Press (slpm) Gas Temp
Reg. Body (psig) (psig) ( F)
4
7. 0 x '10- - 97 62 20.4 0 -78
mm Hg 63 5.5 46.1 -78
28 4.2 93.7 -78
32 7.2 46.1 -78
170 µ 55 9.2 0 -7$
*(increased)
*Regulator outlet pressure increased from 31 to 40 psig in 84 seconds
5.4 x 10 4 -97 88 18.2 0 --76
88 5.2 46.1 -76
48 5.7 93.7 -78
70 7.0 46.1 -73
225 µ 84 11.0 0 -76
*(increased)
*Regulator outlet increased from 16.5 psig to 42 psig in 35 seconds
l!
t
r,
t
i
^F	 Table 2-12. System Thermal-Vacuum Test Data -1000F
Total system leakage was measured and found to be 52 scc/hr helium.
Table 2-13. System Thermal-Vacuum Test Data (+70 0 F)
fa
,x
w^
,.O
FMM
Ambient Temp. Inlet Reg. Out Flow Manifold
Press (OF) Press Press (slpm.) Gas Temp
Reg. Body (psig) (psig) (OF)
5. 5 x 10 - 6 75 63 10.0 0 96
mm Hg 44 9.8 46. 1 96
18 4.5 93.7 96
32 9.8 46.1 97
250.µ 55 10.0 0 97
Regulator lockup after 2.8 minutes = 10.0 psig
6. 5 x 10 6 74 195 10.0 0 97
mm Hg 178 9`.7	
,
46.1 97
163 9.5 93.7 99
180 9.7 46.1 99
270 µ 187 10.0 0 99
Regulator lockup after 2.7 minutes = 10.0 psig
a.
Ambient Tewp. Inlet Reg, Out Flow Manifold
Press (OF) Press Press (slpm) Gas Temp.
Reg. Body (psig) (psig) (OF)
1. 6 x 10 -5 +176 87 9.8 0 204
mm Hg 72 9. tx 46.1 204
43 8.8 93.7 210
67 9,7 46.1, 210
230 g 78 10.0 1	 0 - 210
Regulator lockup after 2. 5 minutes	 9.9 psig
1. 5 x 10 -5 +176 200 9.9 0 200
mm Hg 185 964 46.1 205
169 9.0 93.7 220
184 9.6 46.1 220
240 ;4 192 10.0 0J- 220
Regulator lockup after 4.4 minutes 	 9.9 psig
Ft
".. 1"
2.4.2.5 Thermal Vacuum +167 0 F)
Chamber temperature was increased to +167 0F. Results of flow and regulation tests at
this temperature were satisfactory, and are given in Table 2-14, Lockup was good and
held essentially constant for the 2.5 minutes and 4.4 minutes periods observed.
Total system leakage was measured at this temperature with a mass spectrometer and
found to be 50 see/hr helium.
Table 2-14. System Thermal Vacuum Test .,Data (+1.670F)
t
2. 4. 2. 6 The rmal Vacuum	 0
Chamber temperature was increased to the maximum teat temperature. Due to limited
capacity of the strip heaters installed in the thermal-vacuum chamber, however, a maximum
temperature of +283°F could be attained, instead of the +300 OF desired. After stabilizing
at this temperature, flow and regulation tests were performed and the results are given
in Table 2-15. The regulator perfo.rmed satisfactorily at this temperature; however, it
will be noted that the regulation band increases to approximately 2. 0 psi at this high
temperature. Lockup was good and held tightly for the time period observed.
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'Xot:^i system leakage was measured with the mass spectrometer and found to be 02 see/hr
helium at this timperature
2.4.3 POSTTHERMA L VACUUM TEST
4	 Following completion of thermal-vacuum tests, the WEDS was removed from the chamber
and the test setup disassembled. The WGDS was returned to the Pneumatics Laboratory
for functional. tast;s and regulator readjustment.
Results of the first tests following thermal vacuum, with the regulator set at 25 psig,
are given in Table 2-16. Regulator performance during these tests was satisfactory, but
i
some shift in operating band fr°om the prether al vacuuta tests can be seen. This
shift is approximately 0.3 psi in magnitude.
Table 2-15. System Thermal Vacuum Test Data (+3000F)
Table 2-16. System F nctional Test After Thermal-Vacuum Test
Ambient Temp. Inlet Reg. Out Plow Manifol,,'
Press (0P) Press Press (slpnl) Gas Temp
Reg. Body (psig) (prig) (or)
14.7 Asia 78 111: 24.0 0	 , 50
100 23.7 46.1 51
57 23.3 03.71
100 23.9 46.1 52
115 1	 24.0 1	 0 1	 51
Regulator lockup after 2.8 minutes -= 24.0 psig
14.7 Asia 70 216 24.0 0 52
207 23,0 46.1 52
185 ,23.3 93.7 52
207 2,9.7 46.1 52
217 24.0 0 52
Aegulator lockup after 2.0 minutes
	 24, 0 psig
l
2.4.4 REGULATOR READJUSTMENT
As JPL desired to have the WGDS delivered with the regulator set at 15 psig, a reguiaior
readji-stment was made, Following readjustment, flow and regulation tests were
performed at the new settin g. Results of these tests are given in Table 2-17.
Performance of the regulator was satisfactory in these tests, including lockup.
1
2.4.5 FINAL LEAK CHECK
After all testing was completed, a final leak check of the system: was made using a mass
spectrometer "sniffer, " As suspected, gross leakage was found at the filter AP indicator,
All other joints were leak tight, with the exception of minor leakage at some of the jet
valve to manifold interface seals,
'The filter P indicator was again removed and disassembled. The ethylene propylp-ne.
0-rings were examined and found to be free from cuts, nicks, or scratches, but appeared
to have taken a compression set during the thermal.-vacuum test. The 0-rings and detail
parts were cleaned, lightly lubricated, and reassembled. The assembly was again tested
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Table 2-17, System Test Data After Regulator Readjustment for Shipment
Ambient Temp, Inlet Reg. Out Flow Manifold
Dress (OF) Tress Press (slum) Gas Temp
E eg, Body (psig) (psig) (OF)
14.7 Asia 78 106 15. 6 0 52
1 00 15.6 27, 2 51
77 15.3 6 2. 6 51
40 14.2 94.3 51
73 15.01 62.6 51
100 15.7 27. 2 51
107 15.7 0 52
Regulator lockup after 3 minutes - 15,7 psig
.14.7 Asia 18 203 1b. 9 0 53
203 :L S	 ti 27.2 53
193 15.3 62, A 51
177 15.0 94.3 51
193 15.4 02.5 5 2
205 1:5.4 27, 2 52
208 15.8 0 52
Regnrlator lockup after 3 minutes = 15.8 psig
and found to be 'leak tight. However, it is believed tl, ^.t these seals may be a potential
source of future leakage problems.
2.4. G FINAL CONTAMINATION CHECK
As a last operation, a contamination check was made of the system. Some metallic
particles greater than 25 microns were found initially, but subsequent purge operations and
retests showed the contamination level to be below the 25-micron level. It is believed
that the contamination initially found may be attributed to a great deal of handling of the3	 Y	 g	 g
.-	 manifolds during system testing and during installation of valves, test ports, etc. , since
the system cleaned up readily with a short purging.
r.
'^-	 Results of the particle counts are given in Table 2-18. The presence of a. single
disqualifying nonmetallic particle was felt to be within the accuracy of the procedure for
background and final purge counting. Examination of the particle found in each side of the
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system Indicated each to bonot typical of system noniiictallIc inatorials and potentially
originating In the conlzriminant camping apparatus.
Table 2-18. FiT61 al Particle Counts
Manifold Trial No. Particle Size
(Microns)
No. of ParticAes
Two-Valve 1 20	 Metallic 1
10	 Nonmetallic 7
20	 Nonmetallic 1
76	 Nonmetallic 1
Four Valve 1 20-25	 Metallic 4
25-50	 Metallic 1
480	 Metallic 1
10-25	 Nonmetallic 20
25-50	 Nonmetallic 19
110	 Nonmetallic 1
Four-Valve 2 15	 Metallic 1
60	 Metallic 1
15	 Nonmetallic 2
30-50	 Nonmetallic 11
90	 N o n e-M t a 1 -11 c I
Four.—Valve 3 20	 Metallic I
50 Nonmetallic	 1
2.4.7 SUMMARY OF SYSTEM TEST RESULTS 	 It
The WEDS performed well in all system tests with the exception of regulator performance
at low temperatures. The regulator will be further developed in a subsequent task to the
w.
original contractual scope reported herein. The cause of the current regulator failure to
lock up at low tempe-toture has not yet been determined, but will be considered in the later
design and development activities.
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SECTION 3
i	 CONCLUSIONS
The WEDS has satisfactorily completed the first phase of its development. Performance
of the key components, the pneumatic regulator and pressure transducer, was representative
of current state of the art. Contamination control procedures and design techniques have
been developed which permit assembly of pneumatic attitude control components and
"
	
	
systems within tight pax ticulate size limits. Pneumatic regulator performance was
significantly improved during the program, yet further effort to improve performance and
to investigate possible malfunction modes at low temperature is currently underway.
The WEDS offers promise for application to ground testing and spacecraft use of propulsion
systems using inert gas, ammonia, and hydrazine as propellant. The advancement in
state of the art of attitude control propulsion into the regime of larger vehicles and higher'
total impulses is likely to be accompanied by a shift in propellants selected from stored
cold gases to liquid propellants vilhich may be used in liquid fueled thrusters or in gas
generators supplying low thrust nozzles. The WGDS is suited to regulation and manifolding
of propellant gases in many such systems.
-"1
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SECTION 4
NEW TECHNOLOGY
No reportable items of now technology have been identified during this report period.
1
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APPENDIX A-1
WGDS SPECIVICATTONS
I* I
General Electric Company
Missile and Space Division
Valley Forge Space Technology Center
P,0, Box 8555
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania	 19101
Specification SVS 7512
Issued:
SYSTEM,
WARM GAS DISTRIBUTION
PREPARED BY : ^' ► ' ^^;^^%iA^	 6til^° DATE:
µ	 M. F. Sedlacek, System Engineer
Reaction & Actuation Equipment Engineering
APPROVED BY; _	 1	 —DATE:
W. D. Boyce, Project _ Engineer	 s
Reaction & Actuation Equipment. Engineering
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Specification SVS 7512
Warm Gas Distribution
System Specification
A
1.0 Scope
1,1 Scope
This specification established the design, fabrication and test requirpments
Ga s Distribution System hereinafter referred to as the	 stom.sfor the Warm 	 ^.	 	 Y
2.0 Applicable Documents
a
2,1 Government Documents
The following documents of the exact issue shown, form a part of this
specification to the extent specified herein:''
SPECIFICATIONS
Military
MIL-L-4343	 Lubrication, Grease, Pneumatic SystErrl
Amendment #1
I Sept. 1954 T
MIL-P-5518	 Pneumatic System, Design, Instal latio-o
10 May 1956	 and Tests in Aircraft
MIL-S-7742A	 Screw Threads, Standard, Aeronaucic:al s
21 June 1963
NASA
JPL-20030	 General Specification, Drawing
Standards and Procedures
v.
JPL-GMU-50535-DSN Design Specification, Altitude Control
Gas Actuator System, Solenoid Actuated
Jet Valve
JPL-SS501491	 Warm Gas Distribution System, Attitude
Rev. A	 Control System, Detail Requiremi}nr
26 Jan. 1967 _	 for	 fi ,
JPL-CMU-50387-GEN	 General Specification, Contamination
3 Feb. 1966	 Control ,of Flight Hardware, Spacecraft r
Control Flight Components
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STANDARDS
Military
MIL - STD -13OB
24 April, 1962
MIL-STD-143A
14 May 1963
MIL-STD-447
28 May 1959
MS-20995
MS-33540
MS-33586A
ANA Bulletin 438E
Federal Standard No. 209
Identification, Marking of U.S.
Military Property
Specification and Standards, Use of
Definition of Interchangeable, Sub-
stitute and Replacement Items
Wire, Locks
Safety Wiring, General. Practices for
Metals, Definition of Dissimilar
Age Controls for Age-Sensitive
Elastomeric Materials
Clean Room and Work Station Require-
ments for Controlled Environment
2.
DRAWINGS
NASA
'JPL-J-143241-A Gas Generation Unit, Mechanical Inter-
face
t^
2.2
	
Non-Government Documents
y ^ The foliroing documents from a part of this specification to the extent
I specified 'herein:
SPECIFICATIONS
General Electric Company
SVS 7514 Filter, Pneumatc
SVS 7513 Regulator, Pneumatic Pressure
.	 ' SVS 7515 Transducer, Pneumatic Pressure
SVS 7517 Sensor, Temperature, Pneumatic
" SVS 7516 Sensor, Temperature, Surface
F A-1-3
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1STANDARDS
General Electric Company
118 A 1600
DRAWINGS
Finishes and Coatings
General Electric Company
47E211867 Warm Gas Distribution System
3.
47D212114
	
Tubing, Flexible
later
	
Manifold, Jet Valve
47E211867	 Frame, Handling
47D212116	 Valve, Manual
47D212115	 Filter, Pneumatic
47D212117	 Regulator, Pneumatic. Pressure
47D212118	 Transducer, Pneumatic Pressure
47D212150	 Sensor, Temperature
47D212124	 Sensor, Temperature r
2.3 Order of Precidence
In the event of conflict between this specification and the _documents
referenced herein, this specification shall govern.
3.0 Requirements
The system shall be designed to function with a hydrazine gas generating system
and je t valve nozzle system to provide spacecraft attitude control for a minimum
period of 600 days,
3.1 -Design and Construction
`	 The distribution system shall be designed and constructed in accordance'"'•
with General Electric drawing
	
	 and the requirements specified herein
47E211867
3.1.1 Interchangeability
All parts having the same part number shall be interchangeable as
defined in paragraph 31 of MIL-STD-447
A-1-4
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43.1.2 Workmanship
Fabrication and finishing shall be in a thoroughly workmanlike m,-Inn(,r,
'here shall be no cracks, breaks, chips, bends, loose attachments,
illegible markings, or other defects that could adversely affect t}te
suitability, use, or life of the component parts, Ilse parts shall he
free from burrs and shape edges.
k
3 ,1,3 Identification
Components, assemblies, and parts shall be marked for identification
in accordance with MIL-STD-130, Where the component drawing requires
a nameplate, it shall be permanetly and legibly marked with the
following information:
a. Nomenclature
r	 b Customer part number
c, Serial number
d, Contract number
e. Manufacturer's drawing number
f. GE drawing number
g. Manufacturer's name or trademark
h. pate of manufacture
r'
3,2 Materials and Finishes
3,2.1 Materials
'	 Unless otherwise specified herein, the system shall be constructed
of materials selected in accordance with MIL -STD -143
3.2.1.2  Met^als^ Metal parts shall be inherently corrosion resistant
or shall be protected against corrosion by means of chemical
or electrolytic finishes and treatments, or a combination
4 thereof,
3.2.1.2 Dissimilar Metals - Contact between dissimilar metals as
defined by Military Standard MS 33586 shall be avoided. Where
it is necessary that dissimilar metals be assembled in
intimate contact with each other, an interposing insulating;
or mutually compatible material shall be used.
{	 "`	 3.2.1.3 Fungus Resistance 	 Materials shall be treated by an approved'
method to resist fungus growth insofar as practical.
3.2.2 Finishes
All finishes shall conform to the requirements of Specification
118 A 1600.
i
L.
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53.2-.3  Lubricants
Unless otherwise specified in the individual component specifications
or drawings, lubricants conforming to MIL-L -4343
 
shall be used.
3.2,4 Threads
All threads shall be in accordance with MIL-S-7742.
3.2.5 Screw Thread Locking Devices t
All threaded parts shall be positively locked by safety faire, or
other approved methods,	 Safety wire shall conform to standard
MS 20995 and be installed in secerdance with standard MS 33540.
3,2,6 Age -Sensitive Elastomer c Materials
The provisions and requirements of ANA bulletin 438B shall apply 4}
for all elastomeric materials used in the construction and assembly
of the system.
	
A record shall be maintained, of cure dates and
assembly dates of each assembly or subassembly, which shall be part 21t
of the completed system, and contain(s) elastomerc materials.
3.2 , 7 Inserts
Threads in soft metals, such as aluminum alloys, for bolts and screws,
having a thread diameter of less than 0.75 inch and subject to removal
for routine maintenance, testing or mounting purposes, shall be
provided with corrosion resistant steel inserts, 	 Inserts shall rot
project above the mating; surfaces.	 Wire wound inserts shall not'be
inserted more than 1.75 turns below the mating surface,
	
All oth.el~ Y
types shall not be inserted more than one turn below the mating surface,
3.2.8 Mountings
Mountings and supports fihall be of sufficient mechanical strength, to
withstand the normal abuse incurred in handling, transit, storage
and installation, without causing malfunction or distortion of parts. ?J
3-.2.9 Compatibility
All materials andfinishes used in the construction of the system shst~1
be compatible for loner, term exposure to the following test media and
cleaning fluids"
a.	 Argon
e b.	 Nitrogen
c.	 Helium ,$
d.
	
ydrogens
e.	 Ammonia
f.
	
Hydrazine s€
g.	 Water L
A--1^6
h. Ethylene oxide (external surfaces only)
i Methyl alcohol
J. Acetone
k. Methyl ethyl. ketone
3,3 Performance a, d Characteristics
3.3.1 Performance
The warm gas distribution system, when integrated with a hydrazine
gas generating system Ad with appropriates jet valve nozzles, shill
function as a mass expulsion spacecraft attitude control .system. 'fln
distribution system is capable of regulating pressure and di:strbut',L-tg
the flow of hydrazine decomposition products, including partially
dissociated ammonia gas to either of two ,het valve manifolds, 'tbv
system will regulate gas pressure within the adj ua trable pregstiro aangL.
of 15 to 25 prig when supplied with gas within ea pressure and temp ,
-erature range of 50 to 200 psi.g and +30 to +4 000 1: resppective ly sa nd while,
subjected to an environment of +400oF except as otherwise noteo.
C
	 Fi	 l S t	 S h	 ti )3.3._2	 System Function (Re ,er to	 sure	 ,	 X  em	 c ems	 c
3.3.2.1	 Manual Valves - A manual decoupl ng valve will be located
at the inlet of the distribution system.	 The valve shzill be
of stainless steel construction and shall be fully ported
to provide a low pressure drop at the maximun, flow of 96,000
cc/min CN2i	 The valve shall be capable of operation over m
environmental. temp. range of
	
-100 to +400 O F while flowing; gas
in the temperature range of +30 to +4000 11 .	 A similar valve will
be teed into the line downstream to serve as a purge and
pre-pressurization connection point, 	 Neither of these two
valves are considered part of any flight system. 	 The v,el.ves
shall conform to the requirements of Genoral Electric d-ratiring
47D212116.
3.3.2.2	 Filter - An in-Tine type filter will be
located in the system downstream of the connect points to
i! prevent entry of contaminents into the system.	 The £ilttr
will be 10 micron absolute rating and will be capable of
r pe^•mitting a maximum flow of 96,000 co/min tJN2 at a low
p r essure drop.	 To reduce Leakage paths, the unit will be of
vfelded construction (element is not replaevable) .	 The filter
.	 r
; 751.rihall conform to the requirements of SVS	 4	 ;.
'I 3.3.2.3	 Regulator - A spring loaded pressure regulator shall be
located in the system to provide an ad justable rcgulated
' outlet pressure range of 15 to 25 psi.g.	 They regulator	 all
i' he capable of flowing 96,000 cc/min CN7 of regulated pressure
with nn inleat	 protmiWe	 11 41 114 re	 (if	 'io	 I o	 2.00 "	 't'ho	 LoUll
control accuracy of'	 the regu lai for s luil t 	 1)v + 0.5	 p;; i 	 j.
! raver the gas
	
flow ranl;c: and	 teampvrra4ury	rrit gv ot*	 -1/1 	 tez	 E
a +16701, with fluid between +30 Lei -4-^a()O^}l^ , :with 9 dosi gti
goal accuracy of + 0.2 psi. 	 No relief f'cat;urw5
,A-1-7
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3.3.2.4
7,
shall be incorporated into the regulator. The regulator
shall incorporate tube stubs for welding of 3/8 inch inlet
size and 112 inch outlet size. The regulator shall conform
to SVS 7513,
Pressure Transducer - A pressure transducer will be located
downstream of the regulator. The pressure transducer shall
be a linear variable displacement tronsformar type with an
operating pressure of 60 psi& maximum. The transducer and
associated signal conditioning equipment will be iqmot(-Iy
mounted from the system so that a controlled environment:
of -14 to +167 OF can be provided, As a design goal the
pressure transducer shall have an accuracy of+0,l psi in the
15 to 25 psig range. The transducer shall conform to Ow
requirements of SVS 7515,
3.3.2.5	 Temperature Sensor - Temperature sensors will be located 411
immediately downstream of the regulator and at the inlet of
each of the two jet valve manifolds.	 The sensors will br- of
the platinum element resistance thermometer type useful over
the range of -100 to +400 0F,	 The sensors shall include one
"clamp-on" type which clamps on the tubing O.D. and measures
the tube wall temperature,	 An interface of high thermal
conductivity epoxy shall be used.
	
Rated accuracy shall be
approximately ± 1,0 OF of the point in contact with the sensing A
element,	 The remaining two sensors shall be probe typet,
which	 protrude into the flow stream at each manifold,
	 A
signal conditioner, considered part of the flight system for
the upstream temperature sensor shall be located remotely from
the system so that a controlled environment can be provided.
The conditioner shall operate on 28 VDC with an output of 0
to 5 VDC.	 The system shall not include signal conditioulnA
for the temperature probes which are not considered to be
flight hardware.
	 The sensors shall conforA to the requirements
of SVS 7516 and SVS
	 7517.	 0
3.3-2.6	 Flexible Tubing - Flexible tubing shall be located in each of
the two legs of the system to permit an angular displacenwnt
of 90 degrees for each jet valve manifold.	 The flexible
tubing shall be of annular, convoluted, all-stainless steel
seamless hose and shall conform to General Electric drawing A47D212114,
3.3.2.7	 Jet Valve Manifolds
	 One jet valve manifold shall be located
in each of the two legs of the system.
	 Connection points
shall be provided to mate with JPL furnished jet valves per
A,
3.3.2. 8 |
	 bf,^ assembled and mountcd
on a handling frame, assembly.	 Tho thandling frauw shall. pro-
vide mounting provisions for a customer furnishod. gas
generator,	 Pivot joints shall be provided Lo cnable rotijHc.
displace , ent in one plt
bed nnd not part of any flight systcm,
	 The handling frnme
shall conform to Coneral Llectrfa drawing 1111-)11861,
3.3.3	 Operating FlAd
The operating fluid shall be decomposition products of liydrazine 02114)
3.3.3,1 Operating Fluid TarnRerature - 'Clio ^emp^lrat'uiv of' the operaving
fluid may vary batween
	 +30 and +4001F.
3.3.3.2 T(-, st Fluids
	
The test fluid used during compon, ,^,jit Ind systen)
testing shall be gaseous nftrogen.
3,3,3.3 Fluid Purity	 When using nitrogen as a test fluid, the fluid
shall be dried to a dew point of -100 0F or lower,	 No oil
or bydro carbon content shall be allowed in the tost fluid,
The fluid shall be MtE-&-ed through a 0.45 micron absolute
filter prior to ent(iring the systcm.
3,3.4	 Pressure
3:3.4.1 Design Pressure - "Mic system includIng all comporionts shall,
be designed for a maximum operaLing pressure of 200 psig
upstream of the regulaLor and 60 psig downstream.
3.3-4.2 Pressure Drop , - The pressure drop from V'he regulator ouVicr
to either jet valve manifold shall noL exceed 0,2 psi at a
ambient temperature as the working flu l d and an We,,
of 15-25 paia.
3.3-4- 13 Operating Pressure	 Tlie operating pressure oii the upstream
side and Including the pressure regulator -,hall be 50 to 200
psig.	 On the downstream side of the pressure regulator, th(,
operating pressure shall be 15 to 25 pnig,
3.3.4.4 Proof Pressure - The system including all components shall be
capable of withstanding a proof pressure 1.5 times the
design pressure without sustaining any damage or degradntion
of performance in accordance with MIL-P-5518.
3.3-4.5 Burst Pressure - The system including all components shall be
designed to withstand a pressure of 2.2 times the design
pressure without rupture of internal or vxternal parts, In
ac-ordance with MIL-P-5518.
^	 T
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i^3.3 .5 Leakage
Under the conditions specified in paragraph 3.4.1, and with they system
charged to maximum pressures per paragraph 3.3.4.3, the total allowable
leakage of the system, excluding the ,het valve and ,het w lve/manifold
interface leakage, shall be 1.0 scc/hr of helium.
3.3.6 Power
The total power consumption for maximum conditions (e.g. al' transducers
energtzed) shall not exceed (later) watts.
3.4 Service Conditions
The system shall be capable of satisfactory operation under any of the
conditions specified in 3.4.1 after exposure to any of the conditions
specified in 3.4.2.
^I
3.4.1 Operating
The system shall be capable of satisfactory operation and performance
while 'xposed to any of the following conditions or any natural
combination of these conditions
3.4.1.1 Temperature - A temperature range of from -LOO to +400or
except -s:s noted
3.4.1.2 Altitude
	
A reduced air pressure range of from 10 -12 to
10— -16	 Hg.
3,.4.2 Non-Operating
The system shall be capable of satisfactory operation after exposure
to any of the following conditions or any natural combination of
these conditions
3.4.2.1 Vibratior.
"
3.4.2.1.1 Low Frequency (Sinusoidal) 	 ± 1.5 inches
displacement from 1.0 to 4.4 cps, and 2.1_ g rms
from 4.4 to 15 cps in each of three orthogonal
axes .i The sweep from 10 to 15 cps shall require
1.5 minutes and shall be repeated twice. Resonances
shall not be dwelt upon.
3.4.2.1.2 Complex Wave 	 This test shall be performed in each
of three orthogonal axes	
a
3.4.2,.1.2.1 No_ ise
0.2 g2/cpa from 300 to 1000 cps with a
6 db per octave roll-off from 300 to
A=1-10
1	 f
W10.
20 cps, and a 24 db per octave roll-off
below 30 and above 2000 cps, "or three
minutes
3.4.2.1.2.2 White Gaussian Noise
5.0 g rms, band limited between 15 and
2000 cps, plus
a. A 2.0 g rms sinusoid superimposed
on the noise between 15 and 40 cps.
b. A 9.0 g rms sinusoid superimposed
on the noise between 40 and 250 cps.
c. A 4.5 g rms sinusoid superimposed
on the noise between 250 and
2000 cps.
-`z	 The frequency of the sinusoid shall be
f;
	
	
swept from 15 to 2000 cps and back to
15 cps in a total. time of 10 minutes,
at a rate increasing directly with
frequency.
3.4.2.2 Shock The distribution system shall be designed to withstand
five, 200 g, 0.7 ± 0.2 rvis, terminal peak sawtooth shocks in
each of three orthogonal ,sixes
3.5 Life
t
f	 The system shall be capable of satisfying the requirements of this specification
when subjected to an intermittant duty operation during a period of not less
lk	
than 600 days and subjected to the service conditions or any combination of the
conditions of 3.4 of this specification.
3.5.1 Storage
	 I
The system shall be capable of meeting the requirements of 3.5 after
a- six-month non-operating period underthe environmental conditions
of 3.4.1 or 3.4.2 or any combination of these conditions.
3.6 Cleanliness
E;
.r
In order to meet the stringent leakage, life and environment requirements
of the system application, it is necessary that the utmost care be taken to
assure that the assembly is free from actual or incipient contamination.
Operations in paragraphs 3.6.1 through 3.6.5 and 3.6.7 through 3.,6.9 shall,
be accomplished in an area equivalent to a'clean room. The procedures, nxethods,
and operations listed below shall serve asa guide in achieving the cleanliness
requirements delineated in
	 paragraph 3.6.4.
2
r
J11.	 ,
3.6.1 Part Degreasing
After all fabrication and test processes (except final assembly)
have been completed, the parts which comprise the final assembly
shall be thoroughly degreased. The parts shall be inspected under
an ultra violet lamp, 2500 to 3700 amgstroms wave length, to verify
that this condition has been attained. Thereafter, the parts shall
be stored in plastic bags, or other containers, which are equally
clean, until ready for assembly.
3.6.2	 Temporary Parts
Tempora ry parts such as port closures, shipping bags, etc., sbril.1
be cleaned to the same level and by the same procedures as the i,,.t ►
i	 used in the assembly itself.
3.6.3	 Inspection
Prior to assembly and after fabrication processes have been completed,
all parts which comprise the final, assembly shall be critically
t	 examined to assure freedom from b urrs, feather edges, attached 
' slivers, 	 y type particle, which could subsequentl yTh s
become dislodged.
	
eexamination shall also include a careful chec;{,
of plating. coatings, or other finishes to assure that a satisfactor,, ri
bond exists and that there is no danger of flaking, peeling, or other
{
possible surface deterioration which could constitute a contami nation
hazard.
F	 3.6.4
	 Assembly Cleaning
Immediately prior to the assembly opeiation, ,all pats which r;
constitute the final assembly (including shipping covers, port
closures, shipping bags, etc.) shall be thoroughly cleaned using
procedures and equipment which will provide an assembly which is clean,
to the level specified herein.
	 The gases and liquids used in this r
process shall have been passed, finally, through a %45 micron absolute
filter.
	 The cleaning equipment shall be so arranged that contamination
'	 cannot get into the immediate area of the parts being cleaned.
	 Assembly
'	 or other tools which will come in contact with the parts being
assembled shah be cleaned to the same level as the parts.
	 The parts
'	 shall be cleaned untilthe final rinse solution contains no more th n`
the number of particles shown below per 100 ML of solution or 10 ft
of"GN2 filtered through a standard. HA millip ore filter.
Maximum Number Particles
Particle Size, Micron
	 Metallic Non-Metallic (max. dia.)
0-25
	 No Requirement
25	 None Allowable jii
These shall be no visible reflectivity of hydrocarbons per black
light inspection.-8	 P
.t
A-1-12	 ».
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3.6.5 Assembly
Assembly techniques which minimize generation of particles shall 
be used. Where the assembly is composed, or can be composed, of one
or more sub-assemblies, these sub-assemblies shall be cleaned in
accordance with paragraph 3.6.4. Precautions shall be taken to
assure that parts and sub -assemblies contain no residual cleaner,
either as a liquid or as a solid residue. Handling of parts shall
be accomplished only through the use of clean rubber gloves and
tweezers, or other assembly tools, cleaned in accordance with 3.6.4
above.
3.6.6 Testing
The cleanliness level of the assembly shall be protected at all times
during the testing operation.	 The inlet of the assembly shall be
protected by exterizal filters having a 10 micron or lower absolute
rating, cleaned in accordance with.3.6.4.
	 If filters cannot be
directly attached to the.assembly, the intermediate fittings used
shall be cleaned to the same cleanliness level as the assembly parts.
The filters shall be applied to the assembly in an area equivalent
to a class 100 clean room area, and shall not be removed until testing
has been completed. 	 Removal shall also take place under the same
conditions.
During testing, any other precautions necessary to assure that the
assembly will remain clean, shall be incorporated into the test
e' procedure
3.6.7
	
Exterior Gleaning
At the completion of testing, but prior to the removal of external
filters, the assembly shall be cleaned externally using the
methods and measurements of 3.6.4.
3.6.8	 Final Cleaning
At the time the protective filters are removed from the assembly,
final flushing the packaging shall be performed. 	 Flushing shall, be
,r accomplished by flowing through the assembly with a'liquid solvent
or gaseous fluid which is compatible with the assembly materials and R
a-flushing rate which shall be approved.	 The flushing time shall be
. sufficient to assure that all surfaces have been adequately exposed,
to the cleaning action.
	
The flush fluid, before entering the assembly
., shall be filtered to a .45 micron absolute level.	 Flushing will
continue until the particle count does not exceed that specified in
3.6.4.
A-1-,13
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3.6.9 Packaging
Precautions shall be taken to assure that the assembly contains no
residual cleaner, either as a solid, liquid or gas. At the same
time that the system is receiving its final cleaning, the Y g g, packaging
equipment shall be cleaned to the same or better cleanliness level.
The inlet charging port shall be capped in accordance with the
requirements of Drawing (later), and the nozzle outlets capped
with protective elastic rubber covers or other suitable mean:..
s
4,0 Quality Assurance Provisions
To insure satisfactory quality and compliance with the requirements of Section 3
of this specification, each system shall be subjected to the tests defined herein.
4.1 Classification of Tests
The inspection and testing of the system shall be classified as follows;
4.1.1 In Process Tests
Each system shall be subjected to the process tests described under
paragraph 4.4.1 of this specification.
4.1.2 Acceptance Tests
Each system shall be subjected to the acceptance tests described
under paragraph 4.5.1 of this specification.
4.2 Procedure In Case of Failure
If a failure, malfunction, or out of tolerance performance occurs, testing
shall immediately cease, pending analysis to determine the reason for the
	
r
failure. If the corrective action affects the validity of previous test
results, such tests shall be repeated.
4.3 Test Conditions
4.3.1 Ambient Conditions
.i
Unless otherwise specified, the test shall be performed under the
following conditions:
3
a. Temperature: 70OF ± 15OF
b. Relative humidity;` 907. or less
c. Barometric pressure: 28 to 32 -inches Hg
d. Altitude: 28 to 32 finches Hg
4.4 Test Methods
A-1-14
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4.4.1	 In Proce ss Testin g
In process testing shall be performed on the system ta t. thr4 compt4:ti.otr
of system assembly and prior to installation, of c.t,►st:otn+:-r	 [ur ►t;ts*k -^ cl
,h et valve assemblies
4.4.1.1	 Visual and Mechanical. Inspect: nn - Each subsyste rm	 be
carefully examined to dc-termi.nc; conforminc e with appli(. al l e
drawings •	 Component ,serial numbers 	 :hall bit clit—c;k d to	 ► ,;^
certain whether labelled functions a re correc t, 	 6 ­nponc-It.
flow arrows shall, be checked against: system ^^-StemaL• .cE,	 lac.h
fitting shall be cbe:cked for correct torgto	 ln-ta ilaclo •' l.	 Al 1,
exterior outlets,	 such as nozzlc^a4, 	 ^4A: .'!. hl,
capped at all times except wh^. rt used for	 Ma*y ai,x:tl •far i
fittings or pluga used d uring t:e !st ing shall b;a 'C ed i agA%d and
removed	 at	 thea,omploi^ioti	 o C	 tc w t	 dy-id	 i n	 pr 1 ) ,,i t ea ti c► ^t	 l ►fir`
shipment.
4.4.1.2	 System Particle Cortnit	 - Voe	 S.W#. gin ►: ( 	 ^+^1 ►a:t,., 	 i , ^r:• i.	 ^;^M^ € T
be checked -tasing th,, tnetbods aTid	 of	 paa • Bg rap;
3.6.4 to det txmine	 that	 thr„	 'partic.;l.,^:	 couot: do, s not ,- xcr,.,d
that ,^;pe:cified in paragraph 3.6,4-
4.4.1.3
	
Proof Pressure '.rest	 The	 :system;	 both; tips t-r	 a:•O	 d^r^^ .. -t•^t^^,^t
ate•
of the regulator, shall be pressurized to 1.5 t;imc - max-I.man
LL, operating pressure	 using	 the	 t(v s t: 	 f'L (ild	 a5	 ^sptµ .c::; f;€c-c-	 a' t 	 pr+ra..
3,:3:3,	 This	 pressure shall be ,naluea,€artci	 -E or	 t°rkt	 t 103
minutes,	 There. -shall, be no dc-gradatiol) of c,ompont:-)c ot 	 -,y;)(,OtvTn
performance as a result of th y: proof	 TYI-O:strrI:f	 rLI!St.
4.4.1.4	 Static Leak 'Test - The system shall l)^
	 Lo	 t	 cca	 at;
lr;,ak
	
te.-,t	 per paragraph 3>..3 ,5	 try 	a. n c;tirk	 compl ianL.,;	 i r'^• '`•	 .tl	 to	 ,	 E	 t	 1' ► c }
maximum leakage rate of par t.gr'sph 3
	
3,,5.
4. 4 -.2.	 Acceptance Testing 
Acceptance	 tr.-!sting shall
	
be	 per.f`orHnk;:,d	 a:^t	 tbt	 syste-:m of t i r 	 ;Cf ,,`r.al l ^r;icyri
of the cust:canw;-r
	 f,u.c'n .shed	 jet	 val.vo	 d^.we,mb f i,e ^;
4.4.2.1	 Ambient Temperatures  - Numbr„r I
4.4 .2.1. 1 	 F low	 and	 Regulat. T.o ,	 -	 W7. ?'t	 tlr	 :a1
	
t.^
	 i.^,' r, t-
pressurYzed a1iid	 1:hr: regu- ,ato ►: adjt/^'':rd	 t:J	 ^:+li:•
v,s1ue^ found b^Iow,, flow c;he ckc,, of 30 ,4c-cond,
din -at;iott shall b(:	 oondtj,-A:ed	 a h 	 fl ow;. of-	 1500,
j 40,000,	 ab.d	 96,000 CC/n^:-t	 t:o	 itt ,r^I	 r o'.tr^)ari
operation in ac,c•o d r
 r.	 a.,ic i-.,	 w,!,r.i5	 par'a	 'r^fyl.,	 3	 }	 3
3;:3.2.4,
	
and	 3:3,2,5.,
t t
{ tq
t j`
A-1-15
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Regulator Inlet
_.^.es ig
1_s .
j
i
_f
fi
,E
Y
Test #1 50, 40,	 -'2
Test #2 200, ♦2 0 -0
Test Y13 50, +0,	 -.2
Test #4 200a +2 0 	-0
4.4.2.1.2 Pressure Drop With the system pressurized and
the regulator adjusted to the conditions of 'Vest #4
of paragraph 4.4.2.1.1 and flowing at 96,000 cr„/min,
the system pressure drop shall becbec.ked to insure
compliance with paragraph 3.3.4.2.
4.4:2.2 Elevated Tempet	 The Lest.s of paragrap l 4.4.1.4 aad
4.4.2.1 shall be repeated w .tli thH. system instal lm-.d i-11 a
thermal-vacuum chamber, and the system te-mperature srabllizcd
at +167 +10, -0°F a C a vacua m o f 10" 5 1'orr. ,
4.4.2.3 Cold Temperature - The tests of paragraphs 4.4,1,4 and 4,4.2.1
shall. 'be repeated with the system inst:aLted ':in a thermal
vacuum chamber and the system temperature st • ab:i,li,z4:d at -14
+0, -10°F at a vacuum of 10 -5 ;Porr.
4.4.2.4 Flexible Joint Manipulation - With the system pressurized and
the regulator ad justed to the condit:io-.mq of T--st:. # 4 of para ,
4.4.2.1.1 and no flow, the flexible joints will he exerci ed
pen (10) times. Exercising will consist of bending each
,joint 90 degrees in one plane from its normal. position.
Regulator Out le t
---'
psig
25
25
1.5
15
4.4.2.5 Ambient Temperature - Number 2	 The te. is of paragraph	
-) t
4.4.1.4 and 4,4.2.1 shall be repeated with cbe system at
ambient conditions to assure that no change,, in system per-
formance have occurred during the temperature t:e t; i l[g . t#
final system particle c;oua t per paragraph 4,4.1.2 shall_ hr.
taken in compliance with paragraph 3,6.4
4.5 Records and Reports
A record shall be -maintained for each serialized component, part ;howl,ng
inspections and rejections, parts replaced, and all r-c•work performed wn any
component part. This record shall, include a history of malfunctions, r-e.jec:-
Lions, and quality control problems encountered in any p cc.e part. or (,omponent
part. In addition, the results of all performance tests shall be noted for
each component part.i
5.0 -'Preparation for Delivery..
i
5.1 The requirements of 3.6 of this specification shall be, complied w tt:'fi,
 p: •• aar	 ^r
to delivery.
6.0 Notes	 r. .
6.1 Definitions
A-1- 16
a. Customer -Jet: Propulsion Laboratory., Pasadena, Ca li fornia.
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1.0 scope
F
t
}
1.1 scope
This specification covers one type of pneumatic pressure regulator hereinafter'
referred to as the regulator, The regulator is intended for use as part of o
warm gas distribution system to regulate the flow of hydrazine decomposition
products including dissociated and undissoeiated ammonia.
4
2.0 Applicable Documentp
	 u
2.1 Government Documents
The following documents of the exact issue shown, form a part of this speci-
fication to the extent specified herein:
Military
,MIL-Dr70327
27 March 1962
MIL-P-5518
10 May 1956
MIL-S-7742A Screw Threads, Standard, Aeronautical
21 June 1963
Standards
_.
Military ,
MIL-STD-130B Identification, Marking of U. S. Military Property;
24 April 1962
MIL-STD-143A Specifications and Standards, Use of
s 14 May' 1963
MIL-STD-447 Definition of interchangeable, Substitute and Replace-
28 May 1959 ment Items
- MS-20995 Wire, Lock
MS-33546 Safety Wiring, General. Practices for
MS-33586A Metals, Definition of Dissimilar µ
ANA Bulletin 438E Age Controls for Age-Sensitive Elastomeric Materials
Federal. Standard Clean Room and Work Station Requirements for Con-
No. 209 trolled Environment
2.2	 Non-Government Documents
The following documents form a part of this specification to the extent speci-
fied herein:
A-1-21	 '	 '
ti
SV'S 751.3
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Standards	 t
General Electric Company
118A 1600	 Finishes and Coatings Y
Drawings
Genes ral Electric Company
47D212117	 Regulator, Pneumatic Pressure
(Copies of Specifications, Standards	 Drawings and Publications required by
Contractors in connection with specific procurement functions dhouls be
obtained from, or as directed by, the Purchasing Department of GC /MSD.)
2.3	 Order of Precedence
y
In the event of conflict between this specification and the documents referenced r
herein, this specification shall govern.
3.0	 Requirements
3. 1 	 Dew and Construction
The regulato^.	 shall be of the design and construction specified on the General
Electric Drawing and this specification.
i
3. 1.1	 Interchangeability
All parts having the same part number shall be interchangeable a's defined
in paragraph 3.1 of MIL-STD-447.
3.1.2	 Workmanship
Fabrication and finishing shall be in a thoroughly workmanlike Hamner.
is
There shall be no cracks,-breaks, ;chips, bends, loose attachments,
illegible markings, or other defects that could adversely affect the
suitability, use, or life of the component parts. 	 The parts shall be
free from burrs and sharp edges.
3. 1.3	 Identif i.cation
Components, assemblies	 and ;parts shall be marked for identification in
accordance with MIL -STD- 130.	 Where the component drawing required a
{	 nameplate, it shall be permanently and legibly marked with the fo^lowing
informations
a.	 Nomenclature
b.	 Customer part number,
c.	 Serial number
d. •	Contract number
e.	 Manufacturers drawing number
{	 f.	 GE drawing number
g.	 Manufacturers name or trademark
h.	 Date ofmanufacture
A -1.22 r,
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33 ► 4 Tube Stubs
The regulator design shall incorporate inlet and°outlet tube stubs for
welding into a system,	 The material, size, and length of these stubs 1
shall be as shown on General Electric Drawing SVS 47D212117.
n
w
3.1, 5 Filter
An integral inlet and outlet filter shall be provided to protect the
regulator from contamination; the filter shall be a woven stainless
steel wire type, capable of removing 98% of all solid particulate con-
taminants in excess of 10 macrons and 100 % in excesb of 25 microns.	 The
' filter flow area shall.be a minimum of 10 times the flow urea of the
valve seat restriction and shall be optimized to provide low pressure
drop and adequate 'resistance to clogging,
3.1.6 Elastomer Stabilization.
All regulator seats and seals shall be stabilized to reduce variation
► to settings and operating characteristics under all environments, by
st,bjecti,ng the valve seats to a maximum working pressure at a temperature
equal to or in excess of 4000F.	 The time duration shall be determined.
by the materials used and the application in the particular valve design.
The vendor shall submit documentation outlining his material and pro-
cedures. a
3.1.7 Adjustment Provisions
f
1'
The regulated outlet pressure shall be adjustable within the range of
15 to 25 prig.	 A mechanical adjustment feature shall be incorporated
into the regulator design to accomplish this adjustment.	 in the event'
` that more than one spring is required to provide adjustability over' , the
" full range, any special tools and procedures for spring changing and'. . *'
•""' adjustment shall be provided with the regulator.
	 r'
3,1.8- We ight
The regulator weg:.: shall not exceed 0.5 pounds,
	 `'
3.2 Materials and Fines
3.2.1 Materials	 -
Unless otherwise specified herein, the regulator shall be conetructed of ^.
materials selected in accordance with MIL-STD-143.
3.2.1.1 Metals Metal parts shall be inherently corrosion resistent
^-	 or shall be protected against corrosion by means of chemical
or electrolytic finishes and treatments, or a combination
thereof,
3.2.1.2 Dissimilar Metals - Contact between dissimilar metals as
defined by Military Standard MS 33586 shall be avoided. Where	 ^t
it is 'necessary that dissimilar metals beassembled in' intimate.
contact with each other, an interposing insulating or mutually
compatible material shall be used.. J	 ',
A-1-23	 ^'
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3.2.1.3 Fungus Resistance - Materials shall be treated by an approved
method to resist 'fungus growth insofar as practical.
3.2.2 Finishes
All finishes shall conform to the requirements of Specification 118A160C.
3.2.3 Lubricants
Unless otherwise authorized by the customer, no lubricating oils or
greases shall be used in the regulator.
3.2.4 Threads
All threads shall be in accordance with MIL -S-7742.
3.2.5 Screw Thread Locking Devices
All threaded parts shall <.r; positively locked by safety wire or other
approved methods.	 Safety wire shall conform to standard MS 20995 and be
installed in accordance with standard MS 33540.
3.2.6 Age -Sensitive Elastomeric Materials
The provisions and requirements of ANA Bulletin 438n shall apply for all
elastomeric materials used in the construction and assembly of the system.
A record shall be maintained 	 of cure dates and assembly dates of each{
assembly or subassembly which shall be part of the completed system and
contain(s) elastomeric materials.
3.2.7 sInserts
Threads in soft metals, such as aluminum alloys, for bolts and screws, }
having a thread diameter of less than 0.75 inch and subject to removal
for routine maintenance, testing, or mounting purposes, shall be provided
'
with corrosion resistant steel inserts.	 Inserts shall not project above
the mating surfaces.	 Wire wound inserts shall not be inserted more than
1.75 turns below the mating surface.	 All other types shall not be in-
serted more than one turn below the mating surface._ 1
3.2.8 Mountings
Provisions for mountings shall be in accordance with General Electric
Drawing	 SVS	 47D212117.
E
3.2.9 Compatibility -
All materials and finished used in the construction of the regulator
shall be compatible for long term exposure to the following test nkdia
and cleaning fluids: at ;;
' a.	 argon s_
b.	 nitrogen
c.	 helium
d.	 hydrogen
^- e. 	 ammonia
„	 A-1-24 f:	 hydrazine 4	 f
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g, water
h. ethylene oxide (external surfaces only)
i. methyl alcohol
J. acetone
k. methyl ethyl ketone
fi	 3.3 Performance
^i
The regulator shall be capable of the following performance before and after
exposure to the conditions specified in paragraph 3 .4.2 and while exposed Co
i the conditions specified in paragraph 3.4.1.
,
3.3.1	 Operating Fluid
^G The operating fluid shall be hydrazine decomposition products including
i
dissociated and undissociated ammonia gas.
3.3..1.1 Operating Fluid Temperature - The temperature of theoperatingg F
fluid may vary between
	
+30 and +400 0F. 1
3.3.1.2, Test Fluids - The test fluid used during component and system
•	
,
testing shall' be gaseous 'nitrogen.
.r ,	 ,
13.3.1.3 Fluid Purity - When using nitrogen as a test fluid, the fluid
i
# shall be dried to a dew point of -100°F or lower. 	 No oil for
hydro carbon contents shall be allowed in the test fluid. 	 The
fluid shall be filtered through a 0.45 micron absolute filter ^.
prior to entering the regulator.
3.3,2 .	Pressure
3.3.2.1
i
Inlet Pressure - Inlet pressure to the regulator will vary from ;	 I`
50 to 200 psig.
3.3. 2 . 2 Outlet Pressure - The design of the regulator shall be such that I:
.. p•	 g	 Jthe outlet as sure settin  can be readily adjusted in the
!^f
X range of from 15 to 25 psi, by either the vendor or the customers
3.3.2.3 Pressure Regulation
	 The regulator must o erate over an envy- r ;
ronmental temperature range of -14 to +167 F and gas temperature
t ,, range of +30 to +400 0F.	 For any outlet pressure setting between
15 and 25 psig, no more than +.4 psi variation in output pres-
sure shall occur over an inlet pressure range of 50 to 200 psig,
and flowrates from 1500 to 96,000 scc/min GN2.
	 'As a design goal,. i
the output pressure variation shall be no more than -+ .2 psi
for these - operating conditions.	 Regulation tolerance outside
' the temperature range of -140F to +1670F may Le greater than
+	 .4 psi._
3.3.2;4 Lockup Pressure - For any output pressure setting, not more !j
than + , 1 psi additional downstream pressure uncertainty shall Q
accrue when the flow is stopped and the regulator locked up.
Total pressure tolerance at lockup is ± .5 psi about the nominal
_.....	 , setting.
UP
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3.3.2.5	 De sign Pressure - The regulator shall be designed for maximum
inlet and outlet operating pressures of 200 psig and 60 psig y
respectively.
4
' 	 3.3.2.6	 Proof Pressure - The regulator shall be capable of withstanding;
i
a proof pressure 1.5 times the design pressure without sustain-
ing any damage or degradation of performance in accordance with
MIL-P- 5518. 	The proof' pressure capability is applicable for
all individual tests or any combination of tests tabulated`
below:
3.3.2.6.1	 Proof pressure of 300 psig applied at inlet fitting
with outlet fitting capped.
3.3.2.6.2	 Proof pressure of 90 psig applied to the outlet
fitting.
3.3.2.7	 Burst Pressure - The regulator shall be designed to withstand
a pressure 2.2	 times the design pressure without rupture of
internal or external parts in accordance with MIL-P`-5515.
3. 3.3	 Flow Rate
The regulator shall be capable of handling flow rates within the range
of 1500 to 96,000 me/min of the test fluid.
3.3.4
	
Response Time
i
With the regulator in the lockup condition, it shall take no more than
1 second to establish flow and regulate pressure within specified limits
from the time a quick operating valve downstream of the outlet port is
is fully opened.	 It shall take no more than 100 milliseconds to change €
from flow to lockup pressure within specified limits from the 'tine the
quick operating valve is fully closed, 	 ^ ^t
Y
3.3.5	 Leakage
External leakage shall not exceed ,.05 ?cc/hr helium at any operating
inlet pressure.	 Internal leakage shall not exceed 2 scc/hr helium.
3.4, Service. Conditions
The regulator shall be capable of satisfactory operation under any of the
conditions_ specified in 3.4.1'after^ exposure to any of the conditions specified
in 3.4.2.
^^	
x
.	 3.4.1	 Operating
The regulator shall be capable of satisfactory operation and performance
while exposed to any of the following conditions or any natural combi-
nation of these conditions.
3.4.1_.1	 Temperature , The regulator shall perform within specification x
performance at temperatures between -14 h +167 1F.	 The regulator
must withstand temperatures between -100.& +400 OF but need not f
operate within specification limits over the wider temperature:
band t
3.4.1.2	 Altitude - A reduced air pressure range of from 10- 1 2 to 10-16A=2-1 Hg.
-.s.K+, •	 c.,.«-.W......e..^+.v.:;:. 	 ,,.:;r nzc-..nnvsreici	mxrma+.aves+u»aen,ma.wwe:- 	 : ..	 .	 _	 .
t
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3.4.2 Non-Operating
'k
The regulator shall be capable of satisfactory operation after exposure
to any of the following conditions or any natural combination of these
conditions.
3.4.2.1 Vibration
3 •.4.2.1.1 Low Frequency (Sinusoidal) - 	 1,5 inches displaeo-
ment from 10 to 4,4 cps, and 2,1 g rms from 4.4  to
_
	
	
15 cps in each of three orthogonal axes. The sweep
from 10 to 15 cps shall require 1.5 minutes and shall
be repeated twice, Resonances shall not be dwelt
upon.
3.4.2.1.2 Complex Wave - This test slotill be performed in each
of three orthogonal axes.
3.4.2.1.2.1 Noise
0.2 9 2 /cps from 300 to 1000 cps with a
6 db per octave roll-off from 300 to
20 cps, and a 24 db per octave roll-oft
:below 30 and above 2000 cps for three
' 
rn	
minutes-.
3.4.2.1.2.2 White Gaussian Noise
5.0 g rms, band limited between 15 and
2000 cps, plus:
a.	 A 2.0 g rms sinusoid superimposed
L	 , on the noise between 15 and 40 cps.
b.	 A 9, 0 g rms sinusoid super.inposed
on the noise between 40 and 250 cps.
co	 A 4.5 g rms sinusoid superiinposea	 j
on the noise between 250 and 2000 	 I;
cps.
r The frequency of the sinusoid shall be
swept from 15 to 2000 cps and back to
15 cps in a total time of 10 minutes,
at a rate increasing directly w:.th
.
frequency.
3.4.2.2 Shock - The regulator shall be designedto withstand`fivc, 	 -
i^
:. 2008, 0.7 - 0.2 ms, terminal peak sawtooth shocks in each of
three orthogonal axes.
3.5	 Desi n Life
Over a 600-day period and in the environment specified herein, the rc^tilntor
shall meet all requirements during, and after 	 2 x 10	 cycles ~. A
cycle is defined as a three-step sequence.	 With inlet pressure being maintained
A =1=27
i3
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within specified limits, the outlet pressure set for one particular value with-
in the range specified, the regulator; is first in the lockup (no flow) condition
as a result of a downstream valve being shut. Second, the downstream quick
operating valve opens requiring the regulator to regulate pressure while flow-
ing, The third and final step in th(A cycle returns the regulator to the lockup
condition as the quick operating downstream valve shuts.
3.6 Cleanliness
 requirementsIn order to meet the stringent leakage, life, and environment 	 a  of
the regulator application, it is necessary that the utmost care be taken to
assure that the assembly is free from actual or incipient contamination, , Opera-
. tions in paragraphs 3.6.1 through 3.6.5 and 3.6,7 through 3.6.9 shall be accom-
plished in an area equivalent to a clean room. The procedures, methods,'and
operations listed below shall serve as a guide in achieving the cleanliness
requirements delineated in Paragraph 3.6.4.
3.6.1 Part Degreasing
After all fabrication and test processes (except final assembly) have
been completed, the parts'which comprise the final assembly shall be
thoroughly degreased. The parts shall be inspected under an ultra
violet lamp, 2500 to 3700 angstroms wave length, to verify that this
condition has been attained. Thereafter, the parts shall be stored in
plastic hags, or other containers, which are equally clean ,  until ready
for assembly.
1
3.6,2 Temporary Parts
Temporary parts such as port closures, shipping bags, etc., shall be
cleaned to the same level and by the same procedures as the parts used
in the assembly itself.
3.6.3	 Inspection
Prior to assembly and after fabrication processes have been completed,
all parts which comprise the final assembly shall be critically examined
to assure-freedom from burrs, feather edges, attached slivers, o' any
	 -
other similar type particles, which could subsequently become_ dislodged.
The examination shall also include a careful check of platings, coatings,
or other finishes to assure that a satisfactory bond exists and that
there is no danger of flaking, pe eling, or other contamination hazard.
3.6.4
	
Assembly Cleaning
}
Immediately prior to the assembly operation, all parts which constitute
the final assembly ( including sh ipp ing covers 	 port closures	 sh ippingy ^	 8	 PP	 g	 ► 	 P	 .	 PI	 h
bags,	 etc.) shall be thouroughly cleaned using procedures and equip-
merit which will provide an assembly which is clean to the level -spt-cified
herein.	 The gases and liquids used in this process shall have been r
passed, finally, through a .45 micron absolute filter.
	
The cleaning
equipment shall
	
be so arranged that cont amination cannot get into the
immediate area of the parts being cleaned. 	 Assembly or other tools
which will come in contact with the parts being assembled shall be
cleaned to the same level as the parts. 	 The parts shall be cleaned until
the final rinse solution contains no more than the number of particles
A-1-2$	
yi,
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shown below per 100 ML of solution filtered through a standard HA milli-
pore filter.
i
^r	 Maximum Number Particles
Particle Size, Microns 	 Metallic Non-Metallic (max. dia.)
	
0-25
	
No Requirement
	
25	 None Allowable
There shall be no visible reflec t ivity of hydrocarbons per black light
4nspection.
3.6.5 Assembly
Assembly techniques which minimize generation of particles shall be used.
Where the assembly is composed, or can be composed, of one or more sub-
assemblies, these sub-assemblies shall be cleaned in accordance with
Paragraph 3.6.4. Precautions shall be taken to assure that the ports and
sub-assemblies contain no residual cleaner, either as a liquid or as a
solid residue. Handling of parts shall be accomplished only through
the use of clean rubber gloves and tweezers, or other assembly tools,
cleaned in accordance with 3.6.4 above.
.lF
3.6.6 Testing
The cleanliness level of the assembly shall be protected at all times
during the testing operation. The inlet of the assembly shall be pro -
tected by external filters having a 10 micron or lower absolute rating,
cleaned in accordance with 3.6.4. If filters cannot be directly attached
to the assembly, the intermediate fittings used shall be cleaned to the
same cleanliness level as the assembly parts. The filters shall be
applied to the assembly in an area equivalent to a Class 100 clean room
area, and shall not be removed until testing has been completed, Re -
moval shall also take place under the same conditions.
4 During testing, any other precautions necessary to assure that the
assembly will remain clean, shall be incorporated into the test procedure.	
,
i3.6.7 Exterior Cleaning
At the completion of testing, but prior to the removal of external
filters, the assembly shall be cleaned externally using the m:.hods and
measurements of 3.6.4.
3.6•.8	 Final Cleaning
At the time the protective filters are removed from the assembly, final
flushing and packaging shall be performed. 	 Flushing shall be accom-
plished by flowing through the assembly with a liquid solvent or gaseous
fluid which is compatiblewith the assembly materials and e. flushing
rate which shall be approved. 	 The flushing time shall be sufficient to
assure that all surfaces have been adequately exposed to the cleaping
action.	 The	 flush	 fluid,	 before.enterinf;. eh^,	ns:;_rtnhly	 sl^al.l	 b^^	 Ciltrr^^ci
to a .45 micron absolute level.
	
Flushing wi 1.1 contine until tho part is (t,t
count does not exceed that specified in 3.6.4.
A-1"7
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3.6.9 Packaging
^a
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Precautions shall be taken to assure that the assembly contains no resi-
dual clenaer, either as a solid, liquid, residue film, or gas. At the
same time that the regulator is receiving its final cleaning, the pack-
aging equipment shall be cleaned to the same or better cleanliness level.
w
The implementation of a plan to maintain satisfactory contamination
	 -,
levels in accordance with paragraph 3.6 including cleaning of detail
parts, sub s-assemblies, and assemblies, and appropriate tests to verify
acceptable cleanliness of the delivered component.
3.7.2 In-Process Quality Plan
The vendor shall have an In-Process Quality Plan prior to the start of
fabrication of prime hardware. This plan shall consist of the procedure's
utilized in receiving inspection (including sampling plans), a fabricationk	
block diagram including in-process inspection test points and overall
configuration control requirements. 	 F
3.7.3 Drawings
A complete set of all assembly and detail parts drawings for the compo-
nent in accordance wi'.h the requirements of MIL-D-70327, Class 2 Drawings._
3.7.4 Test Procedures. 	 `
The vendor test plan for acceptance testing, including test procedures,
equipment, data to be obtained, data sheets, etc., shall be prepared and
submitted in accordance with paragraph 4.6.
t	
,
3.7.5 Log Book	 i
A component log book in accordance with paragraph 4.5
3.7.6 Failures
The customer shall be notified of all regulator test failures, and the
tent discontinued pending customer direction,
4	 A-1-30	 -
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The port closures shall be covered with plastic wrap, secured with nylon
cord or tape. If tape is,used, it shall not come in contact with the
port threads. Plastic and metallic caps are specifically 2rohibited.
dual
The regulator assembly shall, be placed in	 sealed cleaned plastic bags
(or equivalent) cleaned to the requirements of paragraph 3.6.4. The bags
shall be suitably wrapped with protective material to prevent puncturing,
and placed in its shipping box. More than one regulator may be placed
in one shipping container, provided adequate precautions are taken to
protect against damage to the, assemblies and to the sealed plastic bags.
3.7
	
Documentation
The vendor shall have on file the following documentation;
3.7.1 Cleanliness Plan
J
SVS 7513
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4.0	 Quality Assurance Provisions
To insure satisfactory quality and compliance with the requirements of Section 3 o
t this specification, each regulator shall be subjected to the tests defined herein.
4.1 Claaaffication of T ests
The inspection and testing o f the regulator shall be classified as follows;
4.1.1	 Acceptance Tests
Each regulator shall be subjected to the acceptance tests described
under paragraph 4.4.1 of this specification.
	 These tests shall be
witnessed by GE-SD personnel unless otherwise specified.
4.2 Procedure L, Case of Failure
If a failure, malfunctio n , or out-of-- to leranc e performance occurs,	 testing
shall immediately cease, pending analysis to determine the reason for the
failure.
	
If the corrective action affects the validity of previot,s test
results, such tests shall be repeated.
4.3 Test Conditions
4.3.1	 Ambient Conditions
Unless otherwise specified, the test shall be performed under the
following conditions;
a.	 Temperature: 	 70OF ±` 15°F
b.	 Relative Humidity;	 907. or less
c.	 Barometric Pressure;	 28 to 32 inches Hg1
d.	 Altitude:	 28 to 32 inches Hg,
^j 	 l 4.3,2
	 Measurements and Tolerances
^. All measurements shall be made with instruments which are periodically`
calibrated with standards traceable to the National bureau of Standards.
fill
4.4 Test Methods
i
4.4.1	 Acceptance Tests
Acceptance testing shall be performed on the regulator at the comple-
tion of regulator assembly in the order specified,
IS
4.4.1.1	 Visual and Mechanical Inspectio n - Each regulator shall be
carefully examined to determine conformance wit h applicable
drawings.	 Component serial numbers shall be checked to ascor-
^. tain whether labelled functions are correct.	 Component flow
arrows shall be checked against system schematic. 	 Each
	 fitting
shall be checked for correct torque installation, 	 Al]. ex-
terior outlets shall be 'capped at all times except when uscd
for test.	 Any auxiliary fittings or plugs uSL'd during testing
. shall be red tagged and removed at
	
010 c01111)1 0L icon of _Lvst	 iiid
i in preparation for shipment:
A-1-31
	 as
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4.4.1,2	 Cleanliness Check - The regulator cleanliness level shall be
`	 checked using the methods and measurements of paragraph 3.6.4 ,
r	 to determine that the particle count does not exceed that
specified in paragraph 3.6.4.
I
r	 4.4.1.3	 Proof Pressure Tes t - The regulators, both upstream and down-
stream ports, shall be pressurized to that required by para-
graph 3.3.2.6 using the test fluid as specified in paragraph
3.3.1.	 The pressure shall be maintained for ten (10) minutes.
There shall be no deg,^adation of component performance as a
result of the proof pressure test.
4.4.1.4	 External Leak Test - The regulator shall be subjected to a
static leak test to insure compliance with paragraph 3.3.5.
'	 A helium mass spectrometer shall be used for this test.
4.4.1.4.1	 Internal Leak Test - The regulator shall be subjected
to an internal leak test to assure compliance with 4
paragraph 3.3.5.
4.4.1.5	 Gas Plow Test - With the regulator inlet pressurized and the
regulator adjusted to the values found in Table z,	 flow cat ► cks
of 30 seconds duration shall be conducted to insure operation
in accordance with paragraph 3.3.2.3 (Test sequence n{ ;sd 110t
be as indicated in Table I).
4.4.1.6	 Lockup	 pressure	 - With the regulator inlet pressurized
to 200 psig and outlet adjusted to 25 psis,	 a check for v.ar;n-
tion in outlet pressure level at a no-flow condition
shall be made.	 The test shall be repeated with the
regulator outlet adjusted to 15 psig, r.
I
4.4.1.7
	
Cycling Test - The regulator shall be subjected to a series of
.10 0 000 cycle tests.	 These shall be conducted with a shutoff
valve installed downstream of the regulator.
	 Regulator inlet t.
and outlet pressures shall be as per paragraph 3.3.2.1 and
3.3.2.2.	 There shall be a minimum duration of two seconds
`	 between each cycle. j
4.4.1.8	 The tests specified in paragraphs 4.4.1.4, 	 4.4.1.4.1,	 and -
4.4.1._2 shall be repeated
'	 4.5	 Records and Reports,
A record shall be maintained for each serialized component part showing in-
spections and rejections, parts replaced, and all rework performed on any r
compcnent part.	 This record shall include a history of malfunctions, rejec-
tions, and quality control problems encountered in any piece part or component
part.	 In addition, the results of all performance tests shall be noted for
each component part.
4.6
	 Test Plans
, t
shallA. detailed test plan 	 be prepared and submitted; to the GE-SD Project
Engineer in a minimum of thirty (30) days prior to the initiation of Acceptance
tests.	 This plan shall include a test set-pup schematic,
	 a list of equipment
to be used with specified accuracy, a step-by-step test procedure,
	 and the d
data sheets to be used.	 Written approval of the test plan is required from
the GE-SD Project Engineer prior to start of testing.
	 Subsequent changes to
these test procedures or data sheet(s) shall also require approval by the GE-
SD Project Engineer prior to implementation.A-1-32
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5.0 Preparation for Delivery
5.1 The requirements of 3.6 of this specification shall be complied with prior to
delivery.
t
6.0 Notes
6.1 Definitions
as Customer - General Electric Company, Missild and Space Division.
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1.
1.0 _Scope 
1. 1 Scco e
This specification covers one type of pneumatic filter hereinafter referred
to as the filter. The filter is intended for use as part of a warm
gas distribution system to filter the flow of hydrazine decomposition
products including dissociated and undissocated ammonia.
2.0 Applicable Documents
2.1 Government Documents
The following documents of the exact issue shown, form a part of this
specification to the extent specified herein:
$ 	 SPECIFICATIONS
s	
_
Military
f
14IL-P-5518 Pneumatic System, Design, Installation
10 May 1956 and Tests in Aircraft
MILMS-7742A Screw Threads, Standard, Aeronautical
r^ 21 June 1963
STANDARDS
` MilitaryAn
MIL-STIR-130 B Identification, Marking_ of U.S. 'Military ~
24 April 1962 Property
MIL-STD-143 A Specifications and Standards, Use of
` 14 May 1963
. MIL-STD-447 Definition of Interchangeable, Substitute z
;,..f 28 May 1959 and Replacement Items
MS-20995 Wire, Lock
MS-33540 Safety Wiring, General Practices for
. R E
. MS-33586 A Metals, Definition of Dissimilar
,,. ANA Bulletin 43.8 B - Age Controls for Age-Sensitive Elastomeric
Materials
x
Federal Standard No. 209 Clean Room and Work Station Requirements
' for Controlled Environment s
A-1-37
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2.2 No_ n G,over n,_ Documents
The following documents form a part of this specification to the extent
specified herein.
•Y
STANDARDS
,General Electric Company 	 i
r
118A 1600	 Finishes and Coatings
DRAWINGS	 .
General Electric Company,
47D212115	 Filter, Pneumatic
(Copies,'of specifications,, standards, drawings and publications required
h	 by contractors in connection with specific procurement functions should
be obtained from, or as directed by, the Purchasing Department of GE/MSD.)
2.3 .Or. er of Precedence
In the event of conflict between this specification and the documents 	 I;I
referenced herein g this specification-shall govern. gum
3.0 Requirements
3.1 De_ sign and Construction 	 +
f
The filter shall be of the design and construction specified on the
F	 -General Electric Drawing and this specification.
3.1.1 Interchangeability
All parts having the'4,iame part number shall'be interchangeable.as
l defined in paragraph 3.1 of MIL-STD-447.
3.1.2 Workmanship
Fabrication and finishing,shall be in a thorougFily workmanlike manner.
There shall be no cracks, breaks, chips, bends, loose attachments
f	 illegible markings, or other defects that could adversely effect
the suitability,_ use, or life of the component parts. The parts
shall be free from burrs and sharp edges. ,	'
3.1.3 Identification
Components, assemblies, and parts shall be marked for identification,
f• in accordance with MIL-STD-130.. Wh re the component drawing
requires a nameplate, it shall be permanently -and legibly marked
'i	 with the following information:
7n IL
u
. ,^	 }
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t
a. Nomenclature
b. Customer fart Number
c. Serial Number
	 '
d: Contract Number
e. Manufacturer's Drawing Number
f. GE Drawing Number
g. Manufacturer's Name or Trademark
h. Date of Manufacture
3.1.4 Tube Stubs
The filter design shall incorporate inlet and outlet tube stubs
for welding into a system. The size and length of these stubs
shall be as shown on General EI.ectric drawing 47n212115.
3.1.5 Construction
y !
	
	 The filter element shall be of a design approved by the contractor,
preferably Dutch twill weave wire cloth or etched disc. The
filter shall be designed to provide low pressure drop and adequate
resistance to clogging. The .filter shall be designed so that the
filter element is removable for cleaning. The filter shall incorporate
a 0 2 indicator to indicate when cleaning is required.
3.1	 Weight.6
.,"
The filter weight shall not exceed 3.0 pounds.
4 3.42	 Materials and finishes
3.2.1	 Materials
^.r
Unless otherwise specified herein the filter shall be constructed 	 f
of materials selected in accordance with MIL-STD-143
3.2.1.1	 Me 
	
- Metal parts shall be inherently corrosion resistant 	 '•
or shall be protected against corrosion by means of cht;mical_
or electrolytic finishes and treatments, or a combination
a thereof.
	 s	 =
3.2.1.2	 Dissimilar Metals - Contact between dissimilar metals as
defined by Milita g-y St,an6ard MS 33586 shall be avoided.
Where it is necessary that dissimilar metals be assembled
r,
in intimate contact with each other, an interposing insulating
;s or mutually compatible material shall be used.
3.2.1.3
	
Fungus Resistance - %I	 terials shall be treated by an approved
{ method to resist fungus growth insofar as practical.
A.
-1-39
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3,2.2 Finishes
All finishes shall conform to the requirements of specification
11SA1600.
3.2.3 Lubricants
Unless otherwise authorized by the customer, no lubricating oils
or greases shall be used in the filter.
3,2.4 Threads
All threads shall be in accordance with MIL-S-7742,
3.2,5 Screw Threads Locking Devices
.411 threaded parts shall be positively locked by safety wire or
other approved methods. Safety wire shall conform to standard
MS 20995 and be installed in accordance with standard MS :33540,
3.2.6 Age-Sensitive Elastomeric Materials
The provisions and requirements of ANA Bulletin 438B shall apply
for all elastomeric materials used in the construction and assembly
of the system. A record shall be maintained of cure dates and
assembly dates of each assembly or subassembly which shall be part
of the completed system and contain(s) elastomeric materials.
3.2.7 Inserts
Threads in soft metals, such as aluminum alloys, for bolts and screws,
having a tr^ 4. +act diameter of less than 0.75 inch and sub ject to
removal fo=g routine maintenance, testing or mounting purposes, hall
be provided with corrosion resistant steel inserts 	 Inserts shall	 €
not project above the mating surfaces. Wire wouAd inserts shall
not be inserted more than 1.75 turns below the mating surface. All
other types shall not be inserted more.. than one turn below the
mating surface,
3,2.8 Mountings
Provisions for mountings shall be in accordance with General Electric
Drawing 47D212115.
3.2.9 Compatibility
t.	
4All materials and finishes used in the construction of the filter
tr	 shall bE *.compatible for long term exposure to the following test
media and cleaning fluids:
a. argon r
b. nitrogen
r! E
r4
A-1-40
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c.	 helium
d.	 hydrogen
e.	 ammonia
f.	 hydrazine
g.	 water
h.	 ethylene oxide (external surfaces only)i.	 methyl alcohol
j.	 acetone
k.	 methyl ethyl ketone
3.3	 Performance
The filter shall be capable of the following performance before and after
exposure to the conditions specified in paragraph 3.4.2 and while exposed
to the conditions specified in paragraph 3.4.1.
3.3.1	 Operating Fluid
The operating fluid shall be hydrazine decomposition products
including dissociated and undissociated ammonia.
3.3.1.1	 Operating Fluid Temperature - The temperature of the
operating fluid may vary between
	 +30 and +4000F.
3.3.1.2	 Test Fluids - The test fluid used during component and system
testing-shall be gaseous nitrogen.
F
r
3.3.1.3	 Fluid Purity - When using nitrogen as a test fluid,	 th,, fluid
shall be dried to a dew point of -100 0F or lower ..	 No ail
or hydro carbon content shall be allowed in the test fluid.
t 3.3.2	 Pressure
3.3.2.1	 DeIL&n Pressure - The filter shall be designed for a maximum
rAi
,w
operating pressure of 200 psig.
3.3.2.2	 Proof 'Pressure - The filter shall be capable of withstanding
a	 roof pressure 1.5 times the designp	 L	 	 pressure withouttT'.
sustaining any damage or degradation of performance in
accordance w3,th MIL-P-5518.
3.3.2.3	 Burst Pressv, re - The filter shall be designed to withstand
apesssure22.2 times the design pressure without rupture
^.k of inierrial or external parts in accordance with MIL-P-5518.
k 3.3.2.4	 Collapse Pressure - The filter shall be designed to withstand
a d ifferentialressure of 200P-	 psig without collapse or damage
p	 - to the filter element, 	 s
t ^; 3.3.3
	 Pressure Drop
., The filter shall have a maximum pressure drop of 10 ps,f, with an inlet
pressure of 50 Asia and a minimum G'N2 flow of 96,000 scc/mi,n., when the
_filter element is contaminated with 1 gram
	 of fine A.C.
	 test deist.
3.3.4	 Leakage
j
' External leakage shall not exceed 0.05 std cc/hr helium at ally
nP^rRtint►
 i» 1 ^r. s
	 _.r^+ ggt s r^ 	 _
WA
A-1=41	 ,
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• 3.3 }.5 Filter Rating
	
_.
The filter shall remove 100 %
 of all particles larger than 10 microns
„...	 and shall not contain releasable contamination larger, than 25 microns..,
3.4 Service Conditions
The filter shall be cpable of satisfactory operation under any of the
p
conditions specified In 3.4.1 after exposure to an of the conditions
specified in 3 . 4.2.
P	 y
3.4.1 Operating
r
•
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The filter shall ' be capable of satisfactory operation and performance
while exposed to any of the following conditions or any natural
'..	 combination of these conditions.
3.4.1.1. Temperature - A temperature range of from -14 • to +1670F..
3.4.1.2 Altitude - A reduced air pressure range of from 10-12 to
10712	 Hg,
P
'	 3.4.2	 Non-Operating
The filter shall be capable of satisfactory operation after exposure j
to any of the following conditions or any natural combination of
these conditions.
.^
3.4.2.1	 Vibration
3.4.2.1.1 Low Frequency ( Sinusoidal) - + 1.5 inches dis-
placement from 1.0 to 4.4 cps, and 2.1 g rims for I^
.4.4 to 15 cps in each of the orthogonal axes. 	 The
:sweep from 10 to .15 cps shall require 1 . 5 minute `
and shall be repeated twice.	 Resonances sha11''not
be dwelt upon.
F
3.4.2.1 . 2 'Complex Wave	 This test shall be performed in each
:,`of three orthogonal axes.
3.4.2.1.2.1' Noise
0.2'g /cps from 300 to 1000 cps with.
•,`	 a 6 db per octave roll-off from 300'
to 20 cps, and a 24 db per octave 'roll-
`
t	
off below 30 and above 2000 cps, for
• three minutes. ;.
i
A-.1-42
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3.4.2.1.2.2 White Gaussian Noise
5,0 g rms, band limited between 15
and.2000 cps, plus:
a. A 2.0 g rms sinusoid superimposed
on the noise between 15 and 40 cps.
b. A 9.0 g rms sinusoid superimposed
on the noise between 40 and 250 cps,
c. A 4,5 g rms sinusoid superi.mpsosed	 i
on the noise between 250 and
2000 cps.
The frequency of the sinusoid shall
be swept from 15 to 2000 cps and
back to 15 cps in a total time of 10
minutes, at a rate increasing directly
with frequency.
3.4.2.2 Shock - The filter shall be designed to withstand five,
200 g, 0.7 ± 0 .2 ms, terminal peak sawtooth shocks in each
-	 of three orthogonal axes.
3.5 De_sian Life
The filter shall be designed to function for a 600 day period of time
within the environment specified in paragraph 3.4.1.
3.6	 Cleanliness
In order to ireet'the stringent leakage, life and environment requirements
of the filter application, it is necessary that the utmost care be taken
to assure that the assembly if free from actual or incipient contamination.
= r ' Operations in paragraph 3.6.1 through 3.6 .5 and 3.6.7 through 3.6.9 shall be
accomplished in an areaequivalent to a clean room. The procedures, methods,
and operations listed below shall serve as a guide in achieving,the cleanliness
requirements delineated in paragraph 3.6.4.
3.6.1
	
Part Degreasing
t_
After all fabrication and test processes (except ,final assembly) have
n been completed, the parts which comprise the final assembly shall be
thoroughly degreased. 	 The parts shall be inspected under an ultra
violet lamp, 2500 to 3700 angstroris wave length, to verify that this
condition has been attained. 	 Thereafter, the parts shall be stored
in plastic bags, or other containers, which are equally clean, L,ntil
ready for assembly.
A-1-43
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`	 3.6,2
,
Temporary Parts 	 '.
Temporary parts such as port closures, shipping bags, etc., shall be
cleaned to the same-level and by the same procedures as the pares
used in the Assembly itself. f
3.6.3 Inspection
's'	 y	 after fabrication processes have been completed,assembl  andPrior to 
all parts which comprise the final assembly shall be critically examin-
ed to assure freedom from burrs i feather.edges, attached slivers, or
any other similar type particles, which could subsequently become
t dislodged.	 The examination shall also include a careful check of plat-
ings, coatings, or other finishes to assure that a satisfactory bond
' exists and that there is no danger of flaking, peeling, or other
possible surface deterioration which could constitute a co np	 	 	 	 co tamination `
hazard;
3.6.4 Assembly Cleaning
Immediately prior to the assembly operation, all parts which const i 't'ute
the final assembly (including shipping covers, por.t closures, shipping
bags, etc.) shall, be thoroughly cleaned using procedures and equip-..
ment which will provide an assembly which is clean to the level
specified herein.
	
The gases and liquids used in this process shall
have been p assed, final ly, through a .45 micron absolute filter.	 The,g
cleaning equipment shall be so arranged that contamination cannot get
into the immediate areaof the parts being cleaned.
	 Assembly or other
tools which will come'in contact with the parts being assembled shall'
be cleaned to the same level as the parts. 	 The parts shall be cleaned
until the final rinse solution contains no more than the number of `^'
particles shown below per 100 ML of solution filtered through a
standard TEA millipore filter.
'	 Maximum Number Particles
Particle Size	 Microns
	
Metallic Non-Metallic	 max. dia.
0-25
	
No Requirement
25	 None Allowable	 ;,	 y
There shall be no visible reflectivity of hydrocarbons per black
light inspection.
3.6.5 Assembly
Assembly techniques which minimize generation of particlesshall be
used.	 Where the assembly'is composed, or can be composed, of one or
' more sub-assemblies,' .there sub-assemblies shall be cleaned in accordance a
with paragraph, 3.6.'4.
	
Precautions shall be taken to assure that -the
parts and sub-assemblies contain no .residual cleaner, either as a liquid
x
A-1-44
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or as a solid residue. Handling of parts shall be accomplished only
through the use of clean rubber gloves and tweezers, or other assembly
tools, cleaned in .accordance with 3.6,4 above.
3.6.6 Testing
The cleanliness level of the assembly shall be protects # d at all times
during the testing operation. The inlet of the assembly shall be
protected by external filters having a 5 micron or lower absolute
rating, cleaned in accordance with 3.6.4. If filters cannot be
directly attached to the assembly, the intermediate fittings used shall 	 a
be cleaned to the same cleanliness level as the assembly parts, The
falters shall be applied to the assembly in an area equivalent to a
class 100 clean room area, and shall, not be removed until testing has
been completed, Removal shall also take place under the same conditions.
During testing, any other precautions necessary to Fissure that the
assembly will remain clean, shall be incorporated into the test
procedure.
3.6.7 Exterior Cleaning
At the completion of testing, but prior to the removal of external
,fE	 filters, the assembly shall be cleaned externally using the methods
and measurements of 3.6.4.
n' 3.6..8 Final Cleaning
J
At the time the protective filters are removed from the assembly, final
flushing the packaging shall be performed, Flushing shall, be
accomplished by flowing through the assembly with a liquid solvent or
gaseous fluid which is compatible with the assembly materials and a
flushing rate which shall be approved. The flushing time shall oe
sufficient to assure that all surfaces have been adequately expose to
l	 the cleaning action. The flush _fluid, before entering the assembly shall
be filtered to a . 45 m.cron absolute level_	 Flushing will continue
until the particle count does not exceed that specified in 3.6.4.
3.6.9 Packaging
Precautions shall be taken to assure that the assembly contains no
residual cleaner, either as a solid, liquid or gas. At the some time
that the filter is receiving its final cleaning, the packaging equip-
ment shall be cleaned to the same or better cleanliness level.
The port closures shall be covered with plastic wrap, _secured with nylon
cord or tape. If tape is used, :: shall not come in 'contact-wi.tli the
.'	 port thread,. Plasticcaand metallic cats are specific illy prollib i d,
t
' 	 A-1-45 ^^ ^,
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The filter assembly shall be placed in	 sealed cleaned plastic bag
(or equivalent) cleaned to the requirements of paragraph 3.6.4. The
bag shall be suitably wrapped with protective material to prevent
puncturing, and placed in Ls r 1ng box. More than one filter may
be placed in one shipping container, provided adequate precautions
are taken to protect against damage to the assemblies and the the
sealed plastic bags,
3.7 Documentation
The vendor shall have, on file, the following documentation;
3.7.1 Cleanliness plan
The implementation of
levL ls in accordance
parts, subassemblies,
acceptable cleaniiness
a plan to maintain satisfactory contamination
aith paragraph 3.6 including cleaning of detail
and assemblies, and appropriate tests to verify
of the delivered components.
1
11
I ^ I
I
3.7.2 In-Process Quality Plan
The vendor shall have an In-Process Quali ty Plan prior to the start
of fabrication of prime hardware. This plan shall consist of Lhe
procedures utilized in receiving inspection ( including sampling plans)',
a fabrication block diagram including in-process inspection test points
and overall configuration control requirements.
3.7 .3 Drawings
A complete set of all assembly and detail parts drawings for the
component.
3 .7.4 Test Procedures
The vendor test plan for acceptance testing, including test procedures,
equipment, data to be obtained, data sheets, etc., shall be prepared
and submitted in accordance with paragraph 4.6.
3.7.5 Log Book
A component log book in accordance with paragraph 4`.5.
3.7.6 Failures
In the event of any component acceptance test failure the test shall be f
discontinued and GE /SD notified.	 ?^
4.0 Quail , Assurance Provisions
y quality
	 P	 qTo insure satisfac^o^R ualit and compl iance with the re uirements of Section 3 of
this specification, each filter shall be subjected to the tests defined herein.
A-1-46
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4,1 Classification of Tests
The inspection and testing of the filter shall he classified as follows:
4.1.1 Acceptance Tests
Such filter shall be subjected to the acceptance tests described under
paragraph 4.4.1 of the specification. These tests shall be witnessed
by GE /Sp personnel unless otherwise specified
;,.	 4.2 Procedure. In Case of Failure
If a failure, malfunction, or out of tolerance performance occurs, testing
shall immediately cease, pending analysis to determine the reason for the
failure. If the corrective action affects the validity of previous test.
results, such tests shall be repeated,
4.3 Test Conditions
4. 3.1 Ambient Conditions
Unless otherwise specified, the test shall be performed under the
following conditions:
a. Temperature: 700 ± 15 0 F
b. Relative Humidity: 90% or less
lab
	
	
c, Barometric Preoouret 28 to 32 inches Ha
d. Altitude; 28 to 32 inches Hg
4.3.2 Measurements and Tolerances
All measurements shall be made with instruments which are periodically
calibrated with standards traci,ble to the National Bureau of Standards.
4.4	 Tes t Methods
4.4 .1 	 Acceptance Test
Acceptance testing shall be performed on the filter at the completion
of filter assembly in the order specified,
4.4.1.1
	
Visual and 1,13chenical Inspection - Each filter' shall be care-
fully examined to determine conformance with applicable
drawings.	 Component serial numbers shall be checked to as-
3 certain whether labellEd functions are correct. 	 Component
flow arrows shall be cha.:ked; against .system schematic , 	 Eacl';^
fitting shall be checked for correct torque installation, 	 All
exterior outlets shall be ca pped at all times except when used
for test.
	
Any auxiliary fittings or plugs used during testing
shall be red tagged and removed at the completion of test: and
in preparation for shipment.
A-1-47 ALA
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4,4.1,2 Proof Pressure Test - The filtero both upstream and downstream
ports, shall be pressurized to the requirements of paragraph
3.3.2.2 using the test fluid as specified in paragraph 3 ,3 ,1,
The pressure shall be maintained for ten (10) minutes, There
shall be no degradation of component performance as a result
of the proof pressure test.
4.4.1.3 External Leak Test - The filter shall be sub jected to a static
leak test to insure compliance with paragraph 3.3.2.10, A
helium mass spectrometer shall be used for this test,
4.4.1.4 Gas Flow Test With the filter inlet pressurized to 50 psi
pressure drop tests aof 3-0 seconds dur:at : iun shall be conducted
at the flow rates	 indicated in 'fable One
(Order of testing is optional,)
4,4,1.5 Bubble Paint Test With the filter element immersed in de-
natured alcohol, apply air pressure to the inside of the filter
element. Slowly increase pressure and rotate element t,nti.l
the first bubble appears. Air pressure at this point shall not
be less than (later) inches of water,
4.4,1,6 Cleanliness Check -The filter cleanliness level shall be
checked using the methods and measurements of paragraph
3.6.4 to determine that the particle count does not exceed
that specified in paragraph 3.6.4,
y^i
l_
!ITable I
Filter Inlet Conditi
Pressure (psM	 Tempe
Flow Ra te
sec/min
50	 70 ± 15
& 960
+Y h
5.0
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4.5 Re c_ds and Regorts
A record shall be maintained For each serialized component part showing
inspections and rejections, parts replaced, and all rework performed on
any component part. This record shall include a history of malfunctions,
rejections, and quality control problems encountered in any piece part or
component part. In adlition, the results of all performance tests shall
be noted for each component part.
4.6 Test Plans
A detailed test plan shall be prepared and submitted to the GE/SD Project
Engineer in a minimum of thirty (30) days prior to the ini dtotion of
Acceptance Tests. This plan shall include a test set-up schematic, a list
of equipment  to be used with s ecifted accuracy, a st e p -by -steptest rocedureP	 Y,
	
procedur ,
and the data sheets to be used. Written approval of the test plan is required
from the GE/SD Project Engineer prior to start of testing. Subsequent changes
to these test procedures or data sheet(s) shall also require approval by the
GE/SD Project Engineer prior to implementation.
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1.0	 Scope
11	 Scope
This specification covers one type of pyne_umatic pressure transduc4r
hereinafter referred to as the ltransdu er.	 The transducer is
intended for use as parr of a uiartti gas distribution system to
monitor the pressure of hydrazine decomposition products including
dissociated and undissociated ammonia.	 The transduoer shall
combine a pressure sensing element and-signal conditioning
circuitry into the same single unit
2.0	 Applicable Documents
I
2,1	 Government Documents T_
The following documents of the exact issue shown, form a park of
the specif ication to the extend specified herein:
Specificatiois
Mi1 it a; ^
MIL-D-70327 Drawings, Engineering and Associated Lasts'
27 'March 1962
i	 MIL-P-5513 Pneumatic System	 Designs, installation
10 May 1956 and 'Tests in Aircraft.
I ;
	
MIL-S-7742A Screw Threads, Standard, Aeronautical
21 June 1963
MIL-C-45662A Calibration System Requirements
J	 9 Feb 1962
Standards
Military
MIL-STD-130B Identification, Marking of U.S, "¢
t"	 24 April 1962 Military Property
MIL-STD-143A Specifications and Standards , Use of
14 May 1963
MIL-STD- 447 Def inition of Interchangeable, Substitute-
28 May 1959 and Replacement Items
z MS-20995 Wlive, lock
MS-33540h Safety Wiring, General Practices of 
MS - 33586A Metals	 Definition of D4,ss imil.ar
A-1-52
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` ANA Bulletin 4,38E	 Age Controls for AGE - Sensitive
Elastomeric , Materials
Federal Standard N.209 a Clean Room and Work Station r
Requirements for Controlled
Environment
2.2 Non-Government Documents
The following documents form a part of this specification to
the extent specified herein:
Standards
General Electric Company
13.8 A 1600	 Finishes and Coatings
Drawings
General Electric Company
47D212118	 Transducer, Pneumatic Pressure
{Copies of Specifications, Standards, Drawings and Publicat ions
required by Contractors in connection with specific procurement
functions shal7 l ' be obtained 'rom, or as directed by, the
Purchas ing Department of GE/14SD)
2.3 order of Precedence
In the event of conflict between this specification and the
documents referenced herein, this specification shall govern.
3.0 Requirements
3.1 Desi n and Construction 	 r
The transducer shall be of the design and construction specifiedF	
on the General Electric Drawing and this specification,.}
3.1.1 Interchangeability
G All parts having the same part number shall be inter 
changeable as defined in paragraph 3.1 of MIL-STD-447.
3.1 .2 Workmanship
Fabrication and finishing shall be in a thoroughly work-
manlike manner. There shall be no cracks, breaks, chips,
bends, loose attachments, illegible markings, orother,
defects that could adversely affect the suitability, use
of life of the component parts. The parts shall be free
from burrs and sharp edges.F	 ;.
.	
^,,^	
x
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3.1.3 Identification
Components, assemblies, and parts shall be marked for
identification in accordance with MIL-STD-130. 	 Where
the component drawing requires a nameplate, it shall be
permanently and legibly marked with the following informa-
tions,
a.	 Nomenclature
b.	 Customer part number
c.	 Serial number
d.	 Contract number
e.	 Manufacturers drawing number
	 t
f.	 GE drawing number
g .	 Manufacturers name or trademark
h.,	 Date of manufacture
3,.1.4 Tube Stubs
The transducer design shall incorporate an inlet tube
stub for welding into a system.	 The size and length of
the stub shall be as shown on General Electric drawing47DU 11 r
3,1,5 Electrical Connector
The electrical connector receptacle shall be of a tYhp
suitable for the application.	 A mating plug shall be'
supplied
3„16 Insulation Resistance
The transducer shall have an insulation resistance of at
least 50 megohms at 250 V DC applied,,
3„1,,7 Weight
The,transducer weight shall not exceed 1.0 pounds,
r	
t
3.2• Materials and Finishes
3,2A . Materials f
Unless otherwise specified herein the transducer shall be
constructed of materials selected in accordance with
MIL-STD-143.
3.2.1.1	 Metals - Metal parts shall be inherently cor.;-oson
resistant or shall be protected against corrosion
by means of chemical or electrolytic finishe 	 and
treatments, or a combination thereof.
3.2.1.2	 Dissimilar Metals - Contact between dissimilar
metals as defined by Military Standard MS 33586
shall he avoided,:	 Where it is necessary that
dissimilar metals be assembled in intimate contact 	 -.
A-1-54, with each other,- an interposing insulating o;
mutually co#a.tible material shall be used.-
!r
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3.2,,1.3 Fungus Resistance - Materials shall be treated.
by an approved method to.., resist fungus growth
insofar as practical. 	 `+
3.2.2 Finishes
All finishes shall conform to the requirements of
Specification 118A1600.
3.2.3 Lubricants	 '
Unless otherwise authorized by the customer, no lubricating
oils'or greases shall be used in the transducer.
3,2,4 Threads
All threads shall be in accordance with MIL-S-7742
3.2'.5 Screw Thread Locking Devices
Al' threaded parts shall be positively locked by safety
wire, or other approved methods. Safety wire shall
conform to standard MS 20995 and be installed in accordance
with standard MS 33540.
3 „2.6 'Age-Sensitive Elastomeric Materials
The provisions and requirements of ANA Bulletin 438B shall
Apply for ,. all 'elastomeric materials used in the construction
and assembly of the system. A record shall be maintained
of cure dates and assembly dates of, each assembly orsub-
assembly which shall be part of the completed, system, and
gbh contain(s) elastomeric materials.
3.2.7
	 Inserts
Thr bads in soft metals, such as aluminum alloys, for bolts
and screws, having a threaO diameter of less than 0.75
inch and subject to removal for routine maintenance,
testing, or mounting purposes, shall be provided with
corrosion resistant steel inserts.
	
Inserts shall not
project above the mating surfaces,.
	
Wire wound .inserts•
shall not be inserted more than 1.75 turns below the
mating surface.
	 All other types shall not be inserted
more than one turn below the mating surface,.
3.2.8 	 Motmt ing
Provisions for mounting shall be in accordance with,
General Electric Drawing 47•D212118.
5$
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3.2.9 Compatibility
All materials and , finishes used in the construction of the
transducer shall be compatible for long term exposure'to
the following test'media and cleaning fluids:
a argon b,
b. nitrogen	 F	 ,
C. helium
d. hydrogen	 •z
C., ammonto
f. hydrazine
g. wateL
h. ethylene oxide (external surfaces only)
i. methyl alcohol
J . acetone
k, methyl ethyl ketone
Performance
The transducer shall , be capable of the following performances
before and after exposure to the conditions specified in
paragraphs 3.4,, 2 and wile exposed to ',the conditions specified'
in paragraph 3.4.1	 i
i
1
i
i
3.3.1 Operating Fluid	
I I
The operating fluid shall be hydrazine decomposition
products including dissociated an y undissociated ammonia.
3.3.1.1 0 eratin^•Fuid Temperature The temperature
of the operating fluid may vary between +30 ;and
+169°F (see also pare. 3.4.:101).
3.3.1.2 Test Fluids	 The test fluid" ixsed during component
and , system testing shall be gaseous. nitrogen,.
3.3.1.3 Fluid Purity When using nitrogen as a test
fluid, the fluid shall be ,dried to a dew' point
of -1000F or lower. No oil or hydro carbon
contents shall be allowed in the fluid
3.3,.2 Pressure
3.3.2.1 Desi n Pressure The transducer shall be designed
for a_maximum operating pressure range of 0 to 60
psig.
3.3.2.2 Proof Pressure - The transducer shall'be- capable '
of withstanang a proof pressure 1.5 times the
maximum design pressure without sustaining any
damages degradation of performance, or shift in 	 a
' A-l-	 cal b-ration in taccordance with M L .-D-5518 ..	 ^^
x, t
J
sys 7511
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3.3.2.3	 Burst Pressure - The transducer shall be designed
	
II
to withstand a pressure 2
	 times the maximum
design pressure without rupture of internal or
k '	 external parts in accordance with MIL-P-5518}.	 :.+	 '	 a
,
3.3.3
r
Inputs
Nominal input	 shall be 28 volts ± 4 volts DC.
3.3.4 Outputs
Full scale output 	 voltage shall be 5 volts DC.
3.3.5
i
Stat ic Error Hand
t Maximum static error band shall. be
 less than 0.25% full scale over a
+
range of 15 to 25 psig with a design goal of + .157..g	 B	 Static er'f or
band represents the maximum deviation from th
—e straight line drewn
through the coordinates of Orange - 07. output, and 100% range
1007. output;
	 This bang
includes the effects of linearity, friction, hysteresis,
} resolution, and repeatability as covered during calibration.
•3.3 .6 Leakage
► :External leakage shall not exceed 01.05 std cc /hr helium'
^. at any operating inlet pressure.
n 3A
	
Service Conditions
i s, The transducer shall be capable of sat isfactory operation under
any of the conditions specified in 3.4.1 after exposure to apy of
the conditions specified in 3.4.26
4
3,.4 .1 'Operating
I: The transducer shah, be capable of satisfactory operation
^t $, and performance while exposed to any of the following
conditions or any natural combination of these 'conditions.
3.4.1.1	 Tempgrature - A temperature range of from -14 to
#167 F (stabilized component temperature)
. 3 ^ 4 1.2	 A It it	 - Alr6educed air pressure sure range of from
10- 1Z to l0_	 mm Hg.
f; 3.4 .2 Non-Operating
The transducer shall be capable of satisfactory operation
after exposure to any of the following conditions or any
natural combaation of these conditions.
F
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3.4.2.1	 Vibration
N
3.4.2.1.1	 Low Free uency Cv nusoidal 	 +1.5 inches dis-
placement from 1.0 to 4.4 cps, and 2.1 g rms
from 4 ,.4 to 15 cps in epch of the orthogonal
•	 axes.	 The sweep from 10 to 15 cps shall require
•	 t	 1.5 minutes and shall be repeated twice.
Resonances shall not be dwelt upon,
4
•	 3.4.2.1.2	 Complex Wave - This test shall be performed in
each of three orthogonal axes.'
3.4.2.1.241	 Noise
0.: g2 /cps from 300 to 1000 cis
with a 6 db per octave roll-off
from 300 to 20 cps, and a 24` db
..	 per octave roll-off below 30 and
above 2000 cps, for three minutes. =
3.4.2.102.2
	
White Gaussian Noise
50 g rms, band limited between
15 and 2000 cps, plus:
a) A 2.0 g rms sinusoid superim-
posed on the noise between 15
'	 and 40 cps.
b) A 4-.0 g rms sinusoid superior
posed on the .noise between 40
and 250 cps
c) A 4.5 g rms sinusoid supe,rim.-
posed on the noise between 250
and 2000 cl ► s .,
f	 The frequency of the sinusoid shallbe swept from 15 to 2000 cps and
back to 15 cps in a total time of
10 minutes, at a rave increasing
directly with frequency. ,
•
3.4.2.2	 Shock
The transducer system shall be designed'to withstand five,I	 200 g, 0.7 ± 0.2 ms, terminal peak sawtooth shocks in }
each"bf three orthogonal axes.
{3.5	 Design Life r
'	 The transducer shall be designed to function for a 600 day period
of time within the environment specified in paragraph 3.4.1. ^f
`	 3.6	 Cleanliness
in order to meet the stringent lea',.-.age, life, and Environment 
requirements of the transdq' er application, it is necessary that
the utmost care be taken toy assure that ebe assembly.-is free from
actual or incipient confiamipation.	 Operations in Paragraphs 3.6.1
=through 3.6.5 and 3.6.7 thriough 3.6,.9 shall be accomplishE^d. in an 	 w
I
8.
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area equivalent to a clean roon. The procedures, methods, and
operations listed below shall serve as a guide in achieving the
cleanliness requirements delineated in Para. 3.6.4.
,
3.6.1 Par,.t. Degreasing
After all fabrication and test processes (except final
assembly) have been c omple teal, the parts which comprl.^r.
the final assembly shall be thoroughly degreased. The
parts shall be inspected under an ultra violet lamp, 2500
to 3700 angstroms wave length, to verify that this condition
has been attained. Thereafter, the parts shall be stored
in plastic bags, or other containers, which are equally
clean, until ready for assembly.	 I
3.6.2 Temporary Parts
Temporary parts such as port closures, shipping bags,
etc., shall be cleaned to the same level and by the same
procedures as the parts used in the assembly Uself.
3 .6.3 Inspection
Prior to assembly and after fabrication processes have been
completed, all parts which comprise the final assembly shall
be critically examined to assure freedom from burrs, feather
edges, attached slivers, or any other similar type partir ►
cles, which could subsequently become dislodged. The e a
examination shall also include a careful check of plaings
coatings, or other finishes to assure that a satisfactory
bond exists and that there is no danger of flaking, pheling
'.:	 or other possible surface deterioration which could cgnu
stitute a contamination hazard.
3.6 .4 	Assembly Gleaning
Immediately prior to the assembly operation, all parts
which constitute the final. assembly (including shipping
covers, port closures, shipping bags, etc) shall be
thoroughly cleaned using procedures and equipment whiph_
will provide an assembly which is clean to the level
specified herein.
	
The gases and 'liquids used in this process
shall have been passed, finally, through a 	 45 micron
absolute filter.
	 The cleaning' 	 q	 Pa ui menu shall be soy
=- arranged that contamination cannot get into the immediate
area of the pants being cleaned,.	 Assembly or other tools
'm
which will come in contact with the parts being assembled"
shall be cleaned to the same level as the parts.	 The
parts shall be cleane,;J until the final rinse solution
contains no more than the number of particles shown below
per 100 ML of solutio,.i filtered through a standard HA
millipore f ilter .,
	 ,r I
A-1-5g^
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Maximum Number Particles
"?article Size l Microns	 Metallic Non-Metallic IMax dia)_
0-25 I t	 No Requirements
25	 None Allowable
There shall be no visible reflectivity of hydrocarbons per` w
k	 a
black light
	
inspection#
3.6.5 Assembly	 .
Assembly techniques which minimize generation of particles
shall be used.	 Where the assembly is composed, or can
be composed, of ,one of more sub-assemblies, these sub-
assemblies shall be cleaned in accordance with Paragraph
° 3.6 .4. 	 Precautions shall be taken to assure that the parts
and sub-assemblies contain no residual cleaner., either as
a liquid or as a solid residue.	 Handling of parts shall Y`
r
be accomplished only through the use of clean rubbergloves ^
artd tweezers, or other assembly tools,' cleaned in,accord-
ance .with 3.6.4 'above.
3.6.6 Tes ting
The cleanliness level of the assembly shall be protected
at all times during the testing operation. 	 The inlet of
the assembly shall be protected by external filters having
• a 10 micron absolute rating, cleaned in accordance with'
3.6.4.
	
If filters cannot be directly attached to the
assembly, the intermediate fittings used shall be cleaned
to the same cleanliness level as the assembly parts.
	 The
filters shall be applied to the assembly in art area equiva-
lent to a Class 100 clean room area 	 and shall not be removed
until testing has been completed.	 Removal-sha11 also take
place under the same coeditio4s.
During renting, any other precautions necessary to assure
that the ,assembly will remain clean, shall be incorporated
into the test-procedure.
'3.6.7 rExterior Cleaning
, -At the completion of testing, blt -prior t o
 the removal of z
1 external filters, the assembly shall be-cleaned externally
using the methods and measurements of 3.6.4.
•
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Final. Cleaning
At the t ime the protective filters are removed f rom the
assembly, f inal flushing and packaging shall be performed.
Flushing shall be accomplished by flowing through the
assembly with a liquid solvent or gaseous fluid which is
compatible with the assembly materials and a flushing rate
which shall be approved.	 The f lushing t im(. shall be
sufficient to assure that all surfaces have been adequately
exposed to the cleaning action. 	 The flush fluid, before
entering the assembly shall be faltered to a .45 micron
absolute level.	 ,Flushing will continue until the paarpicle
count does not Exceed that specified in 3.6.4.
3.6.9
	
Packaging
Precau tions shall be taken to assure that the assembl y
contains no residual cleaner, either as a .^ , olld, liquid
residue film	 or gas.	 At the same time: tha, the transducer
4 iece	 is final clean ing, 	 the 	 ^acka	 ;. r	 ,,	 s	 e^s receiving ,^	 	 ap 	 	 p.	 gi,^ ^, t quipm . n t
shall be cleaned to the same or better cleanliness level.
The port closures shall be covered with plastic wrap,
secured with nylon cord or tape. 	 If tape is used, it shall
not come In contact with the port threads.
	
Plastic and
metallic caps are specifically prohibited.
The Iran ducer assembly shall. be placed in, dual sealed
cleanedlast is ba ;s (or equivalenC y cleaned to the require' ,P	 ^	 g
meets of paragraph 3.6.4.
	
The bag sha11 bi.,
 i.iluitably wrapped
with protective material to prevent puncturing, and placed
in its rh. ipping box.	 More than one transducer may be
placed in one shipping contain er, provided	 idequate p^e.n
cautions area taken to protcct, against d amage tothe.
assemblies and to the seal td plastic bags.
3.7
	
Documentation
:. The vendor shall have on file the fO11owing 40CLIrn 'Atdtion;
3.7.1	 Cleanliness Plan
6 The imp:lvmentat.ion of a plan to me intaio saLiSfactory cone
tnmi.natloa levcJs in accordance. with part)graph 3.6
	 nplud-
ing cleaning of data it parts, subassomblies, and assemblies,
and appropriate tests to verify acceptable clea lint-s;;
of the delivered components.f
3.7.2	 In-Process Quality Plan
`
The vendor shat i have; an In ,-Process Quoll.ity Plan pripr to
the start of fabricar'dn of prime h ardwarv.
	 Thi.°	 plan
shall Qons ist of the -w. ocedures utilize-,d in rc;cc , iv ing i.
x spection (including sampling planej, a fabrication block
diagram icicluding in ,.ap ocE.4s
	
irrape:cti,on tent points and
overall    conf igur at zt►n . cGnc ro l r^ ui remc^nt
I
--- -,--
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1.7.3 Drawings
A complete set of all assembly and detail parts drawings
for tl%e components in accordance with tho requirements of 	 ME^pia	 MIL--D-70327, Class 2 Drawings
3.7.4 Test Procedures
Thevendor test plan for accE ptancce tu;^ting, including test ^'
'procedures, Equipment, data to be obtained, data sheets, c:tc .
shall be prepared and submitted in accordance wit h paragraph
.	 4.6.
3.7 . 5 Log Book
A component, log book in
 accordance with paragraph 4.5
3.7 .6 Failures 	 ,
Any component failure .shall require that the test be dis-
continued and the GE/SD notified.
3.7.7	 Calibration
A complete calibration of the pressure transducer over the "{
0-60-PSI pressure range shall be provided with each trans-
ducer.	 This calibration shall be performed at -140F^ g
ambient temperature (exact temperature to be noted), and
+1670F.	 Data for all three, temperatures shall be included.
4.0	 Quality Assurance Provision;
To insure satisfactory quality and compliance with rc?quirements of
Section 3 of this specification, each transducer shall be subjected
to the tests defined herein.
4.1	 Classification of Tests
r	 The inspection and testing of t"h.e transducer, shall be classified
as follows:
4.1.1	 Acceptance Tests
Each transducer shall 'be subjecte-d to the
	 accaptanc^ teatsch
 under paragraph 4.4.1 of the specification.
These tests shall be witnessed by GE/SD personnel. unles s
I	 otherwise specified.
4.2	 Procedure In 'Case of Failure
If-a failure, malfunction, or out of tolerance performanc(: occurs.,
1r	 testing shall immediately cease, pending analysis to determine
the reason for the failure..
	 If the corrective action affects the x
- validity of previous test results, such tests shill be repeated.
4.3	 Test Conditions
_
4 .3.1	 Ambient Conditions
A-1-62	 Unless otherwise specified, the test ' shall be performed
under the.followin
	
.
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a) Temperature: 70OF ± 15OF
b) Relative Humidity 90% or less
c) Barometric: Pressure: 28 to 32 inches Hg
d) Altitude: 28 to 32 inches Hg
4.3.2 Measurements and Tolerances
All measurements shall be made with instruments which are
periodically calibrated with standards traceable to the
National Bureau of Standards.
i	 4.4 Test Methods
4.4.1 Acceptance Tests
E
	
	 Acceptance testing shall be performed on the 4ran.sducer at
the completion of transducer as,semblynin the order specified.
4.4.1.1 Visual. and Mechanical Inspection - Each transducer
a	 shall be carefully examined to determine , ,conform-
ance with applicable drawings 	 Component, serial
numbers shall be checked to ascertain whether
labelled functions are correct. Component Flow
arrows shall be checked against system :schematic.f	 Each fitting shall be checked for correct torque
installation. All exterior outlets shall be capped
at all times except when used for test Any
auxiliary fittings or plugs used during testing
shall be red tagged and removed at the completion
of test and in preparation for shipment
4.4.1.2 Insulat ion Resistance - The transducer shall' have
an insu.l.ation resisLAnce of at least 50 megohms
at 250 V AC ^rpplicd.
3	 s	 etransducer,4.4.1.	 Proof Pressure Tests.. Th  	 shall be
pressurized to 90, +5 t.1-0 prig using the test
fluid as specified in paragraph 3.3.1. The
pressure shall be maintained for ten (10) minutes.
There shall be no degradation of componi:nt p`cr-
^,
	 Iformance pr calibration shift as a result of they
proof pressure test
4.4.1.4 External Leak Tests The transducer shall beal	 ,
subjected to a static leak test to insure compliance
with paragraph 3.3.2.10. A helium mass spe'ctro-
meter shall be used for this test.
4.4.1.5 Aerformance Tests	 Performance tests will be
accomplished  at standard ambient conditions to	 +
demonstrate the basic calibration and operation
r	 of thecomponent . They shall include but not be
limited to tic following tests. A-1-63
4
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4.4.1,5, 1 Static Error and_,
Maximum ,statics error band ( spp nar.
3.3.2.6). she11 be 0. 25% (Note: Cal.ibra"
tion per Para. 3.7.7 is also requ}red)
4:4.1. 6 Cleanliness Check , The transducer cleanliness
level shall be checked using the methods and
measurements of p: ragraph 3.6.4 to determine. that
the particle count does not exceed that specified
in paragraph 3. 6.4.
Records 
nd Reports.	 ^ 
A record shall be maintained For each serialized component part
showing inspection and rvjR-ct:ions, part y
 replaced, and a ll re-,
work performed on any component part. This record sha11 include
a history of malfunctions, rejections, and quality control problems
encountered in any piece part or componcnt part. In addition,
the results of all performanect te.- is ,shall. be
 uoted for each
component part,
4.6 Test Plans
A detailed test plan shall be prepared and submitted to the QE;/SD
Project Engineer in a minimum of thirty (30) " days prior to the
initiation of Acceptance tests, This plan shall includo a to.st
setup schematic, a list of equipment. to be used with spe-c.ified
accuracy, a step-by-step tc::,t procedure, and the dat- ► shvi^  t=Tto
be used. Written approval of the test plan is required from
GE/SD Project Engineer prior to start of testing. Sub;,equ(..,,, t;
changes to these test procedures or data sheet(s) shall also
require approval by they
 GE/SD Project Engineer' prior to implcmenta ­
tion.
1
1lil
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5.0 Preparation for Delivery
5.1 The requirements of 3.6 of this specification shall be complied
	
n
with, prior to delivory.
6.0 Notes
	
r.
6.1 Definitions
a. Customer General Electric Company,
r,Missile and Space Division
^^ z
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Specification SVS 7516 l•
1.0	 Scope
P y	 , • v
y
1.1
	
Sc
_ ope
This specification cover' one type of temperature sensor ha reinafter referred
to as the sensor.	 The sensor is intended for use as part of a warm gas
distribution system to measure the surface temperature of a tube flowing
'	 hydrazine decomposition products. The sensor shall be supplied with a
remote si gnal conditioning unit.
2.0	 Applicable Documents
2'.1	 gynr.:pm, ant Documents
y The following documents of the exact issue shown form a part of this specifica-
tion to the extent specified herein:
SPECIFICATIONS`
Mile r
-^
MIL-D-70327 Dicawings, Engineering and Associated Lists
x
27 March 1962
MIL-P-5518 Pneumatic System, Design, Installation and
f
r`
10 May 1956 Tests in Aircraft
MIL-S-7742A Screw Threads, Standard, aeronautical,
21 June 1963
MIL-C-45662A Calibration System Requirer,ients
9 Feb.	 1962
STANDARDS
Military
I
MIL-STD-130B Identificattono Marking of U.S. Military
24 April 1962 Property
•
MIL-STD-143A Specifications and Standards, Use of 1
14 May 1963 ?
MIL-STD-447 Definition of Interchangeable, Substitut-
28 May 1959 and Replacement Items J
MS-20995 Wire, Lock t
MS-33540 Safety Wiring, General Practices for
A-1-6fi X.
xt
4.
4
a
20
Metals, Definition of Dissimilar
Age Cr,"trols for Age Sensitive Elastomeric
Materials
Clean Room and Work Station Raluiramcnts
for Controlled Environment
R
k
Specification SVS'7516
MS-335861
X A Bulletin 4388
Federal Standard No. 209
2.2 Non-Government Documents
The following documents form a part of this specification to the extent
a specified herein;
STANDARDS
t
General. Electric Company
118A 1,600 Finishes and Coatings
fDRAWINGS
General Electric Company
47D212124
	 Sensor, Temperature, Surface
(Copies of specification, standards, drawings and publications required
by contractor in connection with specific procurement functions should
be obtained from or as directed by the Purchasing Department of CS/MSD.)
	
,i	2.3 Order Of Precedence
In the event of conflict between the specification and the documents referenced
herein, this specification shall govern. `
i
3.0 Requirements
3.1 Desi n and Construction
The sensor shall be of the
	 Pdesign and construction $ ecified on the General
Electric Drawing and this specification.
3.1.1 Interchangeability
All parts having the same part number shall, be interchangeable as
r	 h	 defined in paragraph 3.1 of NIL-STD-447 ;i
t; 3.1.2 Workmanship
Fabrication and finishing shall be in a thoroughly workmanlike manner.
There shall be no cracks, breaks, chips, bends, loose attachments,
illegible markings, or other defects that could adversely affect the
t suitability, use, or life of the component parts. The parts shal be
free from burrs and sharp edges.
'	 15
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3.1.3 'Identification
,
Components, assemblies, and parts shall be marked for identification
In accordance with MIL-STO-130. Where the component drawing requires
a nameplate, it shall be ,permanenLly and legibly marked with the
following information;
a. Nomenclature
b. Customer's part number
C, Serial number
d Contract number
e. Manufacturer's drawing number
f. Cg drawing number
go Manufacturer's name or trademark
h Date of manufacture
3,1.4 Attachment
The sensor design shall incorporate provisions for attachment to a 	 41
1/2 inch diameter tube The details of attachment shall be as shown
on General Electric drawing 47D212124.
1
3.1.5 Electrical Connector
The electrical connector receptacle shall be of a type suitable for
this application. A mating plug and harness to the signal conditioning
equipment shall be supplied. A mating plug for the signal conditioning
equipment shall also be supplied.
3.1.6 Insulation Resistance
The sensor shall have an insulation resistance of at least 50 megohms
'	 with 250 volt DC applied.
,
3.1.7 Weight
The weight of the sensor and signal conditioning equipment shall not 	 1
exceed 1.5 pounds.
3.3 Materials and Finishes
3.2.1 Materials
{
	 otherwise
materialsselected pin accordance with-MIL-STD-143.be constructed of
3.2.1.1 Metals 	 Metal parts shall be inherently corrosion resistant
or shall be protected against corrosion by means of chemical
or electrolytic finishes and treatments, or a combination there-
of.
.A--1-68	 ;,
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3.2.1.2 Dissimilar Metals .. Contact between dissimilar mete 1s as
defined by Military Standard MS 33.586 shall be avoided,
Where: it is necessary that dissimilar metals be assembled
in intimate contact with each other, an interposing tnsula-
ting or mutually compatible material shall be used.
3 .2. 1.3 Fungus Resistance - Materials shall be treated by an approved
method to resist fungus growth insofar as prteti.cal,
3.2,2 Fiii.shes
All finishes shall conform to the requirements of Specification 118A1600.
3.2.3 Lubricants
Unless otherwise authorized by the customer, no lubricating oils or
grease shall be used in the sensor.
3.2 .4 Threads
All threads shall be in accordance with MIL4-7742.
3,2,5 Screw Thread Locking Devices
All threaded parts shall be positively locked by safety wire, or other
approved methods. Safety wire shall, conform to standard MS 20995 and
be installed in accordance with standard MS 33540,
3.2.6 Age-Sensitive Elastomeric Materials
The provisions and requirements of ANA Bulletin 438B shall apply for
all elastomeric materials used in the construction and assembly
of the system. A record shall be maintained of cure dates and
assembly dates of each assembly or subassembly which shall be part of
the completed system, and contain(,sl elastomeric materials.
3.2 .7 Lnserts
ti
Threads in soft metals, such as aluminum alloys, for bolts and screws,
having a thread diameter of Less than 0.75 inch and subject to r"imovai
for routine maintenance, testing, or mounting purposes, shall be
provided with corrosion resistant steel inserts. inserts shall not
project above the mating surfaces. Wire wound inserts shall not be
inserted more than 1.75 turns below the mating surface. All other
types shall not be Inserted more than one turn 'below the mating
surface,
3.2.8 ` Mountings
Provisions for mounting of the signal conditioning unit shall bg to
accordance with General Electric drawing 47D212124.
A-1-x69
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3.3	 Performance. 1
The sensor shall be capable of the following performance before and after
exposure to the conditions specified in paragraph 3.4.2 and while exposed
to the conditions specified in paragraph 3.4.1.
3.3.1	 Operating Fluid
'	 The operating fluid flowing within the tube shall be hydrazine
decompos it ion products.
3.3.1.1	 Operating Fluid Temperature, - The temperature of the operating
;Fluid may vary between -100 and +400°F
	
,
r
3.3.2	 input
Nominal input shall be 28 volts + 4 volts D.C.
3.3.3
	
Output
Full scale output voltage shall be 5 volts D.C.
'
	
I
3.3.4	 Accuracy	 i
Maximum error of the system, r includi,ng signal conditioner, shalt not
exceed ± 2.0% of full range as specified in p&ragraph 3.4.1.1,
3.4	 Service_ Conditions
The sensor shall be capable of satisfactory operption under any of the
conditions specified in 3.4.1 after anposure to any of the conditions 	 bTspeic if ied in 3.4 .2 	 ,
I
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a_ 3.4.1 Operating
The sensor shall be capable of satli sfac4ory operation and
perform.nnce while exposed to any of the following conditions
or any natural combination of these conditions.
.4.1.1 T m ^::rature • A temperature vange of from ­100 to +4000P
except the signal conditioning equipment which will be
exposed to a temperature range of -14 cc) +16 7" F,
3.,4.1.2 Altitude - A reduced sir pressure range of from 10- 12 to
• 10-1b mm Hg.
w
3.4.2 Non-Operating
The sensor shall be capable of satisfactory operation after expo7uTe
to ,any of the following conditions or any natura l combination of "
^g
these conditions.,
3.4.2 . 1 Vibration
3.4.2. 1 . 1 Low Frequency ( Sinusoidal)	 1.5 inches displace-
ment from 1.0 to 4.4 ape, and 2 . 1 g rms fruo, 4.4
to 15 cps in each of these orthogonal axes. The
sweep from 10 to 15 cps shall require 1.5 minutes
and shall be repeated twice. Resonances shall not
be "dwelt upon
t:
1.4.2.1.2	 Complex Wave - This test shall be performed in
each of three orthogonal aces,
3.4-.2.1.2.1	 Noise
•
0,2 g4 /cps from 300 to 1000 cps`wtth
•	 a 6 db per octave roll-off from 30 0 	 j
to 20: cps, and a 24 db per octave roll-
t' off below 30 and above 2000 cps-for
,w
three minutes.
3.4.2.1.2.2	 White Gaussian Noise
i; 5.0 g rma, band limited between 15 and
2000 cps, plus:
a. A 2`.0 g rms sinusoid superimposed en
the noise between 15 and 40 ape.
b. A 9.0 g rms sinusoid super n)posed on 	 7
the noise between 40 .end 250 cps.
:I c. A 4.5 g rms sinusoid superimposed on	 II
}. the noise between 250 and 2000 cps.
r A 1-? X
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The frequency of the sinusoid shall be
swept from 15 to 2000 cps and back to
15 cps in a total time of 10 minutes,
at a rate increasing directly with
frequency.
3.4.2.2	 Sh_ock, - The sensor shall be designed to withstand five, 200 g,
0.7 ± 0.2
	
ms, terminal peak sawtooth shocks in epch of three
orthogonal axes,
3.5
	
De
_, 
sign Life
The sensor bhall be designed to function for a 600 day period of time within
the environment specified in paragraph 3.4.1.
3.6	 Cleanliness
The sensor shall be cleaned in l accordance with good commercial practice ;j
'	 I3.6.1	 Packaging
dual
The sensor assembly shall be placed in	 sealed cleaned plastic bags
(or equivalent) cleaned to the requirements of paragraph 3.6. 	 The
bad shall be suitably wrapped with protective material to prevent
puncturing, and placed in its shipping box.
	
More than one sensor
may be placed In one shipping container, provided adequate precautions
are taken to protect against damage to the assemblies and to the
,.	 sealed plastic bags.
3.7	 Documentation.
The vendor shall have on file the following documentation:
3.7.1	 In-Process Quality Plan
The vendor shall have an In-Process Quality Plan prior to the start
--..	 of fabrication of prime. hardware.
	
This plan shall consist of the
procedures utilize: in receiving inspection (including sampling plans),
a fabrication block diagram including , in-process inspection test
points and overall configuration control requirements.
}
3.7.2	 Drawings
w
A complete set of all assembly and detail parts drawings for the
component in accordance with the requiren nt of MIL-D-70327, Clais 2
drawings. ir
.	
3.7.3
	
Test Procedure
' t
The vendor test plan for acceptance testing, including test procedures, I
A-1-'72 4
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equipment, data to be obtained, data sheets, etc.; shall be prepared
• F	 and submitted in accordance with paragraph 4.6.
3.7.4 Log Book
A component log book in accordance with paragraph 4.5.
3.7.5 Failure
r
Any component failure shall require that the test be discontinued and
the GE /SD notified.
3,7.6 Calibration
A complete calibration of the temperature s. ,•t. 9or over the temperature
range of - 100 to +400OF shall be provided with each sensor.
4.0 QualityAssurance Provision
To insure satisfactory quality dnd compliance with the requirements of Section 3
of , this specification, each sensor shall be sub jected to the tests defined herein.
4.1 Classification of Tests
The inspection and testing of the sensor shall be classified as follows;
4.1.1 AccAptance Tests
^t
Each sensor shall be subjected to the acceptance"tests described under
r
paragraph 4.4.1 of this specification. 	 These tests shall be witnessed
by GE/SD personnel unless otherwise specified.
4.2	 Procedure In Case of Failure
If a failure , malfunction, or out of tolerance performance occurs, testing
shall immediately cease, pending analysis to determine the reason for the
failure.	 If the corrective action affects the validity of previous test
results, such tests shall be repeated.
4.3	 Test Conditions •
f 4.3.1	 Ambient Conditioning
Unless otherwise specified, the test shall be performed under th;a
., following conditions:
A,
a	 Temperature:	 700
 + 15°F
b. ,Relative Humidity:+ 90% or less
c.	 Barometric Pressure: 	 28-to 32 inches Hg
' d.	 Altitud	 •	 28 to
	 2 inches He:
	 3	 	 K A44 3
II
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4.3.2 Measurements and Tolerances
All measurements shall be made with instruments which 	 todically
calibrated with standards traceable to the National Bureau of
Standards.
4.4 Test Methods
4.4.1 Acceptance Tests
Acceptance testing shall be performed on the sensor at the completion
of sensor assembly in the order specified.
4.4.1.1	 Visual and Mechanical Inspection - Each sensor shall be
carefullyl y examined to determine conformance with applicable
drawings.	 Component serial numbers shall-be checked to
ascertain whether labelled functions are correct.	 Component
flow arrows shall be checked against system schematic, 	 Each
fitting shall be checked for correct torque installation.	 All
exterior outlets shall be capped at all times except when used
for test.	 Any auxiliary fittings or plugs used during testing
shall be red tagged and removed at the completion of test and
in preparation for shipment.
4.4.1.,2
	
Insulation Resistance Test - With the sensor mounted upon or
in Intimate contact with a smooth metallic surface and the 3
wires connected together, the resistance between the wires shall
be 50 megohms minimum at 250 volts dc.
4.4.1.3
	 Continuity Test - The sensor shall, be operated with an input r^
voltage between 24-to 32 volts do and the output observed to
be within + . 5% as required by the vendors calibration.
least ten
4.4.1.4
	 Calibration - The sensor shall be exposed to
	 at	 incremental
steps of temperature, and the output recorded for each temp-
erature.	 During the test listed above, the output curve
plotted from the data points shall agree: within +1-,- . 02-'VR of
the vendors calibration curve,
4.5	 Records and Resorts
A record sha ll be maintained for each serialized component part showing inspec-
t,ions and rejections, parts replaced, and all rework performed, on any
component part.
	 This record shall include a history of malfarnctions, rejections,
and quality control problems encountered in an Y Piece	 art or^com orient a
,	 performance tests shall be ;noted for eachar^.Tn addition	 the results:. of all
^I
component part.
4.6
	
Tes t Plans
,.
A detailed test plan shall be prepared and submitted to the GE/SD ProjectA-1n74.
	 _ _
_,..,
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Engineer in a minimum of thirty (30) days prior to the initiation of
acceptance tests.	 This plan shall include a test set -up schematic,, a list
of equipment to be used with specified accuracy, a step -by-step test procedure,
and the data sheets to be used.	 Written approval of the test plan is
required from the GE/SD Project Engineer prior to start of testing, Subsequent
changes to these test procedures or data sheet(s) shall also require approval
by the GE/SD Project Engineer prior to implementation.
5.0
	 Preparation for Delivery
5.1	 The requirements of 3.6 of this specification shall be complied with, prior
A
to delivery.
6.0	 Notes
6.1	 Definition t
a.	 Customer - Genera, Electric Company,
Missile and Space Division.
{
r	 h w
' A-1-75/76
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General Electric Company
Missile & Space Division
Valley Forge Space Technology Center
P. 0 ,Box 8555
Philadelphia, Penna. 19101
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1.0	 Scope
1.1	 Scope
This specification covers one type of temperature sensor herein-
after referred to as the sensor. The sensor is intended for use
as part a warm gas distribution system to measure the temperature
of hydrazine decomposition products including dissociated and un-
dissociated ammonia.
2.0' Applicable Documents
t	 2.1	 Government Documents
The following documents of the exact issue shown, form a part of
this specification to the extent specified herein
SPECIFICATIONS
Military
MIL-D-70327 Drawings, Engineering and Associat-
27 March 1962 ed Lists
MIL-P-5518 Pneumatic System, Design, Installay,
10 May 1956 tion and Tests in Aircraft.
MILS-7742A Screw Threads, Standard, Aeronauti-
21 June 1963 cal
MIL-C-45662A Calibration System Requirements
9 Feb 1962
STANDARDS
Military
MIL-STD-130B Identification, Marking of U.S,
24 April 1962 Military Property
MIL-STD-143A Specifications and Standards, Use of
14 May 1963
MIL-STD-447 Definition of Interchangeable, Subs
28 May 1959 stitute and Replacement 'Items
'	 MSW20995 Wire, Lack
'	 MS-33546 Safety Wiring, General Practices for
4
a	
MS-33586A Metals, Definition of Dissimilar a
ANA Bulletin 4388 Age Controls for Age Sensitive
t
A-1-78	 _ Elastometric Materials a
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Federal Standard No. 209 Clean Room and 'Work Station
Requirements for Controlled
Environment
14
2 .
2.2 Non- Government Documents
The following documents form a part of this specification to the
extent specified herein:
STANDARDS
General Electric Cr^ ;nr
118A 1600	 Finishes and Coatings
DRAWINGS
General Electric Company
+7D212150	 Sensor, Temperature
(Copies of Specifications, Standards, Drawings and Publications
required by !contractors in connection with specific procurement
functions should be obtained from, or a directed by, the Purchas-
ing Department of GE/MSD
2.3 Order of Precedence
Inthe event of conflicts between this specification and the
documents referenced herein, this specification shall govern.
3.0 Requirements
3.1 Design and Construction
The sensor shall be of the design and construction specified on
the General Electric Drawing and this specification.
3.1.1 Interchangeability
All parts having the same part number shall be interchange-
able as defined in paragraph 3.1 of MIL-STD-447
3.1.2 Workmanship
Fabrication and finishing shall be it a thoroughly work-
manlike manner. There shall be no cracks breaks chips,
bends, Loose attachments, illegible Markings, or other
r
defects that could adversely affect the suitability, use
or life of the component parts. The parts shall be free
from burrs and sharp edges.
3.1.3 Identification
Components, assemblies, and parts shall be marked for
identification in accordance with MIL-STD-1.30. Where the
A`-1-7s
	 t
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component drawing requires a nameplate	 it shall be permanently
and .^egibly marked with the following information,
a Nomenclature
b Customers part number
c.
d.
Serial number
Contract number
e. Manufacturers drawing number
f. GE drawing number
go Manufacturers name or trademark
h. Date of manufacture
3,1.4 Attachment
The sensor design shall incorporde provision for welding
into a system.	 The material, and size of the welding flange
shall be as shown on General Electric Drawing 47D212150.
3.1 ,5 Electrical Connection
The sensor shall be provided with pigtail wiring to connect,
with facility equipment~	 Length of the wires shall be 8 ft.
3.1.6 Insulation Resistance
The sensor shall have an insulation resistance of at ,least
50 megohms with 250 volts DC applied.
3.1 .7 Weight
The weight of the sensor shall not exceed 0.5 pounds.
32	 Materials and Finishe s
3.2.1 Materials
Unless otherwise specified herein the sensor s 	 •.hall be con
structed of materials selected in accordance with MIL- STD-
143.
3.2.1.1	 Metals - Metal parts shall be inherently corrosion
` resistant or shall be protected'against corrosion
by means of chemical or electrolytic finishes and
treatment s, or a combination thereof.
3.2.1.2
	 Dissimilar Metals - Contact between-dissimilar
metals a,,^ def ined by Military Standard MS 335 86
shall be avoided.
	
Where it is necessary that
dissimilar metalsbe assembled in intimate contact
with each other, an interposing insulating or
f
mutually compatible material shall be used.
"' A-1-80
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3,2,1.3	 Fungus Resister - Materials shall be treated by
an approved method to resist fungus growth insofar
as practical.
3.2,2 Finishes
All finishes shall conform to the requirements of Specifica-
tion 118A1600,
3.2.3 Lubricants
Unless otherwise authorized by the customers, no lubricating
oils or greases shall be used in the sensor
3.2.4 Threads
All threads shall be in accordance with MIL-S-7742.
:- 3.2 .5 Screw Thread Locking Devices
All threadedarts shall be positively locked b	 safetyp	 p	 y	 y	 Y
wire, or other approved methods.	 Safety wire shall conform
to standard MS 20995 and be installed in accordance with
-standard CIS 33540.
3. 2.6 Age-Sensitive Elastomeric Materials
The provisions and requirement=s of ANA Bulletin 438B, shall
apply, for all elastomeric materials used in the construction
and assembly of the system. 	 A record shall be maintained,
of cure dates and assembly dates of each assembly or sub-
assembly, which shall be part of the completed system, and
contain( s)
 
elastomeric materials.
G
=ti G
3,2.7 Inserts
Threads in soft metals, suich as aluminum alloys, for bolts
E
^ havingand screws	 a thread diameter of less than 0.75g
inch and subject to removal for routine maintenance, testing
or mounting purposes, shall be provided with corrosion re-
k f sistant steel inserts.	 Inserts shall not project above the;: u
mating surfaces.	 Wire wound inserts shall not be inserted
more than 1.75 turns below the mating surface.	 All other	 7
±' types shall not be inserted more than one turn below the
Specification SVS 7517
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3.2..9	 Compatibility
All materials and finishes used in the construction of the
sensor shall be compatible for long term exposure t o the
following test media and cleaning fluids:
a	 argon
b.
	
nitrogen
ce	 helium
d.	 hydrogen
e.,
	
ammonia
f.	 hydrazine
g,	 water
h	 ethylene oxide (external surfaces only)
i.	 methyl alcohol j
J.	 acetone
k.	 methyl ethyl ketone.
3 3	 Performance
The sensor shall be capable of the following performance before
and after exposure to the conditions specified in paragraphs 3.4.2
and while exposed to the conditions specified in paragraph 3.4 .1.
3.3.1	 Operating Fluid
The operating fluid shall be hydrazine decomposition products
including dissociated and undissociated ammonia.
3.3..1.1	 Operating Fluid Temperature
The temperature of the operating fluid may vary
between -100 and +4000 F.
3.3.1.2	 Test Fluids - The test fluid used during component
and system testing shall be gaseous nitrogen.
3.3.1.3	 Fluid Purity - When using nitrogen asa test
fluid, the fluid shall be dr.ied to a dew point of-
-100 F or lower.
	
No oil or hydro carbon content
shall b,- allowed in the test fluid,
3.3.2	 Pressure
3.3.241	 Desizn Pies_ sure - The sensor shall be designed forg ^
a maximum _operating pressure of 60 ps ig • ^.
3.3.2.2	 Proof Pressure - The sensor shall be capable of
withstanding,a proof pressure 1.5 times the design
pressure without sustaining any damage, degreda-{	 tion of performance or shift in calibration in IIA
_
accordance with MIL
-P-5518.'?
-.	 A -1-82
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3.3.2.3 Burst Pressure - The sensor shall be designed to with--
tt
stand a pressure 2.2 times the design pressure without
rupture of internal or external parts in accordance
with MIL-P-5518.
3.3.5 Accuracy
z y 	Maximum error shall not exceed ±0.25% of full range as
tE	 specified in paragraph 3.4.1.1.
3.3.6 Leakage
Yi	 External Leakage shall not exceed 0.5 std cc/hr helium at
any operating pressure.
3.4 Service Conditions
The sensor shall be capable of satisfactory operation under any
of the conditions specified in 3.4.1 after exposure to any of
the conditions specified in 3.4.2.
3.4.1 Operating
The sensor shall be capable of satisfactory operation and
perforr►.^nce while Qxposed to any of the following conditions
or any natural combination of these conditions
3.4.1.1 Temperature A temperature range of from -100 to
+4eeoF. 	1
3.4.1.2 Altitude - Alreduced air.pressure range of from
10-1 Z
	10	 mm Hg.
3.4.2 Non'-Operating
The sensor shall be capable of satisfactory operation afterx	
exposure to any of the following conditions or any natural
combination of these conditions,
3.4.2.1 Vibration
3.4.2.1.1 Low Frequency (Sinusoidal')
+ 1.5 inches displacement from 1.0 to
4.4 cps, and 2.1 g rms from 4.4 to 15
cps in each of three orthogonal axes.
The sweep from 10 to 15 cps shall re-
quire 1.5 <minutes and shall be repeated
twine. Resonances shall not be dweltupon,
' 	 A-1-83
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3.4.2.1.2plea Wave
This test, shall be performed in each
of three, orthogonal. axes
3.4.2.1.2.1	 Noise - 0.2 g2,/cps from
300 to 1000 cps with a 6 db
per octave roll-off from
300 to 20 cps, and a 24 db
`	 per octave roll-off below
30 and above 2000 cps,, for
three minutes,
3.4.2.1.2.2	 White Gaussian Noise
5.0 g rms, band limitedbetween 15 and 2000 cps
plus
a) A 2.0 g rms sinusoid
superimposed on the
noise between 15 and 40
cps.
b) A 9.0 g rms sinusoid
superimposed on the noise
between 40 and 250 cps.
c) A 4.5 g rms sinusoid 
superimposed on the noise.
between 250 and 2000 cps
The frequency of the sinus- r
oid shall be swept from 15
to 2000 cps and back to 15
cps in a total time of 10
rL minutes, at a rate increa sk.,
ing directly with frequency
j	 3.4.2.2	 Shock
I j	 The sensor shall be designed to withstand five,
200 g, 0.7 + 0.2 ms, terminal peak sawtooth shocks
a ch of three ortho oval axes.in	 a	 g '
p	 3.5	 Design Life
The sensor shall be designed to function for a 600 day period of
time within the environment specified in paragraph 3.4.1.
3.6	 Cleanliness
In order to meet the stringent leakage, _life and environment, re-
quirements of the sensor application, it is necessary that the
. 	
utmost care be taken `o assure that the 'assembly is free from
A-1-84
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actual or incipient contamination. Operations in Paragraphs 3.6.1
through 3.6.5 and 3.6.7 through 3.6,9 shall be accomplis',ied in an
area equivalent to a clean room. The procedures, methocs, and
operations listed below shall serve as a guide in. achieving the
cleanliness requirements delineated in Paragraph 3.6.4.
3,6.1 Part Degreasing
After all fabrication and test processes (except final
assembly) have been completed, the parts which comprise the
final assembly shall be thoroughly degreased. The parts
shall be inspected under an ultra violet lamp, 2500 to
3700 angstroms wave length, to verify that this condition
has been attained. Thereafter, the parts shall be stored
in plastic bags, or other containers, which are equally
clean, until ready for assembly.
3.6 .2 Tempc -ary Parts
Temporary parts such as port closures, shipping bags,etc.,
shall be cleaned to the same level and by the same procedures
" as the parts used in the assembly itself.
3.6.3 Inspection
Prior to assembly and after .fabrication processes have been
completed, all parts which comprise the final assembly shall
be critically examined to assure freedom from burrs, feather
edges, attached slivers, or any other similar type payticles,
which could subsequently become dislodged. The examiination
shall also include a careful check of plating8, coatings, or,
other finishes to assure that a satisfactory bond exists
and that there is no danger of flaking, peeling, or other
possible surface deterioration which could constitue a
contamination hazard.
3.6.4
	
Assembly Cleaning
Immediately prior to the assembly operation, all parts which
constitute the final assembly (including shipping covers,
. port closures
	
shipping bas
	 ,	 p	 g	 g , etc.)) shall be thoroughly
cleaned using procedures and equipment which will provide
	
I
an assembly which is clean to the level specified herein.
The gasesand liquids used in this process shall have been
passed, finally, through a .45 .micron absolute filter.
	 The
cleaning equipment shall be s:j arranged that contamination
- cannot get into the immediate area of the parts being cleaned
Assembly or other tools whicl. gill come in contact with the
parts being assembled shall be cleaned to the same level as
	 --,
the ` parts.	 The parts shall by
solution contains no more than
'cleaned until the final rinse'
the number of particles shown
A-1-85
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below per 100 ML of solution fikered through a standard
millipore filter.
Maximum Number Particles
Particle Size, Microns
	
Metallic Non-Metallic (max.dia),
0-25
	
No Requirement
> 25	 None Allowable
There shall be no visible reflectivity of hydrocarbons per
black lights inspection.
3.6.5	 Assembly
Assembly techniques which minimize generation of particles
shall be used.	 Where the assembly is composed, or can be
composed, of one or more subassemblies, these subassemblies
shall be cleaned in accordance with Paragraph 3.6.4. 	 Pre-
cautions shall be taken to assure that the parts and sub-
assemblies contain no residual cleaner, either as a liquid
or as a solid residue,	 Handling of parts shall be acqomp-
.1ished only through the use of clean rubber gloves and
tweezers, or other assembly tools, cleaned in accordance
with 3.6 , 4 above.
3.6.6	 Testing
The cleanliness level of the assembly shall be protected at
all times during the testing operation.	 The inlet of
the assembly shall be protected by external filters h-ving
a 10 micron absolute rating, cleaned in accordance with
3.6.4.	 If filters cannot be directly attached to the assembl,
the intermediate fittings used shall be cleaned to the same
cleanliness level as the assembly parts.	 The filters shall
be applied to the assembly in an area equivalent to a Class
100 clean room area, and shall not be removed until testing
has been completed,, 	 Removal shall also take place under the
same conditi, A.-ns.
During testing, any other precautions necessary to assure
that the assembly will remain clean, shall be incorporated
into the test procedure.
3.6.7	 Exterior Cleaning
At the completion of testing, but prior to the removal of
external filters, the assemb ly shall be cleaned externally
using the methods and measurements of 3.6.4.
3.6.8	 Final Cleaning
At the time the protective filtbrs are removed from the
assembly, final flushing and packaging shall be performed, ^'
A-1-86	 Flushing shall be accomplished by flowing through the
r{
I
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assembly with a liquid solvent or gaseous fluid which is com-
pat ible with the assembly materials and a flushing rate which
shall be approved. The flushing time shall be sufficient to
assure that all surfaces have been adequately exposed to the
cleaning action. The flush fluid, before entering the
assembly shall be filtered to a .45 micron absolute level.
Flushing will continue until the particle count does not exceed
that specified in 3.6.4.
3.6.9	 Packaging
Precautions shall be takers to assure that the assembly contains
no residual cleaner, either as a solid, liquid, residue film
or gas. At the same time that the sensor is receiving its
final cleaning, the packaging equipment shall be cleaned to the
same or better cleanliness level.
The port closures shall be covered with plastic wrap, secured
with nylon cord or tape. If tape is used, it shall not come
in contact with the port threads'. Plastic and metallic caps
are s ecif ically prohibited.
dualThe sensor assembly shall be placed in sea ±:ed cleaned plastic bags
(or equivalent) cleaned to the requirements of paragraph 3.6.4. The
bagsshall be suitably wrapped with protective material to prevent
puncturing, and placed in its shipping box. More than one sensor may
be placed in one shipping container, provided adequate precautions are
taken to protect against damage to the assemblies and to the sealed bags.
3. Documentations;	 7	 ^
v	 The vendor shall have ov, file the following documentations
4 ,	 1
4	 3.7.1 Cleanliness Plan
=-	 The implementation of a plan to maintain satisfactory con-
tamination levels in accordance with paragraph 3.6 including 	 -^
cleaning of detail parts, subassemblies, and assemblies,
and appropriatetests to verify acceptable cleanliness of
j the ,delivered components.
3.7.2 In-Process Quality Plan
The vendor shall have an In-Process Quality Plan prio17 to
the start of fabrication of prime hardware This plan shall
consist of the procedures utilized in receiving inspection
(including sampling plans) , a fabrication block diagram
including in-process inspection test, points and overall
configuration control requirements.'
3.7.3 Drawings
A complete set of all assembly and detail parts drawings A-1-87	 a
vim__ 	 r
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for the components in accordance with the requirements of
MIL-D-70327,  Class 2 Drawings.
3.7.4	 Test Procedures
The vendor test plan for acceptance testing, including test
procedures, equipment, data to be ob tained, data sheets,
etc., shall be prepared and submitted in accordance with
paragraph 4.6.
3.7.5
	
Log Book
r	
A component log book in accordance with paragraph 4.5.
3.7.6	 Failures
Any component failure shall require that the test be di.scor.-
tnued and the GE/SD notified.
3.7.7	 Calibration
A complete calibration ' of the temperature sensor over the
temperature range of -100 to +400 F shall be provided with
each sensor.
'	 4.0	 guality Assurance Provisionsj	 To insure satisfactory quality and compliance with the requirements of
Section 3 of this specification, each sensor shall be subjected to the
I'	 tests defined herein.
I^
4.1	 Classification of Tests
The inspection and testing of the sensor shall be classified as
followed:
4.1.1	 Acceptance Tests
Each sensor shall be subjected to the acceptance tests deW
scribed under paragraph 4.4.1 of this specification.
	 These
tests shall be witnessed by GE/SD personnel unless other-
wise specified.
I
4.2	 Procedure In Case of Failure
If a failure, malfunction, or out of tolerance performance occurs,
testing shall immediately cease, pending analysis to determine
r	 the reason for the failure.	 If the corrective action affects the
validity 11 previous test results,such tests shall be repeated.
rt
k	 4.3 
	 Test Condition
4.3.1	 Ambient Conditioning
'otherwiseUnless	 specified, the test shall be performed
under- the following conditions:
A-1-88
i
L
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a) Temperatures 70°F + 150F
b) Relative Humidity= °0 or less
c) Barometric Pressure: 28 to 32 inches Hg
d) Altitude 28 to 32 inches Hg
4.3.2 Measurements and Tolerances
All measurements shall be made with instruments which are
I '	 periodically calibrated with standards traceable to the
National Bureau of Standards.
4,,4 Test Methods
4 .4.1 Acceptance Tests
F,
Acceptance Testing shall be performed on the sensor at the
 
completion of sensor assembly in the order specified,
4.4.1.1 Visual and Mechanical Inspection Each sensor
shall be carefully examined to determine conform-
ance with applicable drawings. Component serial
;£
	
	
numbers 	 shall be checked to ascertain whether
labelled functions are correct. Component flow
arrows shall be checked against ;system schematic.
Each fitting shall be checked for correct torque
installation. All exterior outlets shall be
capped at all times except: when used for test.
An 	 1111	 C4 #-+-4	 1	 used Burins y aux	 ar,	 ng;s or pugs	 g
testing shall be red tagged and removed at the
completion of test and in preparation for shipment.
4.4.1,, 2
	Insulation Resistance Test - With the sensor
mounted upon or in intimate contact with a smooth
metallic surface and the 3 sensor wires joined	 3
together, the inuslation resistance betweenthe
metallic surface and the 3 wires shall be 50
megohms minimum at 250 Volts dc.
4.4.1.3
	 Proof Pressure Test - The sensor shall be pressures
.
ized to
	 90 1 +5, -0 psig using the test fluid as 	 i
specified in paragraph 3.3.1.	 The pressure soap
be maintained for ten (10) minutes. 	 There shal l
r be no degradation of component performance as a
r
4
result of the proof pressure test.
' 4.4.1, 4 	 Calibration - The sensor shall be exposed to four
incremental steps of temperature, and the resist -
ance recorded for each temperature.	 During t'.ie
r test listed above, the output curve plotted fFom
the data points shall agree within 0.25% FS of the	 ^^
' vendors calibration curve.	 A-1-89
	;,
I
I
I
i
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4.4.1.5 Cleanliness Check - The sensor cleanliness level
shall be checked using he method
	 d
	
g	 s an measure.—
ments of paragraph 3.6.4 to determine that the
particle count does not exceed that specified in
paragraph	  3.6.4..
4,5 Rem and R^eport
A record shall be maintained for each serialized component pait
showing inspections and rejections, parts replaced, and all
rework performed on any component part. This record shall include
a history f malfunctions re sections and quality control problemsY	 ^ jections,	 q	 Y	 P
encountered in any piece part or component part. In addition, the
results of all performance tests shall be noted for each component
a tP r •
4.6 Test Plans
eta i 	 p	 prepared led test lan shall be 	 and submitted to the GE/SDA d_	 _	
Project Engineer in a minimum of thirty (30) days prior to the
initiation of Acceptance tests. 	 This plan shall include a test
set-up schematic,, a list of equipment to be used with specified
accuracy, a step-by-step test procedure, and the data sheets to
be used.
	
Written approval of the test plan is required from the
GE/SD Project Engineer prior to start of testing.	 Subsequent
changes to these test procedures or data sheet(s) shall also
vequire approval by the GE/SD Project Engineer prior to implementa-
tion.
5.0	 Preparation for Delivery
z
5.1 The requirement s of 3 . 6 of this specification shall be compiled
with, prior to delivery.
6.0	 Notes
6.1 Definitions
a
x
a.	 Customer - General Electric Company,
Missile and Space Division
R
:
r
a
A-1-90
Composition; NH3 21. 6 mole percent
N2 29.8
H 2 48.6
N2H4 trace
N, No, trace
H, OH, H2O trace
Other trace gases
Molecular Weight: 13 lb/mole
Specific Heat: 0.6 Btu/lb/oF
Specific Heat Ratio: 1.28
Specific Impulse: 131 sec @ 710OR
• Gaseous Nitrogen Test Gas
Dew Point; -100OF or lower
Filtration: 45 micron
F	 I
rplot-
r
s
APPENDIXNDI  A -2
WGDS FLOW ANALYSIS
A.2.1 FLOW ANALYSIS
A. 2. 1. 1 Properties of Decomposed Hydrazine
The properties of decomposed hydrazine at low temperatures and low pressures were
assumed based on data obtained from Rocket Research Corporation. The assumption that
60 percent of the ammonia dissociates as it leaves the gas generator with no further
dissociation in the plenum has been made. For this condition the properties of the hydrazine
decomposition products are as tabulated in Table A.2-1.
A. 2. 1.2 System Duty Cycle
Two types of duty cycles will be considered for system evaluation. One considers a
spacecraft on a interplanetary mission while the other assumes a syncronous orbiting
spacecraft. The former is tabulated in Table A. 2-2 while the latter is found in Table A. 2-3.
Table A. 2-1. Propellant Gas Analysis
• Decomposed Hydrazine
S^
i^
r3
Table A. 2-2. Duty Cycle - Interplanetary  Mls .sion
yOration Thruster Response
1 Separation rate removal Open 3 valves for 20 minutes continuously
2. Cruise Open 1 valve every 3.3 seconds for 60 nisec- for
8 days
J3. Command Turn Open 3 valves for 5 minutes
4. Cruise Same as No. 2
5. Command Turn Same as No. 3 i
6, Cruise Same as No. 2
7, Command Turn Same as No. 3
i
1
8, Cruise Same as No. 2
3, Orbital Insertion Open 6 valves for 165- minutes
10 Cruise Same as No. 2
Table A.2-3. Duty Cycle - Synchronous Earth Orbit
.z	
'I
Operation Thruster Re onse j
1. Initial Acquisition Open 2 valves every 2 minutes for 2 hours
2. Reacquisition Open 2 valves every 2 minutes for 2 hours ,..k
(Six times during 2 year mission life) 	 j
3. Wheel Unloading
a.	 Pitch open 1 valve for 2;8 seconds every 3 days
b.	 Roll Open 1 valve for 28 seconds every 3 days ( I1C.	 Yaw Open 2 valves for 56 !seconds ever, 3 days
4. E-W Station Keeping Oven 2 valves for 105 seconds every 14 days
5. N-S Station Keeping Open 2 valves for 1 hour every 4 days
tlA-2-2i
A. 2.1.3 Lines and Component Sizing
-r	 r
As can be seen from the typical duty cycles for interplanetary and synchronous orbit spacecraft
given in Table A. 2-3 and A. 2-4 a maximum of three valves in one leg of the system will be open
at the same time. Assuming a flowrate through each valve of 32, 000 cc/min GN 2 at 25 psia
inlet, a total flowrate of 96, 000 cc/min maximum for each leg of the system results. This
is consistent with the maximum flowrate requireme nt for the system.
`
	
	
As required by the WGDS specification, a maximum pressure drop of 0.2 psi is allowed from
the regulator outlet to either jet valve manifold. Minimum run of tubing between these two
i points is 10 feet, and includes one tee, minimum of two 900 bends, and one flexible metal
hose. The allowable pressure drop is specified at 96, 000 cc /min GN 2 flowrate at ambient
temperature, and 25 psia regulator setting. Following is a calculation of line and component
pressure drops at these conditions.
{ a Flow system;
t	
--	 TEE JET VALVE 11ANIFOLD
REGULATOR
00 BEND 90 BEND
F LEX HOSE
t
z
GN2 compressibility factor at 25 psis and 70 0F can be found, from charts of reduced
pressure, reduced temperature, and compressibility factor for gases.
Tactual	 _ 530
Treduced T 227.2 - 2.33
critical
t
pa
---
^tua1— 
_P	 -
reduced
p
= 0.0506444.5 
critical
A -2-3
U
.9	 ^
I
Z from chart=l.4
Gas density at 25 psis and 70 OF is
W	 _	 P	 _	 (25) , 144) 	lb
 0.123 f- tTV	 ZRT	 (1) (55.2) (530
Assuming a line size of 1/2 inch 0. D. by 0. 016 inch wall, i
d =0.500 - 0.032 =0,468  inch
Flow velocity is
183.3 o) V
ML
d
183, 3) (0.00413) (8.1)V
-	 219(0,	 ) 1
v - 28 fps
s
w -flow, lb/sec
V = specific volume
Relative roughness is
_ _ 
0.-000005 - 0.000128
{
D	 0.039
Reynolds number is
Dv pR 	_ (0.039) (28)-(0.123)e	 p e (1.91x10-1)
 _
R = 7040e
a
A-2-4
A
.0
The friction factor for smooth drawn tubing- is
f a 0.033	 (c rane)
K factor for 9 feet of line (flex hose will be one foot long) is
L	 0	 .
 f D ^	 (0,039)  7' a
For the 90 degree Mends in the tubing, assume the bend radius is 4d, or 2 inches. Then
i	 the relative radius is
r4.28d - p . 4.63 r
D ~ 7.3 for bend resistance only (crane) 	 i
	
.	 1
K factor for a 90 degree bend is
K = f L (0. 033) (7, 3) - 0.241
f,
K factor for a Tee fitting is
00 with flow through branch (crane)
	 1i
1
K ^ f D (0. 033) (60) w 1.98
^= I
For the flexible hose,
	
}	 D1	 2 2	 X1 2 p
AP = N 1 - D1 + 0.458s
	 9266
a
A-2-5
I F941-
J
Where ^' = number of convolutions per foot
= nominal 1. D. of flee 1108e
S	 = pitch (inches "convolute)
p = gas density
2	 2	 •^y	 2
..+	 116 1 -	 0, ,) ^4	 262. 2) (0. 1_232	
,.
(0. 512 + 0, 438 (0,104)	 02166
AP = 0, 0202 psi/ft
AP total = 0, 0202	 0, 021 psi:
Fitting (entrance and exit) losses were calculated and found to he neglibigle,
The alcove K factors are summarized iii the follow ng table,
System Element	 K factor (f D)
1, Nine feet of 0.6 inch	 7.0
O, D. x 0.016 wall S, S, tubing
2. Two 90 degree bends in tubing	 0.48
3. one tee fitting - flow
through branch	 1, , Js
	
TOTAL	 10.06
Pressure drop for the total line from the regulator outlet to eithar jet val^,e niani ro ld i,s,
excluding the flex hose,
AP = 0.0012 94 (` 1 ) p v2d
OP = (0, 001294) ( (0. 123) (28) ? where	 ,	 L(12)
	 (f d ) 
-(fL)
17
.1P = 0.101,psi
I A_2_0
,._
Total ©P, including flex hose, is
APT 0. 101 + 0 021
APT = 0. 122 psi
This pressure drop is satisfactory in view of the 0.2 psi allowable. Pressure drop per
foot of line for other sizes is given in Figure A. 2-1. Note that figure A. 2-1 considers only
pressure drop in the tubing. An imaginary line (for 1/2 inch tubing) from 0. 122 psi at
10 foot length to 0, 04 psi at zero length will define the total system pressure drop for each
manifold leg in the WGDS system as a function of the tube length to the manifold.
A. 2. 1. 4 System Analysis
A system flow,  analysis was conducted to determine the effects created by the gas generator
in various performance modes as well as pressure and thermodynamic effects in the
tit	 WGDS itself.
0.3
s
2
h^
Cr
7
0. 1
n
3 ` A -INCH 0. D, X 0. 016 \l a LL
1 '2-1 NC H n. D. 1 0. 016 NVA' LL
a
18-INCH 0. D. X 0.016 WA LL
1^
1!
1'
I
-1,
AdLK
t
The general equations for the decomposition of hydrazine may be combined to form the
following: I
3 N 2 H 4 --v-
4 (1-x) NH 
3 + ( I + 2x) N2 + 6x H 2
where x = the fraction of TNH 
19 
dissociated.
If the percentage of ammonia dissociated is assumed to be 50 percent, the following mole
percentages result:
N 2 H 3 - 28.6'G
-
N2
	
2 8.6 c7, 
H2
	
- 42.87c
Assuming an ideal gas relationship, the partial pressure of the ammonia is given by-
bPa - M	 X P
p	 Total
where 6 Pa =	 Partial pressure of ammonia
M =	 Mole percent of ammonia
p
P	 Total pressure of dissociated hydrazhie
Total
The following ammonia partial pressures are calculated;
IAssuming an isentropic expansion in the plenum from 200 psia to 50 psia, the following
gas temperature must exist if no ammonia liquification is permitted;
PTotal T
Psia LF_
200 1.35
50 -30
The dissociated gas mixture characteristics for other percentages of dissociated ammonia
are found in Table A. 2-4.
Assuming an isenthalpic throttling through the regulator and an isentropic expansion
through the nozzle, the process is plotted on a pressure versus enthalpy diagram in Figure
A 2-2.
I
{
The following conclusions can be made as a result of this system flow analysis;
P, The regulator inlet worst case condition of +30 F and 200 psia will not result in
ammonia liquification in the regulator.
..
b. The plenum pressure regulation is critical togas quality.
c. Liquification in the jet valve nozzle is probable and will affect system per-
formance, although test results on other systems indicate that some super-
cooling will lessen this effect.
1(
x
i
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Table A.2-4. Dissociated Gas Mixture Characteristics
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APPENDIX A-3
WGDS COMPONENT DRAWINGS a
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NOTES:
I. INT%RPRETATION OF DRAWING TLRMS AND TOLERANCES PER 118A1664.
2. PARTS SHALL HAVE THE MANUFACTURER'S PART IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
OBLITERATED IN ACCORDANCEWJH G.E. STANDARD 118AI526 CUSS 20
AND SHALL BE MARKED "GE410212114P1",
3, FLEXIBLE HOSE
PARTS MUST CONFORM TO FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS
' A.	 OPERATING fLUI D TEMPERATURE, -100 TO x`400 DEG F
B.	 PRESSURE :	 OPERATING:	 60 PSIG
PROOFt
	
90 PSIG
BURST: * 	132 PSIG
C.	 MAX FLOW RATE, 96, 000 SCCIMIN OF GN2 AT 25 PSIG.
D.	 MAX. EXTERNAL LEAKAGE. 0,05 STD CC/HR HELIUM AT OPERATING PRESSURE
E.	 RESIGN LIFE - 2000 90 DEG. FLEX CYCLE S IN ONE PLANF.
F. 	 ;s5SEMBLY MUST BE FULLY ANNEALED$
-G.
	 MAX WEIGHT: 0.5 LB S.
H.	 CLEANLINESS: THE ASSEMBLY SHALL BE CLEANED BOTH INTERNALLY AND
EXTERNALLY UNTIL THE FINAL RINSE SOLUTION CONTAINS NO PARTICLES
GRrATER IN SIZE THAN 25 MICRONS AS DEMONSTRATED BY FILTERING A
MINIMUM OF 100 ML OF THE RINSE SOLUTION THROUGH A STANDARD
P+ HA MILLIPORE FILTER. THERE SHALL BE NO VI SI'BLE REFLECTIVITY OFHYDROCARBON PER BLACK LIG4T INSPECTION,
I	 PACKAGING; PRECAUTIONS SHALL BE TAKEN TO ASSURE THAT THE
ASSEMBLY CONTAINS NO RESIDUAL CLEANER. PORTS SHALL BE
I` COVERED WITH PLASTIC WIT'AP SECURED WITH NYLON CORD OR TAPES
THE ASSEMBLY SHALL BE PLACED 1MDUAL SEALED CVANED PLASTIC BAGS,f
L,.. SUITABLY WRAPPED WITH PROTECTIVE MATERIAL TO PREVENT PUNCTURING,
AND PLACED IN ITS SHIPPING CONTAINER.
J.	 MAX P • 0.05 PSI @96,000 SCCIMIN. OF GN2 @ 25 PSIG,
4. ACCEPTANCE TESTS
A.	 PROOF PRESSURE TEST !il 90 PSIG FOR 10MINU,TES MINIMUM.
B.	 EXTERNAL LEAK TF',I' TO DEMONSTRATE COMPLIANCE WITH MAXIMUM
LEAKAGE REQU ► 'itMENT 0.05 SCCIHR HELIUM ATGOP.SIG,
' C.	 PRESSURF DROP TEST TO DETERMINE PRESSURE DROP MILE FLOWING
96,000 Sf CIMIN OF GN 2
 0.05 PSI MAX, ALLOWABLE;
E.	 CLEANP. NESS CERTIFICATION.
5. SAME ASPA( TN0,8S2-77 OF ANACONDA METAL HOSE DIVISION,
WATERBUR`` CONN, EXCEPT AS SHOWN.
6. ALL DIMENSIONS, REQUIREMENT-ETC MARKED WITH AN ASTERI SK I •I ARE
ALTERATIONS OFJHE ITEM AS:SUPPLIED UNDER THE VENDOR'S IDENTIFICATION
	 j
NUMBER.
Figure A-3-1.	 Corrugated Hose	 i
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Figure A-3-7. Warm Gas System Manifold
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MIT 4DO-002
ODMPONENT ACCEPTAMM
TEST PLAN
FOR
WGDS FILTER
1.
I I
I
0 SCOPE
This test plan describes the testa to which the WEDS Fnowrat.le 'Filter will be ,oub-jected to verify its functional perform aw-d and i4cceptabi.lia y for u e in the Wam Gas
Distribution System. Theno haste will conalat of proof p,yeaauro, "tc:aknge, pressure
drop, and contamination level, testa:^ in accordance with the r;-1utrerrm ats of GE
Specification SVS 7514.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMMS
GE SVS 7514	 Component Specification for a Filt(tr y Pneumatic Warm Gas
Diotari.buti on System
GE Standard :. 7 A4412	 NitroSon Goo, Righ Purity
	
I
GE Standard 171AIA13	 Helium Goa, high Purity
GLY 470212115	 Filter, Pneumatic
3.0 TEST Ir WiDS
3,1 `rho operatto$ fluid shall, be nitrogen pan conforming ^o tho taquire"Ints of GE
Staodeatcl 1.71A441.2
3.2 Vor leaks teatiog, tho test fluid shall be helium gas covjS rmtng to the requiremai s i
of OR Standard 171A4413.
4.0  TUT EQUIPMEW FACILITIES AND CONDIT-IONS
4.1. Teat Eauingpt
4J.1  Teat Equipment Requirement
All measuroments shall be mode with instruments of which accuracy has
been ve i,fied and which are calibrated at least over six	 mouths.F	 fi^^
Calibrations shall he trncarnble to the Untionol Ourena of Stand ards,
The maximum allowable tolarancem on tuen Turing iriaLrulmento shall be as
,.:
	 fal awe:
a .t	 `+ 0^.2^%
Te er g ure	 ^ 3 F
b Pressure "'	 IC. Flo	 ± 1
4.1.2 Test Equipment
Vast equipment requirements are lis ted on tnt^ scheuk.tic diagrams (Figures
1 through 4) for evch applicable test.
4.2 Test Faci.l.itieeY
All testa ahall be conducted in the Spacecraft Pneunwtiea Laboratory Clean
Room U-4209 VFSTC under class 10-000 conditions,
4.3 Test Conditions
i
A=4-2
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4.3. 1 Enviromnmot
Unl,eas otharwiae opeci.fled, these tosta shall be coodueted uodaY the
following conditions;
Temperature	 250C * 100C
Relative 'Huuddi.ty	 60Y• atr lose
Barometric Pressure
	
28" to 32" Hg
4.3.2 Clcanlinosa
Yn order to inset the stringont leaU age a Yd life cycle requirements y it
to necessary t1lat the utmost care be taken to assure that the filter is
tested free grom all induced contaml.nation. U achieving this, the
following procedure shall be odhered to when asssemMng teat setups.
Immediately prior to assembly of a setup, all parts such as tubing and
fittings ahall. be thoroughly degreased and ultra-sonically cleaned and
flushedwith a non•reeidue type cleaning fluid, and pugged with clean,
prefiltered dry nitrogen.
After assembly of the setup, but prior to inatollation of the filter,
the plumbing shah be purged with prefiltered dry nitrogen until the
following particle count is achieved:
Contaminant Dimensi ons. Microns	 Max. Number Particles
0-25
	
no requirement
-	 greater then 25	 none allowable
5	 4.4 Se^, ^uPa,, : +.P,Rrov.2 ,
	After completion of the teat setups and contawtuation checks, the otaaups and 	 I
particle counts shall be reviewed and approved by tho WODS Project Engineer
prior to proceeding wi,th any teats.
5.0 TEST DESCRIPTION
5.1 Physical ,Examination
The filter shall be examined for conformance to GB Drawing 47D212115 for stay
defects°such as cracks, body distortion, torque stripe disturbame, lockwire
breaksu thread damage, etc. Any defects shall be noted on the data sheet. '	
IIi5.2 Proof Pressure 1
{
Apply a proof pressure of 300 pai.g at the filter inlet port vith the outlet post
suitably capped for a period of five minutes (Figure l). After the proof pressure
tests there shall be no evidence of damage or degradation of pesforeace of
the filter.
5.3 ftatic Leaksae,
Mount the filter in a leak box assembly as shown in Figure 2. Pressurize the
inlet to 200 psig (He) and monitor 'body leakage. Body (external) leakage shall
be monitored with a mere spectrometer and shall not exceed 0.05 see/hr helium.
	
A-4-3 	{,
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5.4	 Pr souro Droa
Install the filter in a test setup as shown in Figure 3.
	
Vitt an
	
at pressure
of 50 psis at the filter inlet, adjust the throttling valve to obtain a flow-
rat« of 96000 see/min.
	
While at this flowratc, record the indicated pressure
drop ac-sves, the filter and verify that the A P indicator is not actuated.
5.5
	
± ontavination Control
With an inlet pressure of 200 paig applied to the filter (Figure 4) and flow
adjusted tar 96 0 000 scc/min, flovi 3 cubic feet of dry filtered nitrogen gas
through the filter and through a dovnstream .45 micron millipore filter.
Pesforn a particle count on the filter.element to determine contamination level
of the filter effluent.
6.0 LOG A=
A logbook shall be initiated for each component and all test data recorded therein.
All significant events, observations, and amq calculations shall also be recorded,
along with time and date of beat and name of technician.
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s1.0 SCOPE
This test plan describes the tests to which the WEDS Pneumatic Pressure Regubtor
will be subjected to verify its functional performance and acceptability for use in
the Warm Gas Distribution System. These tests will consist of proof pressure, lea wye,
flow, regulation, and contaminaticun level tests, in accordance with , the requirements
of GS Specification SV8 7513.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCtitd;NTS
GE S" 7513	 Component specification for a Regulator, Paeuestic
Pressure - Warm Gas Distribution Systems
GE Standard 17IA4412	 Nitrogen roas, High Purity
GB Standard 171A4413
	
Helium Gas, Hugh Purity
GE 47D212117	 Regulator Pressure ,, Pneumatic
3.0 TEST FLUIDS
3.1 The operating fluid shall be nitrogen gas conforming to the requirements of
GE Standard 171A4412.
3.2' for leak testing, the test fluid shall be helium gas conforming to the requirements;
of GE Standard 171A4413.
4.0	 TEST EQUIPMENT, FACILITIES AND CONDITIONS
4.1 Tggt_B^gui,^peset
.'4.1.1 Test Rquipment Requirements
All measurements shall be made with instruments of which accuracy has
I
been verified and which are calibrated at least every six (6) =Mtho. a,
Calibrations @hall be traceable to the National Bureau of Standards.
The maxim	 allowable tolerances as measuring instruments rhall be so
fol loans
o
a.	 Temperature	 + 3 F
b.
	
Pressure	 + 0.257E
c.	 Flow	 + I76
4.1.2	 Test Squipmeut
Test equipment requiremette are listed on the schematic .AI*V=s a
(Figures i through 4) applicable for each test.
4.2 Teat F	 ilities
All tests shall be co wluctod ih tW Spacecraft Pneumatics Laboratory CbRan Yom-s,
U-4209 VFSTC, under Class 10,000 conditions.
R	 4.3 Test G _	 iti	
_ .
I1 "2-2 ­
a.^ .l.	 1^1ri►^'X'^11s^t1t
I1nYeq^% otherwise specified, these tests shall be conducted under the
folla^^-^ c;^ditioca:
'feqwrat+uire: 	 239C ± I&C
Aaelgtive Humidity:	 60% or leas
Barometric pressure:	 28" to 32" HS
4.3.2	 Clsonlinesa
In ruder to meet the stringent leakage and life } cycla re uI remn.tey
it is neteasary that the utmost care be taken to a assure that the regulator
"is tested free fro 	 all induced contamination.	 In achieving Was the
following procedure shall be adhered to when assembling test setups.
Ir"4tely prior to assembly of a setup, all parts such as tubL&S and
fittings rhn11 be thoroughly degreased and ult rasonically cletaned^ reed
` flushed with a mm-residue type cleaning fluid, and purged wit  clerano
prefiltered dry Aitrogen.
After assembly of the setup, but prior to installation of the regulator,
the plumbing shall be purged with prefiltered dry wi ttrogen until the
:following particle count it achieved:
'	 ContMfnant Dimonaeions, Mi,c once	 Max. Ramber^ pdrtielece
0-25'	 no requirmgat
greater than 25	 none allowable
4.4	 set: g	 proval.1
After completion of the test setups and contamination checks, the setup and 	 I,
d approved 	 the WGDty Project	 ineerpsrticie counts shall be reviewed an 	  oar	 by	 ^
prior to proceeding with any tests.
5.0 TES' T DSSCRXP'YOM
5.1
The rogulator shall be 'examined for conformance to OR draaaerluX 47VAl2117 for my	 1defects such as cracks, body distortion, torque strips disturbances l.oc'kvirea
breaks, thread damages  etc.	 Any defects ` Mull be noted on the date abase.
3.2	 Proof Press	 epry/r 	 • ou.^r 
	
f I
300	 the 	inlet	 for	 ofApply a proof pressure of	 , psi.g at	 regulator	 port	 ra period
five minutes (Figure 1).	 %mi.tor outlet pressure during the inlet proof ps +rs Urs
test.	 Outlet pressure should not rise more than one (l) psi. above the r egolrtte r
GettuW.	 A Pressure of 90 psig shall be applied to the outlet port for • posiod
of five (5) ad.nutes.	 After the proof pressure tests there shall be so ovideme
i of dam Se or degradation of performance of the regulator.
'I 3.3 static . Leawe.
r -4-9.A
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Mount the regul.f)tor In a Leak bo:t arviembll as shoi..n in Figure 2P 'With the
regulator in a locked up condi.tion;; pressurizo the inlet to 200 psig (be)
and monitor neat leakage. Seat leakage shal l be m4asured by observing the
pressure Increase in a kaowu volumo for a minlmt;rn of One (1) hour.
Seat leakage shall not exceed 2.0 ace/hr helium.  Beady (eacteriasl) leakage shall
be monitored with a mass spectrometer and shatl nt;. 'i xcLed 0,05 sce/hr
helium.
The voltme of the tubing dow-t »tre:am of the z gulator shall be measured try
pressurizing this tubing with one atmosphere of helium, and bleeding the gas
into a cubic cent::^,ze:ter graduate J=wxskjd in alcohol until one atmasphers has
been bled offs
The internal leakago shall be calculated using thre zollmAtig fiarmule:
2154,V
  (p2 pl
t	 T2 Tl
where
Q	 sec/hr
t	 elapsed thee, min.
V a ;.,olu^m-,, cc
P1
	 initial, pre ssure, ps a
Y2	 final.Prssr,"rc, psiu
Tl initialtemperature °R
T2 final tarrVersturev 4
Q
r:	
1
w	 J
5A	 Flow and ReaulaL on
lnatall the regulator in the test setup shv= in Figure ? .	 The volum o	 the
lines and fittings between the regulator and solenoid valve shall be 40 cubic
inches.
	
Pressurize the regulator inlet with clean dry nitrogen at 50 psig.
Using the hand valve, adjust flowrate to 1500 sec/nd,n	 Remove the flovmter
from the test setup.	 By opening and closing the solenoid valve, obtain leckup
and regulated pressurs cycles at inlet pressure of 50, 100, and 200 paig (pressure
increasing).	 Change inlet pressures with the solenoid valve cloned. 	 Repeat
the above sequence with decreasing inlet pressures of 200, 100 and 50 psig.
Record regulated pressure gage rsading at each flow and Lockup condition. 	 Repeat
the above test series at fl.owrates of 40 , 000 sce /min and 96,000 ecc/sIn.
Using the manufacturer's procedure provided with the t,!,uit, adjust the regulator
to its alternate setting (13 or 25 psig). 	 Repeat the above flow and regulation
tests at `the new setting.
5.5	 Contamination Control
With an inlet pressure of 200 psi. 	 ^.4 ^t. fed to the reg*-.alator and flow ,adjusted
to 96,000 see/®i,n, floes 3 cubic : exzt ok 0^^,^  filtered nitrogen gas through the Y
regulator and through a dowtetroon.x A' * nii^'c4n mill.ipore filter.	 Perform a
particle count ru the filtr:r 	 e,''.4aermine contem inction level of the
-regulator effluent.
s
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L.0 SCUPF
`bia test plan describes the toots to which the WGDS hand valve will be subjected
to verify its functional performance and acceptability for use in the Warm Gas
DI st:ri.butr on System. These tests will consist of proof pressure, leakage, pressure
d%-op and contamination love- 1 toots, in acco :-dance with the requirements of GE
Specification SVS 7513.
7 , 0 APPLXCABLE DOMiSN'1°S
GE Standard 171A4412 Nitrogen ran, High `i'ur:ity
GE Standard 171A4413 Helium Gaa, High Purity
GE 47D212116 Valve, Hand
1.0	 ES IT FLMMS
3,,l The operating fluid shall be nitrogen pas confoming to the requirements of GE
Standard 171A4412.
3,2 For lealt testing,, tae test fluid shall. be Helium gas oonforming to the requirements
of GE Standard 171A44130
4 ,, 0 TES`,l' EQ'UiMM, FACE, M18 AND CONW. FIONS
1 Test Eauipwnt
4.1.1 Teat Equipment UQuirementa
All measurements shall be made with i. strvments of which accuracy has
been verified and which are a al:ibrated at least every six (6) months.
Calibrations shell be traceable to the Fati.onal Bureau of Standards.
The maxim= allowable tol.eranc:es on ma:asuring instrumuts shall be as
	 1
follows;
Temperature
	 ± 30F
Pressure
	
+ 0.259'.
Flow	 + 174
f^
4.1,2 Test Equipment	 {
Test equipment requircuents are listed on the schematic diagrams
(Figures 1 through 4) applicable for each 'test.
4.2  Test Facilities
All tests shall be conducted in the Spacecraft Pneumatics Laboratory Clean Room,
U-4209 VF M, under class 10 0 000 conditions.
C 4,3 Test Conditions
k
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4.3.1 Invironme nt
Unless otherw1oo specified, these tests shall be conducted undue the
following conditions:
Temperature	 250C ± 100C
Relative	 d.dity :	 60% ar loss
Not tric Pressure: 	 28" to' 32 9 " 1Tg
4.3.2 Cleanliness
xn order to meet the stringent leakage and life cycle requirements, it is
necessary that tbfj utmost care be taken to assure that the hand valve
is tested free from all induced contamination. Ya achieving this, the
following procedure shall be adhered to when assembling teat sertups #
Iamedlately prior to assembly of a setup, all parts such as tubing and
fittings shall be thoroughly degreased and ultrasonically cleaned and
flueb,ad with a non residue type cleaning fluid, and purged with cleon,
prefiltered dry nitrogen.
After assembly of the se,r,',up, but prior to installation of the hand valve,
:he plumbing shall be purged wi4h prefil.tered dry nitrogen until the
following particle count 1a achieved;'
Contaadnant Dimns ons, Ificrons	 Max. Number, rtiiccles
0-25	 no requim ent
greeter than 25	 none allowable
4.4 Set
 u i1ap, , r
After completion of the test setups and contamination checks, the setup tod
particle counts shall be reviewed and approvedby the WGDS Project Uglnepr
prior to proceeding with any teats.
5.0 TEST DESCRIPTION
5.1 Physical &V9iLmLm tiaon
The hand valve shall be examined for conformance to GE drawing 47D212116 for a%W
-;	 defects such as cracks, body distortion, torque stripe disturbance, lockwire
breaks, thread damage, etc. Any defects shall be noted on the data sheet.
5.2	 Pro,_,.of Pressure,
With the hand valve in the open position,; apply a proof pressure of 300 p.sig at	 !,
the band valve inlet port for a period of five minutes (Figure 0. 	 After the
proof pressure tests there shall be no evidence of damage or degradation of	 {
performance of the head valve. Perform test with valve outlet capped or closed off.
5.3
	
Static Leekaf e
Mount the hood valve in a leak box assembly as shown in Figure 2. 	 With the	 a
Land valve in a closed position, pressurs.ae the inlet to 200'psig (He) ead
monitor sent leakage, 	 Seat leakage shall be monitored with a mass spe cttv"ier
and shall not exceed 10.0 ace/hr helium. 	 Wary (external) leakage shall be rni.terod
wit)% a ones spectrometer and shale not exceed 0.05 ace/hr 'helium. The h"d naive shall
.. begin the open position for the body leakage test 
•
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5.4 Pressure Droa
Install, the band valve in a teat setup as chow n in figure 3. With an inlet
pressure of 50 pals-at the valve inlet, open the valve full open and adjust
tbt throttling valve to obtain a llowarate of 96,000 ace/min. While at this
flcw ate, record the indicated pressure drop across the valve .Pressu" drop
shall ou exceed 5 psi.
5.5 Co+ataeait^tioo Control
With an inlet pressure of 200 psi3 ,applied to the hand valve and flow adjusted
for 96,000 see /win, flown 3 cubic 9*at of dry filtered nitrogen gan through the
hand valve and through a domstre,um AS micron millipore filters perfolu a
particle count on the filter element to d0termine contamination level of the
hand valve effluent.
6 +0 LOGS WOK
A data log book shall be initiated for each component and all test date recorded
therein. All significant eventoz observatiotns o and any calculations shall also be
recorded, along with the date oud time of tout, and name of technician.
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1.0 SCOPE
This test plat describes the testo to which the WGD8 soleuold valve vill be subjected
to verify ito functional performance and acceptability for uos In the V93M Gas
Distribution System. These tests Will mmalst of functional leakages a. d contamination
level toots.
	
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUIUMS 	 J
	
GE Standard 17IA4412	 Nitrogen Gas, High Purity
s
	
GE Standard 171A4413
	
Holi ,Gas, High Purity
3.0 TEST PLUMS
3.1 The operating fluid sh,all'be nitrogen gas confcraing to the requirements of
GE Standard 171A4412.
3.2 For leak testing, the toot fluid shall be helium gas conforming to the require-
mer. is of GH Standard 17LA4413.
4.0 TEST EQUIPMMT, FACILITIES An CONDITIONS
X	 J
4.1 Test Eguimpnt
4.1.1 Test Equipment Requirements
All measurements shalt be made with inatruments of which accuracy has
been verified and which are calibrated at least everysis (6)' umthe.
Calibrations shall be traceable to the National -Bureau of Standards.
The maximum allowable tolerances on measuring instruments shall be as
follows:
a.	 Temperature	 + 30F
b.	 Pressure	 + 0.25% e
c.
	
Flow	 11%
4.1.2	 Test Equipment
Test equipment requirements are listed on the schematic diagrams (Fisures
1 and 2) for each applicable test.
42	 Test Facilities
All tests ehstii be conducted in the Spacecraft Pneumatics Laboratory Clean
Room U-4209 VFSTC, under class 10,000 conditions.
4.3 Telt C.^ggitions,
4,3.1	 Environwat
;tValesr atherarist specified, -the" tests shall . be conducted sods:' tl=e 	 ^r
following conditions:
Temperature:	 250C ± IOOC
Relative 1buidity:	 60% or leas
Barometric Presswe
	 28" to 32" $g
A-4-22
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4.3.2 Cleanliness
In order to moot the stringont leakage nand li. f- cycle requirememta,
ft In necessary that the utmet care b y taken to assure that the}olenoid valve is tested froe from all i.ncztided contaminatiou. 7n achievi ng
this, the following procedure shall be odhered to wheA asseobling teou
setups. Lnwdiately prior to anaam bly of ti sat up, all parts such as
tubing and fi.tt;ingn shall be thorou ghly de awensed and ultrasonically
cleaned and flushed with a non«rosidue type cleaning fluid, and pursed
with . clean * prefi.ltered dry nitrogen.
After. auoenisiy of the set up, but; prior to iriotallat Lon of the solenoid
vail.ve # the plumbing shall be purged with pr Tilt~eyed dry nitrogen until
the following particle count is achieved
Contauainant: Diirens i.. a.,.'r^^H	 Ma u: Number Particles
0-25	 no wequire:ment
greater than 25	 none allowable
4.4 Setue Approval
After completion of they test setups anal contamination checks, the setups and...
particle counts shall be reviewed acrd approved by the WODS Project Engineer
prior to proceeding with any tests}.
5.0 TEST DESCRL ION
5.1 ,Contan nation Check
With an inlet pressure of Z5 pai.g applied to the solenoidvalve (Figure l) and
Ti flow adjusted for 96,000 Gcc/min, flown 3 cubic feet of dry filtered nitrogen gas
through the valve and through a downstream .45 micron mil.l,ipore filter. Perfors
a particle count on the filter elemmut to determiae contamination level of the
solenoid valve effluents
51.2 Static Leeksae
Mount the solenoid valve in a leak' box assembly as shom-i in Figure 2. Pressurize
the valve inlet to 25 poLg He and monitor body and seat leakage Leakage
shall be measured by a mass spectrometer. If evidence of leakage greater than
1.0 sec/hr is found, check all areas of the valve with a probe "sniffer" to
determine Location of the leak.
6.0 3i0G BOOR
A log boob shell be initiated for each components and all test data recorded Mersin
All significant events, observations, and any cal.cul .atlous shall also be recorded,,
along with time and date of test and name of technician.
i
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91.0 SODPE	 JrThis teat plan describep the tests to which the NODS pressure txarceducer will to Mubw
jetted to verify i,to functional performance and acceptability for use An the Won ties
Distribution System,. These t9ate will consi.at of proof pressure, leakage, calibration
check and contamination level testa, in accordance with the requiroment• of CM hpscifias- 1
tion 'SVS 7515.
2.0 APPLYCAILR DOCUWMTS
08 SVS 7315	 Component Specification for a tranoduaarl, pamy4le -
pressura Farm Gate Distribution System
GE Stuadard 171A4412	 Nitrogen Gas, Nigh Purity
Holium Gas, High PurityGE Standard 171A4413
GB 47D272118
	
Transducers Pressers
3.0 TEST nms
3.1
	
The operating fluid shall be nitrogen gas conforming to the requirements of GF
Standard. l71A4412.
3.2	 For leak testing, the test fluid shall be helium gas conforming to the require-
ments of GE Standard 171A4413
4.0 TEST RQUIPIr MTp 'PACILITrES AND CONDMOIffi
4.1	 Test AU 2"nt
4.1.1	 Test Equipment Requirements f
All measurements shall be made with instrusmnts of which accuracy has
`	 been verified and which are calibrated at least Lavery six (6) moths.
Calibrations shall be traceable to the National Bureau of ataodarde.
The maximum allowable tolerances qn measuring instriumt• eboll be as 1
follows:
a.	 Temperature	 ± 30F
b.	 Pressure'	 ± 0.10x
4.1.2	 Test Equipment
Test equipment requremante are listed on the schematic diagram (Figara.
1-through 3) applicable for each teat.
C2	 Teat Faclitie
•
4.3.1 -Eaviroment
r	 Unless otherwise specified, These toots shall be conduct*d amdes the
following conditions:
Temperature
	
250C ± 100C
Motive Humidity 	 60% or less
Barometric Pressure
	
2811 to 321 gg
R
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4J.2 Cleanliness
in ordor to mast the attingent ienUage and lift cycle requirements,
it is necei3sary tttat the uttwot +surd 'its taken to sssure that the
transducer is tetrtad free fro-O p ll induced contandnatiou. In achieving
this, the following procedure thall be adhered to when assambling test
setups, xmmedietely ► prior to ssseab"l'y of s setup, 411 parts such me
tubing and f itrtinge shall be thoroughly de$voosed and ultrasovitsally
cleanest and flushed with a uon-residue typo cleaning fluid, and purged
with clean, prefilt eyed dry nitrogen.
4ift:er assembly of the setup, but prior: to -Installation of the transducer,
the plumbing shall. be purged with pre filtered dry nitrogen until the
following particle count is achieved
Co°^t n
..	 3.,...^f ons. Microns	 Max. , ,Numbex Particles
0<•25	 no requirement
greater than 25	 none allowable
4.4 5eru A 
_ r
After completion of the toot,  set ups and contaluination checkoa the setup and
particlecounts shall be reviewed and approved by t :ho WGDS Project Engiiaeor
prior to proceeding with Any tests_,
5 A te TEST DESCXtUT'lTON
5 .1 ^oica	 i na ion
_	
i
The transducer shall be examined for conformance to GE Drawing 47D21211 8 for
j atw defects such as cracks, body disturtion, torque stripe disturbance; lockwire
breakd, thread damega, etc. Any defects shall be noted on the data sheet.
5.2 Proof Pressure
Apply a proof pressure: of 120 pai,g at the transducer sensing port for a period
£.	 of five minutes (Figure 1). After the proof pressure tests there- shall be no
evidence of demage or degradation of performance of the transducer,
5.3 Static Leaka&e
Mount the trrnsdnne in a leak box assembly as shown in Figure 2. Pressurize
the sensing port to 60 prig (He) and monitor body leakage. Body (external)
leakage shall be monitored with a mass spectrometer and.shall not exceed 0,05
sea/hr helium.
5.4 Calibration he k
Mount the transducer in a test setup as shown !.n Figure 3 and pressurize the
sensing port vit h dry filtered nitrogen gas. Increase the sensing pressure in
steps to 5 paig, 15 psig, 20 psig, 25 psi&, and 50 paig Record sensing pressure
gage reading to nearest 0,i psi, and test rack readout of transducer output.
Repeat the procedure in steps of decreasing pressure at 50 psig, 25 psig,
20 psig, 15 psig, and 5 psig.
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I5.5 Cont miBgtign Check
Flu ►h tho t:ransd=er sensing post with 3,00 cad.' of cleaning fluid which shall
hove been previously passed through a .45 micron filter. Puss this efflWAt
t: trough a standard IAA millipore filter and perform o particle count on the
II.Ater element to determine contamination level of the transduc+r sensing pert
6. 0 LOG WOK
A data log book shall be initiated for each component: and oll teat data racordmdi therein.
All significant events, observationa l and awl calculations shall also be racovded,
ulong with the date and time of test, and name of t:achniciou.
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1 . 0 SCOPE
This test plan describes the tests to which the TIODS tamoarature sensor will 'be sub-jected to verify its fund t oval performance and scceptebil ity for use in the Warm Gas
Distribution Systom. These tests will consior. of continuity and coUbratian checks,
in accordance with the requirements of GE $peel , ficatl(rn SVS 7516.
2.0 w4PPDXCABLE DOCUMMS
GE SVS 7516	 Component specification.cation for a sensor, temperat twe s surfaces
Warm Gas Distribution System
0 47D212124
	
Sensor, Temperature„ Surface
3 ^ 0 TEST EQtllpl+ EM), FAC,:MX TES AM CONDITIONS
3A `rest Fuimenu
3,1,,l Teat Equipwnt Requi remunts
All measurements shall be rondo with instruments of Which accuracy has
been verified and which are calibrated at least every six (6) months.
Calibrations shall be traceable to the National Bureau of Standards.
The maxims allowable tolerances on measuring instruments shall be as
£oll'aws
Temperature	 ,h 0.5°'F
3,1.2 Teat Equipment
Test equlpmsnt requirements are listed on the schewatic diagram.
(Figures 1) applicable for each toot.
3.2 Test Facilitisa
All tests shall be conducted in the Spacecraft Pneumatics Laborator y Clean Rom
1
U-4209 VFSTC.
3.3 Test Conditions
3.3.1 Environment
Unless ot:heYwi.se ,specif.' ed, these tests shall be conducted under the
following conditions;
Temperature:	 250C ± 100C
Relative Humidity:	 609: or less
Barometric Pressure	 28" to 32" Hg
3.4 Set MR A,]?Broyil
After completion of the test setups, the setup shall be reviewed and approved by
the WEDS Project Rnineer prior to proceeding with any tests.
4.0 TEST DESCRIPTION
pft
A-4-32
a
a&17,,.
4.l Physical Examination
The tamperature sensor aball be enamined For conformance to GE Drawing
	
E	 47D212124 for say defects ouch as cracks, body diotortion, torque stripe
disturbance, lockwire breaks, thread dawage, etc. Any defects shall be
quoted on the data sheet.
4.2 Calibration Check
With the test setup as shown in Figove 1, immrae the temperature sensing
	
re	 element in reference temperature media of boiling water, alcohol and dry ice,
and water and ice. At each reference temperature, record the temperature
sensor signal conditioner output.
	
f	 5.0 LOG BOOR
A data log book shall be initiated for each component and all test data recorded therein
All significant events,, observations, and any calculationo shall also be recorded,
p
	
along with the date and time of tome and name of technician.
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1. 0 SCOPE
This toot plan describes the tests to which the WGDg flexible hose will be sub-
jected- to verify its functional performance and acceptability for use in the
Warm Gas Distribution SystR►m. These testa will consist of proof pressure,
leakage, flexing, and contamination level tests, in nceordaeae with requirements
of GE drawing 47D212114.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
J teGE drawing 47D212114 Altered Part Drawing for a Rose, Corrugated
GE standard 171A4412	 Nitrogen Gas, High Purity
GE standard 171A4413 	 Helium Goa l High Purity
3.0 TEST FLUIDS
3.1 The operating fluid shall be nitrogen gas conforming to the requirements
of GE standard 171A4412.
3.2 For Leak testing, the test fluid shall be helium gas conforming to the
requirements of GE standard 171A4413.
4.0 TEST EQUXPMHNz°, FACILITIES AND CONDITIONS
4.1 'fie, t Equ iRment
I;
4.1.1 Teen Eguipm nib Ike uirements
All measu :emnts ohal.?, be made with instruments of which accuracy
has been verified and which are calibrated st least every six (6)
months. Calibrations shall be traceable to the National Bureau of
Standards The maximum allowable tolerances on measuring iustrutw.xtte
shall be as follows:
a Temperature 	 ±30F
b. Pressure
	
-+0.257°
c Flow	 a 17a
1- 1
4.1.2 T. st Eaui. Rm ent	 t
Teat equipment requirements are listed on the schematic diagrams
(Figures I through 4) applicable for each test.
4.2 Teat Facilities
All tests shall be conducted in the Spacecraft Pneumatics Laboratory Clean
Roam, U-4209 VFSTC, under class 10,000 conditions.	
J
4.3 Test Conditional
elm
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4.3.1 Bnvironment
Unless otherwise specified, these toots shall be conducted
under the following conditions
Temperature ,	 250C + 100C
Relative Humidity	 cloy. or lees
Barometric Pressure 	 28" to 32" Hs
4.3.2 Cleanliness
In order to =et the atringent leakage and life cycle requi.revouts,
it is necessary that the utmost care be taken to asaure that the
flex hose is tooted :brae from all induced contamination. In
ae 'ieving thAs, the following procedure shall be adhered to when
as6mbl Ina tent setups. X=wdi.ately prior to assembly of a setup
all party ;iuch as tubing and fittings shall be thoroughly do-,
greased and ultrasonically cleaned and flushed with a non -residue
type cleaning fluid, and purged with clean, prefi.l.tered dry nitzogen.
After assembly of the setup, but prior to installation of the flex
hose, the plumbing shall be purged with prefi tered dry nitrogen
until the following particle count Is achieved
Contaminant Dimensions M crons, 	 Maximus Number Particles
	
0-25
	
no arequi.rempnt
greater than 25	 none allowable
St.0 fhbAPOPI2-yAl
After: completion of the test getups and contamination. checico, the setiup
and particle count shall he reviewed and approved by the WGDS Project
Engineer prior to proceeding with any teats.
5. 0 TEST DESCRIPTX(E3
5.1 P' ,s ica	 mina, .., tisr.^a.,
iThe flex hose shall be exsst^.;ted for conformance to CE drawing 47D21211.4 i
for any defects such as cracka, distortion, dents®, kicks, imperfect
convolutes, etc. Any defects shall be noted on the data ,sheet.
5.2 proof Pressure
Apply a proof pressure of 90 ps & to the flex Bose for a period of f1me
minutes (Figure i) • ,After the proof pressure tests there shall be no
ev°s detu,-e of damage or distortion of the flex hose.
5.3 Exterrtsl Leaky	w
Mount the flex hose In a I' leak ; sight box, with one end capped and the hose
pressurized to 60 paig heliumas shown in Figure 2. Monitor external
1	 ^.
leakage of the flex hose with a moos spectrometer. Leakage shall nod:ex--
seed 0.05 see/hr helium. 	 i
t:
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5.4 Flexing +Test
Mount the flex hose in a suitable test fixture, with one and capped and
the hose pressurised to 25 prig as showrn in Figure 3. Pron an initial
straight position, flex the hose until a 90 0 bend is induced in the
flexible section. Return the flex hose to dw straight position, then
repast the 900 flexure and return for a total of 10 flexure tests. After
completion of'teeting, examine the hose closely for any damage or dis-
tortion resulting from the test.
5.5 Contamination Control.
With an inlet pressure ok 25 psig applied.to the ilex hose and flow ad-
gusted for 96,000 s c/min, flown 3 cubic feet of dry filtered nitrogen
gas through the flax hose and through a downstream .45 micron Millipore
filter. Perform a particle count on the filter element to detesslne con-
tamination level of the flax hose effluent.
6 0 LOG BOOK
A data Tog book shall be initiated for each component and all test date record-
ed therein. All significant events, observations, and any calculations shalt
also be recorded, along with the date and time of teat, and name of technician.
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This test plan descr bea the taste to which t1w Warm Gas Distribution System
will be subjected to verify system performance and acceptability to the roquke-
Monte of GB Specification SVS 7512,
1.'l Ge„ ;grc^x
The systems tests will consist of preliminary tests, accomplished on the
system at ambient temperature with temporary separable connectors used,
and final tests, after completion of system weldup to its final configuration.
These tests will include both ambient and environmental temperature exposures.
2.0 Applicable Documents
GE SVS 7512	 System, Worm Gres Distribution
Regulator Pneumatic Pressure
Filter, Pneumatic
Transducer, Pneumatic Pressure
Sensor, Tempetsturo, Surface
Frame, Handling
Hose, Corrugated
Filter, Pneumatic	 ^ 1
Valve, Manual,
GE SVS 7513
GE SVS 7514
GE SVS 7515
GH SVS 7516
GE 47E211867
GE 47D212114
GE 47D212115
GE 47D212116
GE 47D212117 Regulator, Pneumatic Pressure
GCE 47D2121tO Transducer, Pneumatic Pressure
GE 47D212124 `Pemperature,Sensor,	 Surface
GE 47D212154 Manifold, Jot Valve
GE Standard 171A4412 Nitrogen Gas, High Purity
GE Standard 171A4413 Helium Gass High Purity
3.0 Reg uiromente
3.1 fi, est Medi_e_ r
Leeks8e Tests	 Unlesa otherwise specified the test media used during
leakage tests shall be Helium gas conforming to the requirmsents of GE
Standard 171A4413.
J
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Performance Tests - The operating fluid used while conducting performance
tests shall be Nitrogen gas conforming to the requirements of GE Standard
171A4412.
3.2 Cleanliness
The cleanliness level of the WEDS shall be protected at all times during
the tasting operation from contamination. All pneumatic ports shall be
sealed with appropriate caps, plugs or plastic covers installed by the
supplier and shall not be removed except in a class 100,000 clean area, as
defined in Federal StAndard 209 "Clean Room and Work Station Requirements,
Controlled Environment, Revised". When these covers are removed the fill
port shall be protected by external filters having a Millipore HA double
backed .45
	
absolute rating attached. (Model Vo. Millipore P/N XX45-047-5N)
Any interconnecting lines between this filter and the WEDS shall be degreased
and ultrasonically cleaned to the following level. Any instruments in-
stalled in this area shall also be cleaned to the same requirements and/or
the system shall be protected by the addition of Millipore HA .45 	 filters
(P/N XX45-047-5N) installed between the test instrument and the WEDS.
Contaminate Dimensions, Microns
	
	 Maximum Number Particles
*Per 100 Cubic Feet: Gas
Less tLdn 25
	
No Requirement
Greater then 25	 0
* Sampled- at 10 ± 1 SUM for 5 +1 minute
3.3 Test_ Lent
a
Cres Tubing 1/4" O.D. x 0.028 W and 1/8" O.D. x 0.028" W as required.
Millipore Filter&, Model XX45-047-5N 7 0.45 Micron absolute (double backed)
as required
Helium Gas Supply - 500 PSX
rt„
A
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Pressure Transducer - Dynisco Apt 45-1C
0 to 300 PSIA`or equivalent.
Power Supply - 0-30 VDC, 5 amp
Milliohmeter
Temperature Indicator - T/C Copper Consr. - Bristol or equivalent
Thermocouples - Copper/Onst. as required.
Flow Meter - Fisher and Porter, 1,4-7.2 SCFM.
110 %IAC,Single Phase 60 cps power source
Voltmeters - Digital 0-25 VDC 17a accuracy.
Voltmeters - VTVM -.Fluke or equivalent.
3.4 Test Facilities, Measurements-and 'tolerances
The facilities used in conducting° the testa de fine d herein shall be capable
of providing the conditions required as follows.
i
i
Jll
3.4.2 Measurements and Tolerances
All measurements shall be made with instruments whose accuracy has	 l
been verified and which are calibrated at scheduled intervals against
certified standards which have known valid relationships to national,
standards. The maximum allcniable tolerances on measuring instruments
shall be as follows:
a. Temperature	 ± 30 
b. Relative Humidity	 ± 37 R.H.o	 r
c Pressure (above 1 F91A) a ..2.5%
-	 d. Plow
	
± 1
e. Voltage	 ^7e
f. Additional' toleranCGO
shall be as specified on applicable
dravrings, standards, & documents referenced
r	 in Para. 3.1 and 3.2 of this procedure.
A-4-44
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3 .4.1 Test Conditions
Unless otherwise specified, ambient testa shall be conducted under
the following conditions
a. Temperature	 250C J- 100C
b. Barometric Pressure	 28 to 32 inches of mercury
c. Relative humidity	 607, or less
3.4.3 Chamber Volun-m
The WGDS being tested plus associated toot equipment shall not
exceed 50 percent of the internal volume of the test chamber.
3.4.4 Temperature Definition
For thermal tests at pressures greater than 10"1 mm Hg, the
temperature referred to is ambient air temperature. Xn these tests
the heal: sources shall be such that radiant heat is not directed
on the WGDS. For thermal tests under vacuum less than 14-1 mm Hg,
temperatures referred to are mounting surfaces and radiation exchange
surface temperatures,.
3.4.5 Thermal Vacuum Tests
During thermal tsanotents under temperature environmental conditions-,
increases or decreases in static pressures or expansion and escape
of entrapped gas within the test specimen is not to be misconstrued'
as leakage. Any escapement shall cease after temperature stabilization.
4.0 Precautions and Special Hrand,
 IL.ng Procedures
Precautions shall be taken to prevent damage to the WEDS during transportation,
handling and test. The WGDS shall always stand in an upright position,
resting on the footpads provided, Extra car4la shall be taken to prevent
dropping or excessive jarring of the system. The articulating arms shall
not be bumped, dropped, or moved unnecessarily,
4.2 Sate
No pressure connections shah be made while the WEDS is under pressure a
During proof pressure tests, the WEDS shall be enclosed in a suitable
safety chrstber of sufficient strength to contain the high energy of damaged
parts. At no time durinb the proof testing shall the pressure exceed 90-f	
PSIG i'n the lm7 pressure system and 300 PSXG in the high pressure system.
4.3 Sol,	id Valve Ov_erh at ng Precaution
t
I	 To assure that overheating of the solenoid valves does not take place, the
following precautions shall be applied:
ao No solenoid valve shall be energized when unpressurized and without
^ gas flow for a period in excess of"z minute. Cycling of any single
valve unpressurized and without gns flow is prohibited.
b. Any single solenoid valve shall not be continuously electrically
energized with gas flowing for a period in excess of 30 minutes.
r
	
	 Following such a period, the solenoid valve shall be allowed to
return to 850F prior to any further voltage application.
c. The maximum allowable voltage to the WGDS shall not exceed 28.0
VDC
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5.0 Test Methods
5.1 preliminary Systemst_ ems Te.. s
The initial system assembly will be made with temporary separable connectors
at some joints, to facilitate installation of special. instrumentation and
removal of components is required. The preliminary systems teats will
be accomplished with the temporary fittings, at room ambient temperature.
5.1.1 Proof Pressure Tests
With the test setup shown in Figure 1, pressurize the WGDS inlet to '300
for a period of five minutes. Monitor regulator outlet pressure during 	 PSYG,
the inlet proof pressure test. Regulator outlet pressure - should
not rise more than one psi above he regulator lockup setting.
Using ai manifold port adapter fitting, pressurize the downstream
Aide of the rcgul©tor to 90 prig for a period of five m nuttw.
After the proof pressure tests, there shall be no evidence ,o€°damage
or degradation of performance of any component in the WGDS.
5.1.2 System Particle Count
Using tho test setup shown- in'Figure 2, attach flow adapters to one
manifold port in each leg o f the system. With a pressure of 200
prig applied at the system inlet fitting, open one valve and flow
a total of three cubic feet of nitrogen gas conforming to GE
Standard 171A4412 through coo leg of the system and through the down-
stream Millipore filter. Repeat the procedure, flowing through the
remaining leg of the system. performs particle count on the.two
filter element s to determine contamination level of the system.
5.1.3 Static Leakage Test
Xnstall the WGDS in the 5 x 5 thermal vacuum chamber as shown in
Figure 3. Evacuate the chamber as required to use the mass spectro-
water for monitoring gross system leakage, Apply 200 peig Helium
at the system inlet and monitor leakage with the mass spectrometer,
for -a period of 30 minutes. After completion of the leak test,
remove the WGDS from the thermal vacuum chamber,
5.1.4 Flow and Regulation Test
T
I
It
1
d
I -l
1
l
j
1
Using the teat setup shown in Figure 4 9 apply 50 ± 2 paig GN2 at
the system inlet fitting.	 With theregulator adjusted for 25 psig
outlet, energize one, two and three solenoid valves successively
to achieve three flow conditions.	 Record all data at each flow
condition.
	
Flow at each condition shall be maintained for a time
4	 sufficient to record data, but shall not exceed 30 seconds.
Repeat the aboveP	 ^ test	 with 200 
+2,	
ai	 GN	 a	 lied at the WGDS
-0 P	 g ^	 2	 PP^,
inlet f ,. f';Lng.
Using the vendor supplied procedure and special tools, adjust the
regulator for an outlet of 15 psig	 Repeat the above system flout
tests with system inlet pressures of 50 +oo psig and 200 +2 psig GN Z
-Z	 -•0 
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5.1,5 System Preoaure Drop
Connect the WEDS in a test setup as shcwa in Figure 5. With
50*q psig GN2 applied at the system inlet fitting and the regulator
adjuated for l5 p,+aig output• , open three solenoid valves in the
four valve maui.fol.d. Theso three valves shall be opened simultaneously
and flow maintaallned for a time sufficient to record the pressure
drop from the regulator outlet to the four valve manifold inlet.
This test shall be conducted with the nrticulati,ng arm for that leg
in an extended condition (flexible hose straight) .
5.1 . 6 Hose Flexing
With an inlet; pressure of 200 psi.g applied at the system inlet
fitting and the regulator adjusted for 15 prig output, manually
actuate each flexible hose through 50 cycles " One a-ycle is defined
as flexing the hose from a straight configuration to a 90 degree bend
and return to a straight configuration. There shall be no flow
through the system during this test.
5.2 Final, Sim Tests
Following completion of the preliminary testi.ngo temporary i.natcruwentation
and connections shall be removed And the system welded to its final.
configuration. Tests will be conducted at room ambient temperature., high
*temperature and vacuum, and low temperature and vacuum.
5.2.1 Room Ambient Tests
5.2.1.1 Seem Perti.c:l.e Count - 7,Wpeat the system particle count
test: as specified in paragraph 5J.2.
5.2.1 . 2 a^ the static leakage feast:  $Test.
^-t specified  i^par^ngzapl•^^t^
1^_V
502.1.3 Floro and Regulation Tests - Repeat the flow and regulation
.,
wrr+r	 ^^.+rwrw^ww +
tests of paragraph 5.1 .4 except that the test setup shall
be as shown in Figure b
5.2 .1.4 Hose Flexing 'Pest - Repeat the hose flexing test as ape-'	 {
cifi.ed in pargraph 5.1.6.
5.2.2	 Elevated Temperature Tests
Install, the WGDS in the 5 x 5 thermal vacuum chamber using the test
setup as shoxTa in Figure 7.	 v'vacuate the chamber to 10° 6 `port
and increase chamber temperature to 167 +10	 F.	 After stabilization
of temoc ature as indicated by a thermocouple attached to the
largest internal	 perform the following tests.s	 mass, i^er^ 	 b1g
5.2.2.1 I&ste Leakage Test - Repeat the static leakage teat as
specified in paragraph 5.1.3.
5.2.2.2 Flaw and Ragulation Test	 Repeat the flow and regulation
test as specified in paragraph 5.2.1.3, with the regulator 	 I'
at 15 'psig setting only. 	 1
Increase- the chamber temperature to -x-400 4`10 OF, stabilize	 ---
and repeat the tests of paragraphs 5.2.2X' 	 and 5.2 . 2.2.
A-4-47
3AP
BT P 41N3-009
5.2.3 Gold TemperatureTest
With the ' GDS installed in the thermal vacuum chamber and the	 ^.
chamber evacuated to 10" 6 Torr, reduce the chamber temperature to
-14 ^ F. After stabilization of temperature as indicated by a
thermocouple attached to the largest internal mean, perform the
following tests.
	 k.
5.2.3.1 Ustem Leakage Test - Repeat the static leakage test as
specified in paragraph 5.1.3. 	 s
5.2.3.2 Flow and Regulation Test - Repeat the flow and regulation
testa as specified in paragraph 5.2.1.3, with the regulator	 r
at the 15 prig setting only.'
Further reduce the chamber temperature to -lOO+.R °FI
stabilize and repeat the tests of paragraphs 5.2.3.1 and 	 a
5.2.3.2 '
5.2.4 Flog and Regulation Tests
Repeat the test sequence of 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 with the regulator
for 25 paig outlet pressure.
5.2.5 Final Particle Count
Following completion of high and luw temperature testing, repeat
the system particle count test as specified in paragraph 5.1.2.
i
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C' l' No. 362
i
CARLETON CONTROLS CORPORATION
East u o a Nom York_ s A r ► , 	 1
i
1
ACCEPTANCE TEST DATA SHEET
F OR
i
CCC P/N 1992 000-17	 1
S/N
G. E. Part No. 47 Z) ? /.2 // 7 P
r	 G.E. Spec. Svs 7513
Revision
r
Wri tte n by
.	
^/^ _ C.^'•f	 D to
3
Eng. Approva _ t
	
t' ,C'? ,`' `'• ;!, 1	 Date
,_. e.	 _	 , ..	 ,	 'R	 v.	 .-	 -..	 .^	 t"'"`	 4 -.
^R
r
4.2
^k
r,
j Actual Q scc/hr
}
d
.#
lest Log Sheet No. 2
of CFT No, 362
Internal Leakage
Apply 200 PSIG of He to the inlet with the outlet capped. Stabilize
then record ullaae temperature and pressure. Wait one (1) flour, then
again record tillage pressure and teml,erature. Leakage not to exceed
2.0 scc/hr of He.
Q^ 591 (T1 P 1 - T2 P2) Vu
•	 T2 T1a.X
Q Leakage (scc/hr)
T1 _ Temperature at start of time period °F + 460= °R
T2 Temperature at end of time period °F + 460 = °R
P1	 Pressure at start of fiEme period, PSIA
P2 = Pressure at end of time period, PSIA
V	 Ullage Volume, cubic inchesu
AX-* .Elapsed .time, hours.	 Q.C.	 N
GAS FLOW TEST (PARA. 4.4.1.5)
Regulated Pressures - 15 ± •4 PSIG
PSIG25 t .4	 ^
Regulated Pressure
Inlet Pressure	 Flow	 at
PSIG	 LPM N	 -14°F	 +167°F	 14°F	 +1670F
50	 1.5	 h31
	
50	 s ,.
i
*	 96	 /^`:	 4
200	 1.5	 /57. t94^' s 9s' . 5; 35- .
50
?	 a	 r
Q.C,_ Ef S6C7 /a
ITest Lot Sheet No. 3 .
of CFT 342
6.0	 LOCKUP PRESSURE (PARA. 4.4.1.6)
With the regulator inlet pressurized to200 PSIG and the outlet
adjusted to 25 PSIG, decrease the flow to zero and record outlet
pressure. Wait five (5) .minutes and again record outlet pressure.
Repeat with the regulator outlet set at 15 PSIG. Maximum allowable
A P rise to be 1.1 PSI. Maximum regulated pressure to be 4:.5 PSI
.about the nominal.
6.1	 25 PSIG Setting
Pressure at	 Pressure after
"O'" Flow	 5 minutes
Q.C.
6.2	 15 PSIG Se',,,-ting
Pressure at
	
Pressure after
"O" Flow	 5 minutes
/X, 0
—	 -	 r#
Q.C.  i
7.0	 CYCLING TEST (PARA. 4.4.1.7)
7.1	 Cycle regulator 2500 times with 50 PSIG inlet and 25 PSIG outlet.
72	 Cycle regulator 2500 times with 200 PSIG inlet and 25 PSIG outlet.
7.3	 Cycle regulator 2500 times with 50 PSIG inlet and 15 PSIG outlet.
7.4	 Cycle regulator 2500 times with 200 PSIG inlet and 15 PSIG outlet. 1
.	 •
 ?
	I
'dfQ
AL
i
y
A-5-4
r1111I
i
I
4 t
Test Log Sheet No. 4
of C F T 362
„t	 .r •
A
8.0	 LEAKAGE TEST (PARA. 4.4.1.4)
KI
1 8.1	 External Leakage
With outlet capped, apply 200 PSIG of He to the inlet. 	 leak check
on mass spectrometer.
Maximum leakage to be 1.4 x 10 - 5 scc/sec. Actual /, 2 K 	 scc/sec.
Q. C.
	 Q	
ls,f
8,2	 Internal Leakage
'	 ' Apply 200 PSIG of He to the inlet with the outlet capped.	 Stabilize
then record ullage temperature and pressure. 	 Wait one (1) hour, then
again record ul lage pressure and temperature.	 leakage not to exceed
2.0 scc/hr of He.	 'Z
l
Q = 591 (T 1 -P 1 - T2 P 2) Vu
T 2 T 1 AX
Q	 = Leakage (scc/hr)
IT T1	 Temperature at start of time period. °F + 460	 °it
T2 = Temperature at end of time period °F + 460 = °R
P1'= Pressure at start of time period, PSIA^
P	 _ Pressure at end of time period, PSIA	 Actua
	
scc/hr
volume, cubicV^ = Ullage	 inches
L1ac= Elapsed time, hours
	 Q.C.	 (r,^!
9.0	 FINAL CLEANING
Pressurize inlet to 200 PSIG. Flow five (5) liters of X12 for one (1)
Minute through a .45 micron filter. Repeat unti l practice count is
within following spec;
{	 Particle Size	 Noe of Particles allowed
	
(Microns)	 Per 5 Liters
0 -25 No Requirement
	
25 up	 None Al lowable
l
1	 QVC.
IT
A 	
—es	
:-.
	
a	 e
1
A-5-5
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ITest Log Shcat No. 5 t	 ^
of CFT 362
10.0	 RECORD AND REPORTS (Par Paragraph 4.5 of SVS 7513)
REFERENCE:	 SECTION 5.0 OF ACCEPTANCE TEST CPT #362
(PARA. 4.4.1.5 OF G.E. SPEC.
	
7513)
C014PONENT FAILED TO MEET REGULATED PRESSURE
TEST PARAMETERS OF SVS 7513. 	 UNIT IS BEING
SHIPPED SUBJECT TO G.E. APPROVAL,,
a
'
{	 i
1
1
"	 I
A-5 --6
_	
_	
_ LW
.I
1
1	 CFT No. 362
"CARLETOI<J CONTROLS CORPORATION
East Aurora, New York
x^
L i
6	
^	
IACCEPTANCE TEST DATA SHEET
F OR
CCC P/N 1992 000-17'
S /N
G.E. Part No. y v -L/12z //r
F G.E. Spec. Svs 7513
Revision
I	
x	
'
s	 ^
/ 	 r	 a	 .
Written by 1^^, ^/ 	 c '^ ^rl^ L	 Date
:_ t	
1l,-
,, r'Eng. Approval
	 ^< <.^:; rCs^t ^. i^! ^ ^^ ^	 Date	 ' w,
r
n
-	 A-5-7
Test Log Sheet No. 1
of CFT 362
Test Conducted by q. 2. 0
0. E. P, O. F' •/z KGs` F'
Test Medium ^^ {)e/^+^^"/y'	 Gas
^^rrl^f fw ^fr^
I
1,0	 ASSEMBLY CLEANING (PARA. 3.6.4)
Particle Size	 No. of Particles Allowed
(Microns)	 Per 100 ML
0 - 25	 No Requirement
25 up	 None Allowable
'	 CAQ.C.
2,0	 VISUAL AND MECHANICAL INSPECTION
Inspect unit per Para. 4.4.1.1
	
Q.C.	 VLca
	3.0	 PROOF PRESSURE TEST (PARA. 4.4.1 .3)
	
3.1	 With outlet capped, apply 300 PSIG to the inlet port. Hold for
Ten (10) minutes..
E^
j	 3.2	 Apply 200 PSIG to the inlet and then pressurize outlet to 90 PSIG.a
S ,.7 y- «'Q.C.
	
ca
	
4.0	 LEAKAGE TEST (PARA. 4.4.1.4) y
	
4.1	 External Leakage	
+A
With outlet capped, apply 200 PSIG of He to the inlet. Leak check
on mass spectrometer.
f, Maximum leakage to be 1 .4 x 10" 5 sc0ec. Actual	 ^,^ / D -s cc/se c.
4	
^s Q.0	 ^a}	 w
:ra	 Test Log Sheet No. 2
of CFT No. 362
,,
t
4.2	 Internal  Leakage •:.
'Apply 200 .PSIG of He to the inlet with the outlet capped. Stabilize
'	 ,..	 then record ullose temperature and pressure. Wait one (1) hour, then
again record ullage pressure and temperature. Leakage not to exceed
2.0 scc/hr of He.`
r
01
Q 591 (Ti pj- T2
	
Vu
t
TZ T I A ';C
Q = Leakage (scc/hr)
Tj Temperature at start of time period OF + 460= OR
T2 = Temperature at end of time period O F + 460 = OR
Pi Pressure at start of time period, PSIA
P2, = Pressure at end of time period, PSIA 	 Actual	 ^scc/hr
Vu - Ullage Volume, cubic inches
d►;C# Elapsed time, hours 	 O.C. cA
-.25:-^'5'
510	 GAS FLOW TEST (PARA. 4.4.1.5)
c
Y Regulated Pressures - 15:1 •4 PSIG
25 t .4 PSIG
Regulated Pressurex
Inlet Pressure Flow at
' PSIG LPM N2	 -140F +167°F -140F +1670F
50 1.5	 /s^-. ;?0 s:, v5- .zs
15 f17 Z s ; .zs; 3s
h
r
96
CAOQ.C.
v
.• -	 +vuieaz..-....-r........... atr-va.vsmw.^»
Air= -
1
II
Test Lot Sheet No. 3
of CFT 362
g
6.0	 LOCKUP PRESS URE (PARA. 4.4.1.6)
With the regulator inlet pressurized to 200 PSIG and the .outlet
adiusted to 25 PSIG, decrease' the flow to zero and record outlet
pressure. Wait five (5) minutes and again record outlet pressure.
Repeat with the regulator outlet set at 15 PSIG, Maximum allowable
A P rise to be1.1 PSI. Maximum regulated pressure to be t.5 PSI
about the nominal.
6.1	 25 PSIG Setting
Pressure at	 Pressure after
"0" Flow
	
5 minutes	 Ala
+i	
cQ.C.	 o
6.2	 15 PSIG Sel,ting
Pressure at	 Pressure after
"0" Flow
	
5 minutes
Q.C. \JV
74	 CYCLING TEST (PARA. 4.4.1.7)
7.1	 Cycle regulator 2500 times with 50 PSIG inlet and 25 PSIG outlet.
7.2	 Cycle regulator 2500 times with 200 PSIG inlet and 25 PSIG outlet.
7,3	 Cycle regulator 2500 times with 50 PSIG inlet and 15 PSIG outlet.	 F
7.4	 Cycle regulator 2500 times with 200 PSIG inlet and 15 PSIG outlet.
Q.C.	 c*^
T	 A-5-10
Test Log Sheet No. 4
of CFT 362
r
w
a
/
M
g oo 	 LEAKAGE TEST (PArRA, 4.4.1.4)
V
8 o 1	 Externa l Leakage
t
a	 '
With outlet capped,	 l	 200 PSIG of He to the inlet.	 Leak checkPP	 r aPP Y
an mass spectrometer,
a to be 1 ,4 x 10' 5Maximum leaks 	 scc sec. Actual9	 ^	 %'^,,ylD	 scc/sec,
C'	 O15-- . k- 4, S-Q
A
,4	 ! $,2	 Internal leakage
Apply 200 PSIG of He to the inlet with the outlet capped. 	 Stabilize
then record ullape temperature and pressure.	 Wait one (1) hour, then
again record ulloge pressure and temperature. 	 Leakage not to exceed
f 2.,0 scc/hr of He
Q = 591 ( 1 P ;z - T2 P	 Vu
r I ^
T 2 T 1 AX
u Q, - Leakage (scc/hr)
T 1, = Temperature at start of time period OF + 460 - OR
fit = Temperature at end of time period OF + 460 = OR
P1 = Pressure at start of time period, PSIA
^z P . = Pressure at end of time period, PSIA	 Actual	 0	 scc/hr
Ullage volume, cubic inches
Lx_ Pr `	 Ela sed time hours	 cI,
9 10	 FINAL CLEANING
	
1
Pressurize inlet to 200 PSIG. Flow five (5) Liters of N2 for one (1)
minute through a .45 micron filter, Repeat until prcctice count is J1
r	 within following spec;
	
I
Particle Size	 No, of Particles allowed
t!	 (Microns)	 Per 5 Liters
Ir . 0- 25
	 No Requirement
25 - up	 None Allowable
Q. C.
i
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CONSOLIDATED CONTROLS CORPORATION
15 DURANT AVENUE, ©ETHEL, CONNECTICUT 06801 209 743.6721
A SUBSIDIARY OF	 aIDNOEQ	 CORPORATION
January 31, 1968
Your Order:	 028-F42767
char Order:	 46-7076
Our Part No.:	 41PL34-60 G
Amount Shipped:	 1
Serial No.:	 9989
General Electric Company
P.O. Box 8274
rjr Philadelphia ., Pennsylvania 19101P 
	
i	 k Gentlemen:
We hereby certify that the material and/or processes for the parts or
assemblies listed above and furnished by us under the subject purchase
order are in accordance with the requirements set forth in the applicable`
7	 blueprints, specifications and/or clauses which are part of this purchase
f
ordt-r and which are substantiated by appropriate records maintained in
our files and which are available for Inspection upon request.
Very truly yours,
CONSOLIDATED CONTROLS CORPORATION
a
00
i
Development Engineer
	
'	 /bj d
t.	
t
	
^-	 1
A-5-10
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C E R T I F I C A T E
	 O F
	
C O MP L I A N C E
FROM: MISSILE COMPONENT CLEANING LABORATORIES DIVISION OF
Quaker Export Packaging Company, Inc.
2224-38 North 10th Street
Phi ladelphia, Pennsylvania 19133
DATE: February 19,1968
TO:	 General Electric Co.-VF8C
Space Craft Dept, -Goddard Blvd.
King Of Prussia , Pa. 19101
Attn: Purchasing Department
Reference; . Contract Number: JPL - 951988
Purchase Order Number:
	
75433CC 02 8-E4276 7
SUBJECT: Material description and Government' Specifications
Material Order	 TRANSDUCER 41PL34-60G
.PIN 47D212118	 -
SIN 9989	
J
^.
Specification
	
SVS7515	
Quantity
IV
Gentlemen:
We hereby certify that the material furnished on the above referenced Purchase Order
conforms to the order and applicable specifications.	
_i
Evidence that the material meets the specifications is in our file and will be available
C?o ^ +
o^
,	 o/
G?9^^?
D,O I; .-c	 oi,3 - p, D/6 f aavo Q,00/
2 45?91S ''	 ^,	 .?^^ g1,c??0 4001 /.Oy.:t
3^ 3000 ,oi / 3,00^ o :^ 3,ob3'3,v j,V?'
I^-dit^u7 -G►.o.5/
.^ ooJ / 99a
O/o 4 i5,14
E
r
.nli i.Fl.•	 wMa.^...MlR.,	 •..	 tis},oRA-1^a.s.lY[frR I'.F. lI,,1l ► ,FIR a1.F il,1! l r i	 i	 r +	 lIY^.I^r U.^t#f.il,.w!}M+f!!#^i1..1.M^iI^.s..sM}i!!!^=1Ritsfl. l^ ♦ IiMM #F.1!!}.
a
1. ` D l ^ it 1"s-11D 1,i ,J 1 r I -^ F 1^.	 co 	rl j' Ju p l i	 +
r	
A !{i;nM MAnY OF	 C0o*.,0,T0	 COHPUnATAP
r
r
••	 PRESSURE TRANSDUCER DATA SHEET	
r
CUSTOMER
TYPE _/^- / ^L ^/ 4U^'/ 5/N 99 P9	 ....-	 / *^^J .......^...^--	 CU S T4. USER ORDER I'3.
	
-----
--70PRESSWE R1ltIGE 	 Q 6 4 T/G	 CCC ORDER NO. 
INPUT VOLT /,GE . ^ ^''	 . V 0(=: TEST SPEC t F`I CAT IM _
^;'►
 s	 V I>C INSPECTED DY ' /' ^r	 ,^U. i iX' IDATE...=_,!OUTPUT VOLTAGE ._^......-.^,..............F.,.. 
OUTPUT LOAD	 ^.^ C> A-- 	 OHMS APPROVED BY ,In. 4 ^ DATE%
wr lrl•}Yr►}F{Y ws w^.F.v...rl.MM^w. -A.YlA	 .... ._,.	 1.•/M w..ar^rvs+a.w^F. ur!`lrwna ,r.er! .. 	 .. ..
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wf	 CERTIFIED TEST` REP OR T
GE P/N 47D212124P1
TEMPERATURE TRANSDUCMtiPART NAME
	 MODEL NO, 5028-1	 S/N 101
CUSTOMS	 GENERAL ELECTRIC.
 REFERENCE ,SVS 7516	 DAT E 1-3 -68
{
The following table was obtained by calibration of the transducer under total immersion conditions
against standards traceable to the NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS through certification documents
on file in the Winsco Calibration, Laboratory, Unless otherwise specified, the calibration data is accurate
to ;- 0.0,5°C,
A
I
Measured	 Resistance
Temperature	 Abs, Ohms
rk
'	 32.00	 199.38
	212.28	 277.91
r
	
500.20	 398.65
Results of electrical and environmental tests
Insulation Resistance: 15 K Megohms
s
Isolation Resistance: > 1 K Megohlm
Short Circuit Protection:
	
OK
QUALITY ASSURANCE REPRESENTATIVE
January 3, 1968Date	 - -
•
File No.	 21.20
,•  -♦ Yr/ ^	 e.,r^ INSTRUME NTS 6, CONTROLS COMPANY, INC.
1533 26th Street, Santa Modica, Cai'ifornie H0404 Te^ephone: 451-5S46
A-5-25
zk
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t	 °IFS ^'	 F	
L
 ^	 r
Y'1l+2- MM INSTRJM6NTS & CONTROLS COMPANY. INC,'
1533 S^th Street. Santo Monica, California 90404 Telephone, 451-IBS46 • Upton 0-64CM
r	 GE P/N 47D212124P1
1-MDEL N0.	 5028-1	 SERIAL NO.	 01	 DATE 1-2- 6
CUSTOMER GENERAL ELECTRIC	 PO N0 SVS 7516	 SO NO	 2120
PERFORMANCE CURVE
Alpha------- --------^---- 0.00393268
	Def: a	 1.43393851
.	 a Beta-----	 ---------- 0.096095511
	
TMPERA.TURF, O F 	 RESISTALICE OIDIS	 VOLTAGE OUTPUT
- 1,0qM-M 1..-- - rm-._- +.«.- _------._-
-
W--.1.
}	 .
140.399 -0..008 "..	 ^.
75-............--__-.,..-_.-
	 --------- 151.679 +0.252
50 162.904 +0.513
25-----.__--- --_- -•-_----.----
-t 174 07 8 +0.776
0 ------------------------------ 185.204 +1,035
+ 25-- L ------- 196.285 +1.290
K
x
50--.,--------------------------- 207.322 +1.546
75 ----------------------- ------- 218.315 +1.802
100----------------------------- w 229.265 +2•Q58
240.172 +2.309
150------ -----	 -	
---- -
1-------	 -- 251.035 +2,560
261855 ,	 +2.811
200 ---------------------------- --- 272.632 +3.062
2'?5----------__---
	 -	
__-----_-- 283.365 +3.308
    
_ - _ - _ _ _ - -250------- 7 ------------- 294.055 +3.553
275---------------------------....- 304.701 +3.798
300---__1,...-------------------M r _- 315.305 44.043
. 325------------------------------- 325.864 +4.283 l
350 ------------- _--- ----------- ---- 336.380 +4.522
375 -- 346.854 +4 . 761 '
'f00 ------------------------------- 357.283	 . +5.000
f
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Report No, P 6914-1
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APPROVED ENGINEERING 'TEST LABORATORIES
5320 W. 104th St., Los Angeles, Calif, 90045
AETL
Account No. P 6914
P. 0. No. 1284Z
Date	 2/5/68
Contract No. JPL 951988'
Priority Rating DO-A2
General Electric P.O. IF 028F-4276
COMPANY
Anaconda Metal Hose Division
Anaconda American Brass Company
3323 Malt Avenue
,Los Angeles, California 90022
DESCRIPTION OF TEST SPECIMENS
Three (3) Hose Assemblies, AMH Port Number 85277, General Electrtc fort
Dumber 47D212114, unidentified by serial, numbers, were submitted for testing..
TEST EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION
The test equipment and instrumentation used during the performance of the f s0wj
is shown on, the attached data sheets.
TEST PROCEDURES AND TEST RESULTS
'	 The test specimens were subjected to the following sequence of te sting and proccWtt-9
r,	 in accordance with Anaconda Metal Hose Drawing No. 85277, Revision 4 0, titled,
fi
V!
"Hose Assembly, Metal"
^.^	 Externs" Leakage Test per Note +t4
r
Proof Pressure Test per Note 113
Pressure Drop Test per Note s'S .
Final Cleaning per Note fr7 «
*See Cleaning Data Sheet
The test procedures and the test dot  recorded are presented in the attached data
^w	
sheets for evaluation.
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WATER AND SUBJECTED TO AN I NTEPNAL PRESSURE OF 5j,VT 
_r_(,(.o .r:os ir, ^-
	
WIT H GASEOUS HELIUM GRAQE	 ^a-410.^_	 A, AF STOCK NUMBER 7500
WAS CONDUCTED IN SUCH A MANNEP AS TO KEEP THE INTE11100
SPECIMEN COMPLETELY DPY. AT THE COMPLETIO N OF T141 TESL,
C I ME`I ' WAS THOROUGHLY DQ i ED.
TEST RESULTS:
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Customer ANACONDA METAL HOSE M. No. PRO D- 	 9(,4
P.O. No. -
Port No, _
 
95Z 77 Doh Z1214gJ3
Spec, DwCZxt85Z77  _, Amb. Temp. = 1011 F.
NONEPara,	 A) QorF 43 Photo
S/N	 l,A_E,	 _ Test M•d, U I T OG E_
Specimen Temp,
Test Equipmcnt specimen.	 HOSE ASSEMBLY
1	 PRESSURE GAUGE S/N P- 29 2 a 4%1&LA re# 4& -C2 -Q 7
2	 RANGE	 0	 TO 300
	
PSIG 7
3	 ACCURACY ± 0. 25 % d
4	 CAL I SPATED 1 /24 1 _9
s	 DUE RE - CAL I B.	 Z12414o8 10
Test Tittea	 NITROGEN PRESSURE TE ST 	PROOF 	 s+P)
Description of Test:	 THE T EST SPECIMEN S W*91 WEREA SUBMEPM In DE- 1 0HI ZEO
WATER AND SUBJECTED TO AN inTERNAL PRESSURE OF NIAu	 LeC76
WITH GASEOUS NITROGEN, CONFORMING TO MIL -P-27401, TYPE 1 t 	 j
hII!!''R'"r1 i?1'PFMEBfP'
i
THE TEST WAS CONDUCTED IN SUCH A MANNER AS TO KEEP THE INTERIOR OF
THE  TEST SPECIMEN COMPLETELY DRY. AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE TEST
THE TEST SPECIMEN S WERE THOROUGHLY DRIED.
TEST RESULTS;
THE TEST SPECIMEN S W" . WERE IM CAPABLE OF WITHSTANDING THE
TEST PRESSURE FOR A PERIOD OF
	
MINUTES WITHOUT
V ISUAL VIDDICE OF PERMANENT DAMAGE DISTORTION OR LEAKAGE.
I
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A-5-38—_
Penn `Valve	 Pitting Co.m no"
105 Laurel Avenuo, Cheltenham, Pc, 1.9012
Randolph 5.1300
December 19, 1967
General Electric Company
Spacecraft Department
P, 0. Box 8274
Phila. I Pa. 19 101
-Attent.!,on: George Edge
SubJect: order #028-F42766
Reference Nupro Bellows Valves Test keport
Dear Mr. Edge:
Confirming our telephone conversation of Monday,
December 10, 1967, Penn Valve & Fitting Company hereby
certifies the following test report on the three Nupro
X55-6DW ,-SW bellows valves recently returned to Nupro Co.
for final assembly and testing. .
One valve, which will be tagged to identify it
from the other two being shipped, passed our loot helium
t	 leak test to a gate cf O.0004 micron cu. ft. at all seals
including the bellows weld, tube stub welds and valve
seat.
The two remaining valves had indications of a small
leak which was isolated to the immediate area of the two
tuba union; connecting the filter assembly to the tube
stubs of cacti valve.
	
All other aaaln, i, e. bell,owo weld,
tuba stub welds, and the valve seats- did not leak under
the to s
c
1'
	
	 We trust the above is in accordance with your re
quest of December 18, 1967.
^.	
Very truly yours,
PENN VALVE k PITTING COMPANY.
' Daniel J. McMona le
DMcm: ntec
cc; R. _ Young
'	 E. Freudenberg, Procurement Dept.
l3tacktn^ ^etcba^wr
;r	
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AP151o'XDIX.6-6
 FIGURE OF MERIT
U, LIABILITY ANA LYSIS
A.6.1 RV LIABILITY ANALYSIS
A failure mode and effects analysis of the WEDS and an estimate of the figure of merit
reliability of the WGDS were prepared and are presented as Tables A. 6-1 and A.6-2, respec-
tively. These analyses considered only those components expected to be used in a flight
system at a later date and failure modes leading to mission failure (not diagnostic informa-
tionfallures). The data used for the reliability analysis were based on GE averaging of
several information sources and/or Martin Company generic data.
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Table A. 6-2. Reliability FIgura of Merit Analysis
R OVERALL
	
(R, GAS	 X RGE WGDS
ATTITUDE	 GENERATOR	 SYSTEM
ACTUATION
R Gi, WGDS = R FILTER X "REGULATOR
SYSTEM	 (600 DAYS)	 (600 D^Ys;
2 x 10 CYCLES)
0,9972 (1)	 0.8901(1)
X R SOLENOID) 2
VALVES
X R FLEX HOSE
(600 DAYS)
(0.9450) 2 (2)
APPENULC A-7
OUTLET PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT PROCED,
FOR WEDS REGULATOR
40
1. PRESSURIZATION
A) Close the on-off valve at the outlet of the regulator and slowly apply a
pressure of 50 PSIG to the inlet of the regulator.
B) Observe the outlet pressure gaGe and note the regulator lockup ptressure.
2. NSASSEMBLY
A) Remove the flow damper locknut and turn out the upper ring retainer with
0
1
pair of tweezers.
r
B) Remove the teflon splii^ ring, lower ring retainer, and take-up spring.
C) Remove the four top cover screwy top cover and main spring adjusting
ring lockring,
3. INCREASE OUTLET PRESSURE
A) Open the outlet on-off valve to allow approximately 1-1/2 LPM flow.
B) Insert the spring adjusting tool into the slot of the main spirling adjusting
ring.
Observe the outlet pressure gage and rotate the adjusting ring clockwise
to the desired pressure and then one-quarter turn beyond.
4
law-7
iY
D) Rotate the adjusting Ping counter--clockwlse until the slot in the
female thread is aligned with a hole in the adjusting ring,
E) Install the adjusting ring lockring and close the outlet on-off valve,
a,	 ovCREASING OUTLET PR ESSURE
A) Open the outlet on-off valve to allow approximately 1 1/2 LPM flow,
B) Insert the spring adjusting tool into the slot of the main spring adjusting
ri ng,
C) Observe the outlet pressure gage and rotate the adjusting ring counter-
N
clockwise to the desired pressure, and then one-quarter turn beyond,
D) Rotate the adjusting ring clockwise until the slot in the female threadti
is aligned with a hole in the adjusting ring.
y
E) Install the adjusting ring lockring and close the outlet on-off valve,
5.	 REASSEMBLY 1
A) Replace the top cover and secure with four screws,
B) Install the flow damper take-up sp;-ing, lower retainer, and teflon r
split ri ng,
C) Turn in the upper ring retainer approximately half way to secure the
flow damper assembly,
6. -;REGULATION CHEC K
A) Open the outlet on-off valve to flow the regulator and note the outlet
droppressure	 on the gage,;
A-7-2
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